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Abstract

This study deals with the spatial restructuring phase of

an urban-rural (or a core-periphery) system. Its context

j-s one in which the impacts, be they 'positive' or 'neg-

ative', emanate from the urban places, especialì-y big

cities, to the adjacent rural areas. The concepts and

theories involved are basically disequilibrium models;

namely, the rGrowth-Centre Theory' and its predecessor,

Schultzrs 'IndustrÍa1-Urban Hypothesis'- In turn, these

theories owe their inspiration to a longstanding geographi-

cal- notion; that iS, the 'Metropolitan Dominance Concept'.

While many empirical studies drawing on this conceptual

stance have been undertaken in both developed and underde-

veloped countries, relatively few have addressed the prob-

fems obtaining in the so-called rnewly-industrializing

countries (economies)t. This study, therefore, seeks to

redress that oversight by examining aspects of urban-rural

relatj-onships and Ievels of development obtaining during

the period of rapid economic growth in Taiwan in the past

couple of decades, using the Kaohsiung-Pingtung area in the

south for tracing urban impacts on rural areas. Here,

Kaohsiung city --- the second largest metropolis as well as

the largest heawy-industrial centre and principal harbour

of Taiwan was regarded as the 'spontaneous growth

centre' of the study area from which the development im-

pulses vrere assumed to be transmitted into rural hinter-

lands. This development can be explained by reference to



spatial differences in well-being and the changes which have

occurred in various socio-economic and demographic aspects

(factors). Although the combined effect of these factors
fostered overarl development around Kaohsiung city somewhat

simil-ar to these postulated by the theories, there are,

however, some important qualifications. Above all, some

factors are decidedly more urban-biased than others, and

their diffusion outwards from Kaohsiung city into surround-

ing rural- areas is far more constrained as a result. It is
evidently the case, therefore, that spatial development is
an uneven phenomenon, with some factors susceptible to
diffusion ( 'spread effects' ) and others resistant to it
(rendering themselves visible, indeed, ês 'backwash ef-
fectsr). Compounding this complex pattern is the fact what

some non-economic, but still- critical, factors are found to
play a major part in moulding the region's deveJ-opment,

notwithstanding thej-r glaring absence from standard theo-

ries, to say nothing of empirical studies. They coalesce,

in effect, to represent a special environment cultural-
ly and socially --- particular to the study area. Finally,
the factor of distance, theoretícalIy the outstanding

factor determining the spatial structure of development,

emerges as a variable whose influence shifts with time:

decreasing gradually its restraining influences in dírect
correspondence with the improvements of transportation and

living standards. In consequence, a new interpretation of
the rdistance' factor should be incorporated into the
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disequilibrium theories (especially in the context of small

regions); namely, to the effect that it loses its potency

through time as the pace of development quickens- In

short, the array of theories resting on Schultz's Industri-

al-Urban Hypothesis are germane to the earlier phases of

rapid development but increasingly irrelevant thereafter.

Truth to sây, the contemporary Kaohsiung-centred region has

attained a leve1 of development in which the relevance of

distance and the theories advocating it --- has largely

evaporated.
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Chaoter 1

Development and the Study Region

1-.l- Introduction

It is a truism that development is a mul_ti-faceted,

multi-dimensional quality that defíes easy description. It
is equally obvious, however, that development devoid of
economic advancement, is an absurdity. The conception of
development adopted here Ís fully arive to the manifotd

social, demographic and cultural nuances of development, but

maintains that economic-material progress is the heart of
the matter. By the same token, development wrenched out of
a spatial context is mostly meaningless. Geographical

differences in access to the good things brought about by

development are important to the politicar processes under-

way at international, national and regional_ l_evels. The

object here is to focus on the third; that is, how develop-

ment appears at one point within a subnational unit and

disperses from it to affect in various $¡ays the quality of
life of all regional residents. To be precise, the Kaoh-

siung-Pingtung region of Taiwan is the focus of inquiry.
Reasons for selecting the subject area are readily appar-

ent; it is a dynamic, albeit perj_pheraI, zone of a dynamic,

highly-sucessful developing country, Taiwan. The epitome

of a NIC (newIy-industrialízing country), Taiwan ohTes j-ts

accelerated development not only to the nurturing of indus-

trialization and the urbanization attendant on it, but also

to the integration of industry and agriculture or, more
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explicitry, the accommodation of urban-industrial processes

within the larger rurar system. How these two distinct
geographicar entities, the industriar city and the inten-
sively-farmed rural area, have come to terms with each

other is the core of this thesis.
The process is essentially asymmetric. Material

progress, subsumed under the development banner, appears in
the city as a consequence of industriarization and then

breaks the bonds of urban confinement to transgress into
rural areas, indelibly attering them in the process

The imprication of industrialization for economic devel--

opment rests principally on its prornotion of per capita
productivity, which results in the accelerated capital
accumulation needed for reinvestment. Basically, the

agricultural activities are l-and-demanding but have a very

l-ow efficiency in creating job opportunities. Furthermore,

as a ru1e, the output of industrial activities are higher

varue-added products in comparison with those of agricur-
tural activities(e.9. Arexander and Gibson, lgzg).conse-
quently, industriar activities can provide the community

not only with more jobs, but with higher per capita renu-

meration which, in turn, stimulates greater multiplier
effects. The capacity of capitat accumulation for the

community, therefore, increases at a fast rate, and the
surprus capital is continually reinvested in the establish-
ment of new factories and workshops or the improvement of
process technologies in the existing ones. This is mani-

-2-



fested through the much faster rates of creating jobs and

increasing per capita income in industrial sectors which,

by way of the labour and income multiplier effects, will

create a momentum for a rapid growth of the servic'e sec-

tors. This kind of benign cycle produces a snowball effect

in economic development and finally results in a signifi-

cant sectoral transition; nqmely, the proportional share of

the labour force will shift from primary industries to

secondary and/or tertiary industries.

An equally Ímportant implÍcation of industrialization

for economic development is the spatial transition that it

provokes. This follows from the specific characteristics of

the industry. Generally, the productÍon prerequisites for

manufacturing, such as markets, capital, labour forces

(unskilled and skilled), transportation, and infrastructure

and services, are more favourably disposed to locate in

urban places, especially large cities (Chisholm, L9B2).

Furthermore, as a consequence of the operation of economic

efficiencies scale economies, agglomeration economies

and industrial linkages --- both public and private entre-

preneurs motivated by profit-seekÍng, tend to be concen-

trated in or near urban places. The outcome is the concen-

tratíon of production resources in urban places; the in-

creasing disparities between urban and rural_ areas, or

between different regions; and the serious outmigration of

people from rural areas or poor regions to urban areas or

richer regions (e.g. Alonso, 1968). The rational_e for

2



this kind of spatial transformation is that "the agglomera-

tion of people into tçwns and cities makes it easier and

cheaper to provide them with basic services of education,

health care, electricity and water supply than if they

remain dispersed in the countryside" (Dickenson, et aI.
1983, Þ.247). Such a spatial outcome in spite of
private gains and short-term efficiencies is replete
with social problems, not least the problem of spatial
di.sparities in the provision of material well-being and

access to opportunities.

The more concerned governments have reacted through an

implicit form of regional policy desj-gned to steer develop-

ment activities ínto those regions unfortunate enough to
miss out on spontaneous industrial-ization. This government

strategy of regional development may provide an ameliorat-
ing solution to the unbalanced pattern of industrial_ devel-

opment. Unfortunately, most of the strategies of industri-
al-ization used in the Third l¡üorrd have, contrary to expec-

tation, worked to further unbalanced development. This

occurrence, again, is understandabfe given that economic

efficiency, as expressed through maximizing the growth rate
of industrial output, was considered the prime priority
before the balanced development of the regions. I¡lhat is
vùorse, the decision-making for industrial_ location often
tended to be politically-biased, and more often than not,

was decided by poriticians rather than development planners.

Usual1y, the rich, developed core regions capture a dispro-

-4-



portionate amount of political power and, thus, have much

more influence in the decision-making of the industrial

locations. l,lhether for this reason or whether for the more

likely reason that governments have been content to allow

spontaneous development to go its untrammeled way, Taiwan

conforms to this pattern. It boasts a highly-developed

core based on the capital, Taipei. A counter-pole is

evide.nt, however, outside the core, one that is centred on

the southern industrial and port city of Kaohsiung: the

focus of this inquiry. rt is no accident that the Taiwanese

government has recognized the need to offset the core's

dominances by encouraging Índustrializatj-on in this coun-

ter-pole. OfficiaJ- efforts are aided by the strueture of

the Taiwan's industriar systems as the next section makes

clear

L.2 The Taiwan Context : A Thumbnail Sketch

Basically, Taiwanf s j-ndustrialization followed Schumach-

er's line in putting much emphasis on the devel_opment of

small-sized anc medium-sized industries (schumacher, 1973);

a process, which incidentalJ-y, was quite successful in

promoting industrial-ization ín medium-sized and smal-I towns

as well as the major centres ( e. g. Ho , 1979; V,li1liams,

19BB). As a result, measures of spatial, disparity, either

between rural areas and urban areas, or between different

regions, are much smaller than in that other leading NIC,

South Korea, and are even fess than those occurring in

china, a communist country which has actually achieved less

tr



regional equality than many had once thought (CoIe, I9B7;

Kuo, 1983; Fei etal. , f979; L.S. Chang, 1984). South

Korea, following Japan's model, placed more emphasis on the

development of heavy industries, which resulted in the

emergence of a select number of large, industrial-urban

complexs. The kind of relatively-footloose industrializa-
tion in Taiwan has been forthcoming with both positive and

negative consequences. On the one hand, it has provided

the people of non-metropolitan areas with in situ alterna-

tive employment opportunÍties; that is, non-farm jobs. By

1982, for example, 83 percentage of the farmers were part-

time operators and only one-third of farm-househol-d income

was derived from agriculture (Taiwan Provincial Government,

1985). The major proportion of that non-farm income came

from employment in manufacturing industries. on the other

hand, this industrialization has had the effect of worsen-

ing the farm-labour shortage, resulting in increased farm

production costs, and has exacerbated the difficulty of

making a Ìiving from full-time farming on small holdings.

Moreover, some scholars argue that industrial efficiency is
enhanced by concentrating j-ndustrial activities in the key

urban centres, because of their superior infrastructure and

other assets for industrialization (e.9. Fuchs & Street,

1980 ). Small sca1e, relatively-footloose manufacturing is
therefore carrying a burden of inefficiency and may suffer
at the hands of larger, concentrated competitors in South

Korea. However, with a small- area, an excellent transporta-

-6-



tion and communication system, and a large skilled labour

pool in the rural areas arising from the popularity of
education, the dispersion of industries outside the indus-

trial-urban complex in Taiwan speaks well for the island's
ability to overcome such liabilities (numerous examples of
which might be found in many developing countries)(e.g.
Hodder, 1969; Frank, 1966, 1969, I97O). Ho (1979), for
one, insisted that non-metropolitan industrialization has,

on balance, played a positive role in promoting equitable

regional development Ín Taiwan.

Àn appreciation of how this industrial structure impacts

on the spatial economy ín clearly warranted at this stage.

To reiterate, one of the most prominent characteristics of
Taiwan's industrial development is that manufacturing

establishments are mostly small and medium scale in size.
This fact is shown in Tab1e l--1 where it can be elicited
that: (1) the percentage share of small manufacturing

establishment, that Ís, estab1ishments employing from l--g

workers, lvas as high as 68.16 in 1971- and 69.58 in l_981;

(2) the percentage share of medium-size manufacturing estab-

lishment (l-0-49 workers) was 23.33 in I97L and ZO.OI in
1981; and (3) the combined percentage share of small and

medium-sized manufacturing estabrishments was gr-49 in 1971

and 91.59 in 198L. The most important implication of
small- and medium-sized firms for regional deveropment is
that they are usually of low capital--intensÍty coupled wÍth
fairly high labour-intensity and low-technologicar endow-

-7-



ment and thus are easy to introduce into all levels of urban

places, even small towns which are scattered widely over the

island (Tsai, l9B2).

Following from the rapid industrialization and lack of

adequate location policy during the L96os and 1970s, the

spatial distrj-bution of industries in Taiwan during that

period was highly concentrated in metropolitan areas.

According to Hsueh (1979), in I97O the three metropolitan

areas combined contained over 70 per cent of the total

industries in Taiwan when measured in terms of employment.

Table 1-1 slze Dictrlbution of Hanufacturlng Establi6hnentÊ in Talwan

of sorkers No. of eËtabliEhtrentE percentage of
1971 1981 r97L

establ. lshEent6
1981

1-9
lo-49
50-99

100-499
500+
Total

30,055
ro.z86

!.676
L.707

368
4 4 , 09 2

65 ,'7 89

20,810
3,94A
? Áa1

508
94.546

68.16

3.80
3.87
0.83

100.00

69.58
22-Or

4 .17
3. 69

0.54
100.o0

(Source: Tsai Hung-hs1ung, 1984, p.21)

H.C. Tsai's ( l-984) study, moreover, showed that in lgTg

the number of factories l-ocated in the five big citi_es of
Taipei, Kaohsiung, Taichung, Tainan and Keelung, and the

four counties wj-thin their metropolitan areas (i.e., Taipei

county, Taoyuan county, Taichung county, and Kaohsiung

county) comprised 65 per cent of the total number of facto-
ries in Taiwan, as compared with 51.5 per cent of the total_

number in 1958. This evidence demonstrated that, through

two decades of industrial development, rural areas shared

-8-



a rerativeÌy small portion of the increase in the total
number of factories. This overconcentration of industries
in metropolitan areas wourd be partly responsible for
serious rural--to-urban migratÍon which occurred during the
period extending from the 1960s untir the mid-197os.

However, after the mid 1920s, the government assumed an
j-ncreasingry active role in the process of industrializa-
tion, entertaj-ning the view that overdevelopment of the
core vras detrimental to the national interest. !üel_t-formu-

lated policies, their effective implementation and the
display of initiative on the part of private investors
resulted in rapid advances in decentralized industrial_iza-
tion which, in turn, contributed significantly to a rapid
growth of spatial dispersion in the past decade. one of
the most crucial indications of government's decentraliza-
tion of Índustry is the change in the locational patterns
of industri.al districts after the mid-l_970s. For the
purpose of reducing industriar production cost and increas-
ing industriar output, especially for the smaII- and-medi-

um-sized industries, the development of industrial dis-
tricts was deemed to be the most effective measure. There-
fore, a 2O-year plan was formurated by the government for
the development of industrial districts in Taiwan. The

goal of the 2O-year development plan is to realize region-
a1ly well-balanced development of industries. under this
plan, a totat of over 10, ooo hectares of industrial l_and

will be developed to create employment for 5oo,ooo people.

-9-



Some 75 industrial- districts have been developed, while

seven additional industrial districts of a total area of

5,516 hectares are presently under development (Industrial

Development Bureau, L9B6).

Before the rnid-1970s and prior to serious implementa-

tion, industrÍa1 districts tended to be localized in the

northern and southern planning regions, notably around

Taipei and Kaohsiung. However, after the mid-1-970s, the

industrial districts started to spread out to the central

planning region and the non-metropolitan areas. From Table

L-2 and Figure l--l- it is evÍdent that after the 1970s,

industrial districts were more widely distributed in the

non-metropolitan areas. For instance, during the period of

l97L-1976, the total areas of the industrial dístricts in

process of establishment in metropolitan areas and non-

metropolitan areas v¡ere 2,627 hectares and 2,735 hectares

respectively. In the period of 1-976-198L, the trend became

more discernible, with the contrasting values of 79O hec-

tares for metropolitan areas and 2,819 hectares for non-

metropolitan areas highlighting the divergence. Such a

dichotomy can be taken further. Shih (]-982) defined Tai-

wanrs 'urban area' as including five big cities (Taipei,

Kaohsiung, Taichung, Tainan and Keelung) and three metropol-

itan counties (Taipei, Taoyuan and Hsinchu) and the rest of

the island vras relegated to the category of rural area-

The annual percentage growth rates of employment in manu-

facturing for 'urban areat and trural areast were respec-
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tively' 9.4 and l-0.28 in 1966-1980 as opposed to 7.52 and

8.04 in the earlier span encompassing the years l-956 to

1966. Most of the dispersed smal-l- and medium-scafe indus-

tries and industrial districts are focated in or near the

scattered small- or medium-sized cities. In contrast to

many other developÍng countries, Taiwan has been relatively

successful in promoting rural industrialÍzation as an effec-

tive strategy to increase the income l-evel of rural fami-

lies and to promote the development of rural society as a

whole. Ho (1979) linked the level of rural nonfarm activi-

ties to the spatial pattern of industrialization. He

further pointed out that, iri Taiwan, the share of income

from nonfarm sources in total farm- household income in-

creased from 25 per cent in L960 to 43 per cent in L975,

while Ín South Korea, which like Taiwan has experienced

rapid industrialization since the early 1960s, the figures

remained constant at about 23 per cent for the same period

of time. In a word, Taiwanrs success can, in large part,

be attrj-buted to the prevalence of the small- and medium-

scale industries on the one hand, and their tendency to

form in relatively scattered urban places on the other.

Obviously, this pattern of industrialization has imposed a

distinct stamp on the island's recent experience of urbani-

zation.

This is readily apparent from the fact that the urban

population accounted for only 59 per cent of the total
popuJ-ation in 1970, but had increased to 73 per cent of the
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tota] by 1984 (Li, 1986). The increasing proportion of the

urban population to the total population can be attrÍbuted

Table L-2 The Di6tributlon of lndustrial Districts in Taiwan, unit: ha

Regions Ares developed and
1961-1966 1966-19?1

under deveLopnent
19'7L-r976 1976-1981 subtotal.

Tai,wan
N.Reglon
C,Reglon
S. Region
E. Regf on

208
59

149

557
267

290

5 , 3 62

r.346
6r7

3 .259
140

486
ai5
368
986

19

613
785
985
684
159

r.
1.

a

2.
L.

4,

Hetro. Àreas
Tålpei M.

Taichung M.

Tainan M.

Kaohsiung M.

Non-netro. Àreas

208
59

749

290

---
?90
267

2,362
159
169
198

2,101
2.735

790
91

233
75

391
2 , Ar9

ã ol q

309
402
283

2,93r
5 , AzL

(Source: Industriâ1 Developnent Bureau)

to two reasons: (1) the emergence of nevr urban places; and

(2) the growth of existing urban places through natural
growth or in-migration of population. However, and more

importantly from the vantage of regional development, the
question in need of addressing is: what is the spatial and

rank-size distribution of the urban places in Taiwan? Many

studies pertaining to the rank-size distrj-bution of urban

places in Taiwan have come to concrude that, ês economic

development gained momentum, the city growth pattern gradu-

ally corresponded to Zipf's rank-size rule (e.g. Chang,

I984i Sun, 1985). As a matter of fact, both Hsueh (1980)

and H.H.Tsai (1984), although using different methodolo-

gies, aÌso concruded that the rank-size distribution of
urban places in Taiwan conforms very closely to Zipf's
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Fig. 1-1 : Development status of Industrial Districts
on Taiwan
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rank-size ru1e. Furthermore, they both insisted that the

rapid industrialization in the past decades did not disturb
the rank-size distribution. In other words, the rank-sÍze

distribution of urban places in Taiwan is a balanced one.

The spatiaì- dÍstribution of the urban places, meanwhile,

tended to conform to Christallerrs 'central-place' type of
distrj-bution, especially in the central and southern parts
of Taiwan (Hsueh, l-980; Tsai, H.H., 1984). Controversy has

arisen, however, in respect of the question as to whether

the population became more concentrated or more dispersed

in the process of city growth since ldorld l,rtar II:. Shih's
(1982) study indicated first a dispersion process, followed

by a concentration process, for the geographical distribu-
tion of population between 1950 and l-980. The concentration
process in later periods was also supported by Vùil_ber

( l-981 ). In his analysis of urbanization in Taiwan, this
analyst pointed out that, in contrast to the argument that
absolute deprivation in rural- areas is the major cause

pushing people to cities, in Taiwan urban economic devet-

opment was not only able to accommodate the infl,ux but also

to hasten city growth. According to Hsueh (1986), the

distribution of urban places in Taiwan before l¡lor1d I¡Iar II
was quite even, clustered basically along three axes from

north to south; namely, the western coastal axis, the

central- axis and the eastern piedmont axis. Most of the

major cities are located along the central- axis. However,

as a result of rapid urbanization taking place after vùorrd
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I'lar II, the three contemporary metropolitan areas of Kee-

lung-Taipei in northern Taiwan, Kaohsiung-Tainan Ín southern

Taiwan, and, to a lesser extent, Taichung in central Taiwan

became forces to be reckoned with, and they overlapped the

original three axes pattern of distribution. The cluster-

ing of urban developments in three metropolitan areas was

very noticeable by L97O and the trend of concentration

still continues, albeit not so markedly (Hsueh, 1980; H.H.

Tsai, l9B4; Li , 1973).

One noteworthy point is that growth rates for different

sizes of urban places vary with different periods of time.

As H. H. Tsai ( 1984 ) has re,marked, the municipalities of

Taipei and Kaohsiung, along with the five provincial cj.-

ties, recorded theÍr fastest population growth during the

years l-953 to 1973, while the county-Ieve1 (i.e. prefec-

tural) cities were the soJ-e category which experienced

rapid population growth during the decade extending from

L973 (see Table 1-3). Both of the two high-level cities

witnessed decelerations in their population growth rates

during the period of 1973-L983. The populations of chen

(town) and hsiang (rura1 district) grew at a slower rate

than the natural growth rate (growth rate of total popula-

tion in Taiwan) over the entire period of 1953-1983; that
is, chen and hsiang constantly experienced a declining

share of the total population. In short, before the mid-

l-970s, the population te,nded to concentrate Ín the seven

biggest cities (the two municipalities and five provincial
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cities), resulting in a somewhat unbalanced distribution
during that period of time. After the. mid-1970s, the trend

slowed down and obviously the medium-sized cities (prefec-

tural cities) enjoyed the fastest growth rates. However,

from the spatial point of vj-ew, the more dynamic prefectur-

al cities are mostly J-ocated within the commuting perimeter

of the three metropolitan areas. Notwithstanding the trend

of increasing concentratÍon of urban places around the

three metropolitan perimeter, most of Taiwan's regions

contain scattered cities and towns inherited from earlier
phases of historical development. It would be true to say

that, oD average, with the improvement of transportation,
any rural-area resident (except those found in mountain

districts) can reach a town or smaI1 city within one hour

(by driving); a medium-sized city or large city within l-2
hours; and one of the three metropolises withÍn 2-3 hours.

This more scattered distrj-bution of urban places has had

the effect of allowing the people in rural areas to commute

between their homes and urban places, and, therefore, has

worked to ameliorate serious population losses through

outmigration. By the same token, economic activities,
specifically industries or services, can be easily diffused
to the non-metropolitan areas in order to provide rural
residents with l-ocal employment opportunities.

These forces hint at the welding of urban-industrial
processes and rural economies, a phenomenon which has

pivotal relevance to theoretical justifications for urban-
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centred spatial development, the basis for that J.ink

introduced in the next section.

TabLe 1-3 Populat.ion GroHtb by Adninistrative
(unit: annuå1 groHth rate percentage)

l-s

Adninistrative Units 1953-1963 1963-1973 1973-1983

centraÌ Munlcipalities (Z) *

Provinclal cltj.es (5)
Prefectural (county) citles
Chen (town) & Hsiangs
Taluan ârea

3.98
5 . r?
2-73
3.48

4.04
3.13
4.88
1.56
2.74

2.t5

4 .68
0.95
1.87

* ( ): No. of adminlstratf ve Units.
(Source; T6åi, 1986, p.16)

1.3 The Indispensable link : Industry and Agricul-ttrre, Urban
and Rural Development

Because regional inequality correlates rather closely

v¡j-th differences in urban development, the question arises

as to what role cities can play in the process of regional

development. Generally speaking, there are two extremely

opposite opinions. One school, represented by A.F. Frank

( l-966,L969,1970) , regards the role of cities as negative;

that iS, the countryside j-n the Third VJorld is exploited by

the cities which, within the international capitalist

system, are satel-l-ites of the rich countries that exploit

the Third l,ùorld. In other words, cities of the Third

Itlorld work as an agent of the developed countries to ex-

ploit the rural areas of their own countries through the

so-called mechanism of internal colonialism. In this view,

instead of being centres of growth and development, the

cities in the Third l,üorl-d are just centres of foreign

domination and exploitation. On the other hand, another
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school, led by Hirsctrman (L958) and Friedmann (L959), see

the role of cities as more positive. They maintain
that growth of urban centres made possible the development

of rural areas in the Third $Iorld. McGee (l-921) took a

middle course between these two opposite opinions. He

considered the role of cities in the Third worrd as embrac-

ing both positive and negative infruences on the well-being
of rurar areas. Hoselitz (1960) used the terms 'parasi-
tic' cities and 'generativer cities to represent the urban

centres which have 'negative' and 'positive' rores respec-
tively. rn this viewpoint, a city is generative whenever

its formation, continued existence and growth are eleménts

accountable for the economic development of the region or
country in which it is located. A parasitic city exerts an

opposite impact. rt is evident that the urbanizatj-on-
agricurture interactions in combination are a significant
theme infusing the debate revorving round the impact of
urban praces on rurar areas. The concept directly address-

ing the linkages, schultz's rrndustrial-urban Hypothesis,

claims - that the average income of rurar farm people per
county depends greatly upon the county's location reIãtive
to centres of industrial-urban growth. rn other words,

industrial-urban centres have, in general, positive j-mpact

on the welfare of the rurar economy. These impacts have

usually a distance-decay effect i.ê., the closer to the
urban centres, the more the impact, and vice versa
(Schu1tz, 1951, 1953).
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Following this lÍne of thinki.g, the impact of

urbanization on agricultural development afone may be

equally positive, with a similar distance-decay effect.

Theoretically, industrial-urban development may expand the

supply of nonfarm jobs, draw labour out of agriculture,
raise agriculture's capital-labour ratio, and expand the

demand for farm products. These developments may stimul-ate

the more intensive l-and-uses of agriculture, promote mecha-

nization of agricufture, induce changes from low-val-ue to

high-vaIue crops and from traditional self-sufficient

agriculture to a more market-oriented agriculture in order

to capture the expanding market of urban places. However,

in recent research, the negative effects of industrial-

based urbanization of agricul-ture have been particularly

emphasized (Bryant, L981). These effects Ínclude direct
loss of farml-and to other land-uses (industrial, residen-

tial- or commerciaJ-), to say nothing of high land prices and

taxes. Sinclair (1967 ) demonstrated a conceptual frame,work

to express the relation between agricultural land-use and

farmers' anticipations of urban expansion, which may be

interpreted as an evaluation by the farmer of the potential

urbanization forces in the surrounding environment. In

Sinclairrs modet, there are two significant viewpoints.

First, the strength of the urbanj-zation forces is inversely

related to distance from the edge of urban expansion and,

consequently, the degree of anticipation of urban expan-

sion, in turn, is directly related to the strength of these
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forces. Second1y, the overall eval-uation of probability of

an agricultural future by farmers is related inversely to

the strength of potential urbanization forces. The stance

adopted in this thesis adheres closely to the view held by

Schultz; namely, that urban-industrial development is for

the most part benign, provided that conditions in surround-

ing rural areas are receptive to development and the ad-

justment that it requires. Mindful of restraining factors,

the rgenerative' role of Kaohsiung is investigated along

the lines proposed in the next chapter, an el-aboration of

theoretical implicatÍons, and the one following, a presen-

tatíon of appropriate methodologies. To conclude this

chapter, however, call-s for a succinct statement of thesis

objectives : a necessary prerequisite for all that folfows.

1.4 Approach Adopted in this Thesis

It is the purpose of this thesis to try to investigate

the validity of the critical development theories inspired

by Schultz's Industrial-Urban Hypothesis set against the

backdrop of the Kaohsiung area Ín south Taiwan. Basically,

the thesis aims to discover the relationships between

Kaohsiung municipalÍty and its hj-nterlands, mainly in

Kaohsiung and Pingtung counties. hlhat Ís more, great

emphasis is put on unraveleing the spatÍaI pattern of the

development around the Kaohsiung area which has occurred

during the past one or two decades.

The prime reason for choosing the Kaohsiung area as the

empirical case study in this thesis is that, being the
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largest harbour, the second largest city and one of the

biggest industrial centres in TaÍwan, Kaohsiung municipali-

ty can definitely be claj-med as an ideal industrÍal-urban
growth point. It follows, quite logically, that growth of

Kaohsiung municipality should have great and obvious im-

pacts on the surrounding hinterlands of the Kaohsiung and

Pingtung areas that were basically agricultural zones but

are now rapidly undergoing drastic changes. Therefore, the

Kaohsiung region can be regarded as an ideal place to test
the theories underpinning regional development. Figure

l-2 sets out the course of action which will be followed in
this study. In reference to that figure, items (1) and (2)

peruse and distill the theories and postulates pertaining

to devel-opment. In that light, they speII out the expected

form of spatial development provoked by industrial expan-

sion in Kaohsiung. This leads to item (3), formulation of
appropriate measurements of that development. Subsequently,

items (4) and (5) require that data are col-lected, includ-
ing data from field work and a questionnaire survey, and

indirect data from government and other sources. Item (6)

centres on the production of composite indices representing

development by means of factor analysis. For its part,
item (7) involves interpretation of the factor loadings to
infer: (a) the relation between the development of Kaoh-

siung municipality and its hintertands, and (b) the spatial
patterns of development within the study area. The meth-

odologies which witJ. be employed in this study are the
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linear regression model and other techniques such as the

coefficient of variation. Next, items (B) and (9) focus on

testing the results from (6) and (7)- If the results can

val-idate the existence of spatial development as postulated

in (1) and (2), then, the object becomes one of examining

the rel-evance of the indices of development. Some develop-

ment in the hinterland may be created independently from

the influence of Kaohsiung city, or may be ereated from the

activities present in other urban centres. If the results
cannot substantiate what is supposed to occur, it becomes

necessary to check the reasons and adjust them in such a

fashion which prompts one to decide either to reject the

theory or to recast it. Finally, items (10) and (11) justÍ-

fy the entÍre exercise, providing a synthesis of the re-

sults from the aforementioned analyses before giving rise
to a set of prescriptive concfusions.
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Chapter 2

Relevant Conceþts and Theories

2.1 Introduction

hlith rapid urbanization in the worrd in generar and

developing countries in particular after blorrd bJar rr, a

number of schol-ars regional scientists, economists,

geographers and planners began to recognize the
importance of cities in regional development (e.g.

Jones, 1986; Ironside and lrlilliams, 1gB0; Lamb, !975;
Blair, 1980; Brierley and Todd , LgTg). over the years, a

range of policies of a rough urban-regional development

stamp crystallÍzed in the leading western nations (e.g.
Mccrone, 1969 ). They were taken up by deveroping countries
and duly modifj-ed as a set of regÍonal strategies. common

to them arl is the widely accepted view that rural develop-

ment or at least rural well-being is Ín large part
determÍned by the urban sector. Todd even insisted that
"rurar development tends to be vÍewed as a factor of urban

development in the sense that rurar areas are expected to
be recipients of positive urban spilI-overs" (Todd, 1983,

p.45). It is, therefore, more fruitful for the regional

development arratyst to think of spatial expressions of
well-being in terms of an urban-rural dimension Ín national
economic development rather than in terms of urban develop-

ment and rural development as issues in theír ov¡n right.
Egan and Bendick (1986) argued that urban growth should be

evaluated less as either good or bad in itsetf but more in
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terms of whether it promotes the efficient and equitable

performance of vital economic functions within a nation.

Miller (L97:..) tried, albeit without obvious success, to

build a model- to explain the urban-rural relationships.

Yet, the.se latter-day appraisals ultimately or¡re their
inspiration to a pair of theories, the rGrowth Centre

Theory' and the 'IndustrÍa1-Urban Hypothesis' (IUH), which

were formulated in the 1950s. These two theories are the

cornerstone of the conceptual position adopted in this the-

sis. Despite evident simil-arities, they have some basÍc

conceptual differences, as shall now be made apparent.

2-2 The Evolution of the Critical Theories

The growth centre theory (or growth pole concept as

originally conceived) vùas introduced by French economist

Francois Perroux as a counterpoint to the then current

equilibrium models of neo-classical- theories of regional

development. The equilibrÍum models focus on deviation-

counteracting mechanisms; that is, those which combine as a
process that operates to reduce differences within a

system (Maruyama, 1963; Thomas, 1972). Their advocates

hypothesize that the advantage of the urban-industrial

centre is only temporary. In other words, the economic

processes steer a system naturally towards an optimal

equilibrium state. Therefore, regional development in-
equalities can be corrected by a free flow of factors of
production which eventual-ly brings about an equaì_ization

between centre and periphery (or, in an explicit spatial
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sense, between urban and iural areas). According to this

reasoning, no government intervention is required in the

periphery; economic development wilI spread automatically

from centre to peripheral areas (de Souza and Foust, 1979).

By way of contrast, Perroux's concept of the process of

development as polarized is an essential point of departure

in growth centre theory. This concept of polarized devel-

opment is based on Perroux's assumption that "development

does not appear everlrwhere and all at once; it appears in
points or development poles with varÍable intensities; it

spreads along diverse channels and has varying effects for

the whole of the economy" (Perroux, 1955, p.94). In order

to explain his idea of the growth poIe, Perroux introduced

three important concepts: namely, rdomination effects';

'propulsive unit (industry)'; and rgrowth pole'. 'Domina-

tion effects' were visualised as "occuiring between two

economic units, A and B, when, in a definite fie1d, unit A

exercises on unit B an irreversible or partially irreversi-

b1e influence" (Gore, l-984, p.85). The rpropulsive unit
(or industry)r is a type of dominant economic unit which

upon expansion can induce growth in other economic units
(Índustries) through industriaL Ìinkages (i.e. of the

backward 3"d forward kind). One qualification is in order

here, which is that Perroux's concept of polarized develop-

ment is closely related to his particular notion of ab-

stract economic space as a field of forces. For Perroux,

the main problem confrontÍng growth centre theory is the
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need to explain the nature of the structural changes in the

economy (Blaug, 1964). Thus, Íf an economy in which domi-

nation effects occur is characterized as a field of forces,

then, propuJ-sive units located within this field may be

described as 'poles of growthr. Although Perroux did not

exclude completeJ-y the geo,graphical space in his growth poJ-e

concept, hê seemed to put emphasi-s on abstract economic

space at íts expense. To Perroux, the geographical space

rigidly l-imits the efficacy of economic forces.

Because of the prevailing concern with abstract econom-

ic space, the effects of distance were overlooked by Per-

roux. In other words, the growth of the centre may have

effects, be they positive or negative, on the areas far

a\^lay from the centre, instead of just in geographic areas

contiguous to growth centres. As mentioned above, Perrouxfs

analysis is confined to structural changes, change in mutual

production relationships, differences in rates of growth of

the various economic sectors, and the diffusion of growth

from one sector to another. Conseguently, the growth pole

concept, âs originally defined, had scarcely any bearÍng on

questions of regional development and thus can hardly be

used as a strategy of regional development (e.g. Hansen,

1968 , 7972). Perhaps this is Perroux's reaction to the

over-emphasis on distance by classical economists such as

Von Thunen, l,{eber, Losch and Palander, etc. For those

classical economists, distance is an overwhelming factor

deciding their prime objectives of minimum-cost or
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maximum-profit strategic focations.

Notwithstanding Perroux's non-geographical orientation,

growth centre theory has, paradoxi-cally, come to be applÍed

mainly in a regional context; that is, in geographical

space. As a matter of fact, by the early 1-97Os, "reliance

on growth pole analysis was a dominant characteristics of

operational planning in both developed and developing

countries" (Richardson and Richardson, 1974, p.163). The

history of how Perroux's original concept of growth pole

came to be transformed for the purpose of regional planning

would be an interesting line of inquiry, but cannot be

pursued here because it is tangential to ends. Suffice it

to say that, since aII economic activities necessarily

occur in geographical space, the structural changes and

diffusion of growth in Perroux's functional space can be

projected into geographical space. From this basis, there

have been further reinterpretations of a growth pole. For

example, McCrone (1969) and Lasuen (1969, 1974) defined a

growth pole as a spatial agglomeration of related indus-

trj-es which contains a growing propulsive industry, while

Boudevil-le (1966) and Nicholls (1969) considered a growth

pole to be a spatial aggÌomeration of related industries,

l-ocated in an urban centre, which can induce growth in its

surrounding hinterland. Parr (1973) defined a growth pole

in an even simpler way as " a growing urban centre".

Despite their different reinterpretations of a growth po1e,

there is one thing that these scholars (and others) hold in
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common; that is, what began as a growing economic unit in

Perrouxrs definÍtion has become a growing spatial unitt a

city. In short, Perrouxrs sectoral process of polarization

has turned out to be a spatial process. To be specific, a

propulsive industry which may induce growth in other parts

of an economy has become a place which may induce growth in
other places. As Gore has pointed out, "once the growth pole

is defined in purely spatial terms, it is possible to bring

any body of theory, whether neoclassical, Schumpeterian,

dual-ist, dependista, sociological or political, to bear on

the understanding of the spatial relationships between

growing centres and their linked hinterland" (Gore, 1984,

p.gZ). In practice, the various manifestations of the

growth centre strategy have been shown to be very effective
in promoting the economic development of the region as a

while (e.g. Moseley, 1973; Robinson and Salih, l-971;

Kinsey, 1978). Given that resources are scarce, planners

promoting development must sel-ect priorities spatial as

well as sectoral priorities since it is impossible to

develop all places equally at the same time. The ratÍonale
for the growth centre strategy may rest on the assertion

that a few selected urban places acting as growth centres

may offer particular advantages because of their potential-

ity for development. Once the investment efforts are

concentrated in these centres, they may yield economies in
the provision of public infrastructure and create agglomer-

ation and scale economies; outcomes hardly likety to be
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occasioned in the case of atJ- investment efforts beíng

distributed evenly everywhere. Vühat is more, since the

urban places selected as growth centres are the ones where

the propulsive industries are located, it is reasonable to

maintain that the growth centre strategy can be more nar-

rowJ-y, but more property, defined as the urban-industrial

growth centre strategy. Boudevil-Ie, fot instance, defines

a growth pole (centre) as "a set of expanding industries

located in an urban area and inducing further development

of economic activity throughout its zone of influence"

(Boudeville, L966, p.11). Basieally, Boudeville's idea of

developmental space is a polarized one; that is, a hetero-

geneous space whose different parts complement and support

one another and where these parts have more exchanges of

goods and services with a dominant intra-regional urban

centre than with neighbouring regions. Admittedly, major

urban centres are often the key centres of growth in their

region owing to their high market potential and their being

socialJ-y and culturally more attractive to managers. This

may .seem to f1y in the face of the desire of planners for

regional balance on first appearances (e.9. Storper,

l-985 ). According to Richardson and Richardson (7974),

most of the external economies that make some areas prefera-

bÌe to others are, in effect, localization economÍes and

urbanization economies. It is obviously the case that a

major urban centre which has substantial positive externaf

economies will- tend to be the focus of growth.
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so far have concentrated our discussions on the growth

centre itserf , arrd l-ittÌe has been said about the relation-
ships between growth centres and peripheral areas, or, more

precisely, between urban centres and their surrounding

rural areas. I,rlhether the urban-industriar growth centre
concept can be used as an efficient strategy of regional
development depends greatly on the relationship between

these centres and their surrounding rural areas. rn fact,
the impacts of growth centres on their surrounding periph-
eral- areas have been shown to occasion two opposite ef-
fects: positive and negative. The positive effect derives
from the reasoning that the growth of the centre stimulates
economic development of peripheral areas, whereas the
negative effect is occasioned when the growth of centres
occurs at the expense of economic development of their
peripherar areas. The terminologies used for these two

opposite effects are varied and sometimes ambiguous. To

take one celebrated example, Hirschman used 'trickl-ing-down
effect' for positive effect and 'polarization' for negative
effect; while Myrdal preferred to use the terms 'spread-
effectr and 'backwash-effectr for the positive and negatj-ve

effects respectively. since these two opposite effects
exist simultaneousÌy, the resultant outcomes in the long
run will decide the validity of the growth centre strategy
as a meaningful instrument in countering deveropment in-
equalities. Logically, the varidity of the growth centre
strategy is based on two conceptuar assumptions: fírst, the
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net impact of growth centres on the surrounding rural- areas

must be positive; and, secondly, that impact must be felt
in the geographically-contiguous areas of growth centres.
As coraggio (1"974, p.29r) has noted, the problem of achiev-
ing the development of a region by the growth centre
strategy can be subdivided into two parts: (a) how to
ensure the locarization of a propulsive activity in the
region; and (b) how to prevent it from becoming an 'l"r-
clave". The latter situation occurs when the impact of the
growth centres is not contained within the geographically
surrounding region of the centres, but mainly prevair out-
side the region. rf we couple this idea with Boudevil-l-e's

definition of the growth åentre, as mentioned above, the
ideal strategy can be paraphrased to require the estabrish-
ment of a set of propulsive industries Ín an urban area in
the first prace before inducing further development

throughout its zone of influence j-n the second. However,

whil-e easy to voice, the strategy is far more difficult to
implement (e.9. King, lg74); as will become evident in what

foll-ows.

using the same assumptions of perroux and Boudeville
that economic deveÌopment j-s an essentially unbal_anced

process propagated through chains of disequÍlibria, Hirsch-
man (L958) came to concl-ude that 'polarization effects,
(i.e- negative effects) are natural in the early stage of
development. once investment has ensured that the propul-
sive industries are concentrated at growth centres, devel-
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opment becomes increasingly unbalanced. The growth of the

'northr --- the developing region --- wirl attract skilled
labour and capital from the 'south'; which is to sây, the

poorer periphery. v'lhat is more, since income elasticity of
demand is greater for northern manufactured goods, the

trade bal-ance between the north and the south tends to be

in favour of the former. yet, in the 1ong run, these

polarization effects wilr be offset eventuarry by 'tric-
kling-down effects'. As envisaged by Hirschman,

trickling-down effects include: the northern purchase of
commodities produced in the south; the flow of capital from

the north to the south; the dispersal of industries from

the north to the south following from agglomeration dise-
conomies; and, finally, the northern attraction of southern

l-abour which effects an increase both in the southrs mar-

ginal productÍvj-ty of labour and its per capita consumption

Ievels.

one thing shourd be stressed here; namery, that Hirsch-
man berieved government intervention was necessary not

only to reduce the spatial disparity between the growth

centre and the periphery but to guarantee the final result
of regional convergence. Friedmann and Aronso (1964) also
presented the same opinions. This condition is quÍte dif-
ferent from anything proposed in the theories of spatial
equilibrium, which insist that economic development wj-ll
autornatically reduce the spatial disparity between the
growth centre and the periphery which is characteristic of
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the earl-y stage of economic development. rn contradistinc-
tion to these 'mechanistic' views, Hirschman implied that a

spatial pattern in which development is concentrated in a

few growth centres can be diagnosed as being i-nherently

unfair, and in need of policies to ensure more 'even dever-

opment' .

Like his contemporary, Myrdal (1957) also attacked

equiJ-ibrium notions in economic theory and put forward

basic ideas about polarized development. He argued that
increasing economic inequalities are generated through what

he called 'circular or cumulative upward' effects during

the early stages of devel-opment (Fig. 2-I). Myrdal coined

the terms 'spreadr and 'backwash' effects to respectivery
represent the posÍtive and negative impacts of the centres

on the peripheries. For development to occur, centrifugal
spread effects of expanding momentum must on average, bê

stronger than backwash effects. It is important to recog-

nize that both Hirschman and Myrdal were in agreement in
asserting that, in a free enterprise economy, increasi-ng

disparities between the centres and the peripheral areas are

typicar of earÌy stages of econornic development. However,

as to the later stages of development, the two scholars

adopted markedly different posÍtions. unlike Hi-rschman,

Myrdal was pessimistic and insÍsted that the vicious cycle
of backwash effects would continue in the underdeveloped

countries, notwithstanding the interventions from govern-

ment. Reitsma and Kl-einpenning (198s) also presented a
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similar idea of vicious circles of development applying in a

Third l,rlorld context, âs shown in Figure 2-2. On the other

hand, Hirschman insisted that eventual convergence is the

inevitable outcome. He believed that government interven-

tion, can and will reduce the inequalities. In thj-s re-

spect he anticipated much of the early work of the prolific

regional planner, Friedmann ( 1959 , 7966), although the

latter's work is notable for its more explicit linkage of

urbanization with rural development.

Schultz presented an al-ternative approach to the problem

of urban influence on rural areas, with his so-called

'Industrial-Urban Hypothesis' (IUH). At one and the same

time, it avoids the conttã.,r"r=y surrounding the outcomes

expected from growth centre strategies while stressing the

dependence of rural development on urban conditions.

Moreover, it advocates a simple transference mechanism, one

base.d on el-ementary notions of distance decay. The IUH

idea derives directly from the location matrix promulgated

by schuJ.tz in the 1950s. From his study of the variations

in agricultural income in the USA, Schultz concluded that

some communities burdened with relative poverty owed their

disadvantaged standing not to physical characteristics of

land but rather their remoteness from rcentres of economic

progress'. He formalized this idea into what he called

'the retardation hypothesis', 'which can be summarized in

three parts. In the first place, economic development

occurs in a specific locational matrix; secondly, these
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locational rnatrices are primarily industrial-urban in

composition; and finally, the existing economic organiza-

tion works best at or near the centre of a particular

matrix of economic development. Similarly, optimum opera-

tions occur in those aspects of agriculture which are

situated favourably in relation to such a centre. The other

side of the coin is that the system works badly in those

elements of agriculture which are situated at the periphery

of the matrj-x (Schultz, 1951-, pp. 205-6; i.953, p.I47).

In a word, the IUH model explicitly links rural, and i-n

particular, agricultural prosperity with spatial proximity

to an urban centre. Theoretically, the urban centre acts to
efficiently allocate labour, capital and land supply on the

one hand, and also to absorb rural products on the other.

Consequently, any agriculture that is l-ocated closer to the

urban places will profit both from greater factor returns
(e.9. higher value land, benefits from increased capitali-
zation, and the greater productivity of better=traj.ned

labour) and higher sales as a result of access to the urban

centres' larger and better organized produce markets. In

turn, higher sales volumes feed back to enable the farmer to
further his capital intensification and pay higher wages for
more qualified labour; the two combining to ensure the

self-sustenance of rural development.

This hypothesis was tested by Nicholls ( 1g6t- ) and the

results confirmed its validity. In detail, hê set about

estabLishing the correlation between various indicators of
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the efficiency of locar labour and capital markets and the
degree of urban-industrial development i-n different coun-

ties of south carolina, Georgia and Tennessee. Data em-

bracing the entire period of 1960 to 1950 consistently
threw up resurts which confirmed expected associations.
Moreover, both labour and capital markets were found on the
basis of the statisticat evidence to be more efficient in
urban-industriar counties, and the indj_cators suggested that
agricurture was more productive and rural incomes higher in
areas near to urban-industrial deveropment. Furthermore,
at the individual- factor l-ever, other studj_es have suggest-
ed that farm labour supply is closely related to urban
manpower markets (e.g. smit, rgTg). Gregor (lg7g) also
concluded that the degree of farm capitalization is a

function of urban orientation.
The originar schurtz concept assumed that urban strength

stemmed from the concentration of industriar activities in
the centres. This proposition has become the centrepiece
of the ruH in the sense that industrial-urbani_sm is advo-
cated as the main agent fostering not onry the static
efficiency of agriculture, but also such diverse dynamic

factors as the rate of innovation di-ffusion and the
progress in a quaJ-itatively developmental sense which
follows from rises Ín the l-evel of rurar education (Katz-
man, 1974). LateJ-y, the servicing function of the urban
centres has also been formarry grafted into the ruH hypothe-
sis (Taurianen and young, rgr6), rendering the concept
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radically different from that of the growth centre where

development basically originates from the so-call_ed 'propu-
rsive industries' and pays no heed to the servicing func-
tion at arl. This oversight on the part of growth centre
theory appears to be at odds with reality. For example,

Gottmann (!974) insisted that the dynamism of large urban

growth at present is mainly attributabre to the growth of
the 'quaternary' occupations, not secondary ones. Todd and

Hsueh (1988) in their study of Taiwan's economic deveropment

confirmed this conclusion. As a result, whire the small_er

urban centres without significant industries cannot be

regarded as growth centres; they, neverthel-ess, can be

conceived as possible teading pgents in rurar development

in the ruH concept. For instance, such urban areas can

offer non-agricultural emplol.ment, including industrial and

service jobs, to some rural dwellers and increase the
income per household in rurar areas in consequence.

rn sum, the ruH concept basically assumes the positive
impacts of urban places on rural areas; impacts which

decrease in accordance with a distance-decay effect. rn a

sense' prosperity in urban areas and prosperity in rural
areas have more of a comprementary relationship with each

other than a competitive one. whire debate continues on the
vaÌidity of the detailed manifestation of these urban

spill-overs, there appears to be littre doubt that rural
districts are in some way beneficiaries of urban develop-
ment. Às Rondinelli ( 1983 , p.379 ) has put it; ". . . towns
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and small cities have helped to transform the economies of
rural areas by providing access to services, facilities, and

non-agricultural employment opportunities and by providing

incentives for the commercialization of agriculture. Vrlhen

adequate linkages have been forged between towns and smaIl

cities and their hinterlands, these centres have been able

to articulate the settlement systems in these regions and

to help integrate them into the economy of the country.

The towns and smal-l cities serve as centres for marketing,

services, cofirmerce, processing, transportation, dj-stribu-
tion, and communications and as centres for small-scale

manufacturing, for the diffusion of innovation, and for
social- interaction. rr

Clearly, even small urban centres with only a modicum of
spill-over potential need not be dísmissed as agents in
promoting development. Conceivably, the scope for develop-

ment impulses rises in proportion to the size of urban

centre. Àlong these lines Rondinelli (l-983, p.395) sug-

gested that " the effects of cities on vill-ages and rural
population decline with i.ncreased distance. Because of
this relationship, a system of towns and cities, in which

large centres are linked to rural- villages and farm settle-
ments, seems necessary to ensure wide diffusion of innova-

tions, stimul-ation of economic activities in rural areas,

and improved access for rural folk to town-based service and

facilities. " Adding substance to this claim is the work of
Bryant and O'Connor (1968). In their study of American
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rural farm íncome levels, these authors concluded that the

average income of rural farm people per county depends upon

the county's location relative to centres of industrial-
urban growth, the sizes of the centres, the characteristics
of the county's economy and, finally, the demographic

characteristics of the county's rural farm population.

Obviously, their study embraced a complex set of factors

which supplement the simple consideration of distance from

urban-industrial growth centres in stimulating the rural
farm income, but through it all the relevance of dj_stance

consideration remained sacrosanct.

2.3 Recapitulation : The Herits of IUH and Growth Centre
Thinking

In conclusion, it is appropriate to succinctly restate

the reasoning behind the selection of growth centre theory

and, more particularly, the IUH concept as the foundation

for a study of spatial development in southern Taiwan. To

put it bluntly, these two theories indicate relatÍonships

between urban-industrial growth and rural development whj.ch

support the expectation that an urban-industrial centre

strategy can achieve various regional planning objectives,

especially those leading to a more equitable and socially-
satisfying form of overall development (Gore, l_984). Fur-

thermore and most importantly --- these relationships
have for the most part been empirically verified. To be

sure, corroboration of these theories is circumscribed by a
host of factors relating to the geographical context of the
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study region, its stage Ín the development process, size in
the urban system, structure of economic activities, not to
say nature of development itself. Qualifications aside, the

fact remains that the two theories in question have regis-
tered the greatest success of any in both disentangling the

constituents of development and outlining the transfer
mechanism effecting the redistribution from urban to rural
surroundings. Às such, their merits need not be laboured

here, better by far is to switch attention to the means of
operationalizing them. Chapter 4 sets about that task.

Prior to embarking upon it, however, one must gain greater

famil5-arity with the study area itself. To this end, the

next chapter describes the region's endowments and recent

history, providing, in effect, the skeleton upon which the

development concepts can be hung.
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Chauter 3

An AffirmatÍori of the Va1ídíty
of the Study Regíon

3.1 Introduction : Location and physical Setting
The study region boasts a total area of 2,509.86 sguare

kilometres and recorded a total population of g,ZIg,g5g in
1989. Its northern border is delimited by Tainan city and

Tainan county (represented by the Er-Jen River); the Cen-

tral Mountain Range constitutes its eastern frontier; whil-e

its other limits are set by the Taiwan strait in the west

and the Taiwan Strait and the Central Mountain Range in the

south and southeast. Administratively, the study area

consists of the entj-re area of Kaohsiung city, and the

majorÍty both of Kaohsiung and Pingtung counties, excluding

the mountainous aborigine reserve rural districts (i.e.
hsiangs), which are in general sparsely populated and are

econor¡ically backward, and the Hengchun peninsula of the

southernmost part of Pingtung county. ïn other words,

besides Kaohsiung Municipality, the study area incl_udes 44

countl' cities, towns and rural districts (i.e. hsiangs).

These are listed in their entirely in Figure 3-1.

TopographicalJ-y, the study region is basically a flat
plain dotted with some small- coral limestone hiIls, such as

Takan Shan and Shiao-kan Shan in Kaohsiung county, and

Pan-ping Shan, KueÍ-shan, hlan-shou Shan and Chie-shan in
Kaohsiung city. AlI of these coral hills fall below 4O0

metres in elevation. The pJ-aÍn can be divided into two

parts by the border river of Kaohsiung county and pingtung
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Fig. 3-1: The Boundary and
of the Study Area
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county; that is to say, the Kaoping River. The plain north

of the Kaoping River, which íncludes Kaohsiung city and the

plain part of Kaohsiung county, is sometimes cal-Ied fKao-

hsiung plain' but in fact is an extension of Chianan plain

the largest plain of Taiwan; whil-e south of the Kaoping

River is found the Pingtung p1ain. While both are areas of
fertile alluvia1 deposits, the Pingtung location is espe-

ciaIIy noteworthy as one of the three most fertile plains

in Taiwan. Generally speaking, the whole study area is
quite J.ow and flat, with a gentle slope down from the

piedmont of the Central Mountains in the east towards the

Taiwan Strait in the west. In Kaohsiung city proper, for
instance , 9! per cent of the are,a is below 20 metres in
altitude, and 89 per cent of the topography has a slope

angled between 0 and 5 degrees (Shih, 1975). The littoral
of the coast area is sandy, characterized by straight coast-

Ìine, numerous offshore sandbars and lagoons. Kaohsiung

commercial harbour and its naval harbour (located in the

Tsoying district of Kaohsiung city) are built along the

lagoons.

As to climate, since the whole part of the study area

is located south of the Tropic of Cancer, it may be cha-

racterised as tropical, burdened wj-th high temperature and

heawy moisture. Usually, the annual average temperature is
around 24 degrees C, with a slightly higher average in the

Pingtung Plain. For j.ts part, the annual average precipi-
tation is between 1,500 and 2,000 mm in the Kaohsiung area
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and between 2,000 and 2,404 mm j-n the Pingtung Plain, with a

high degree of concentration in the summer months and a

prominent dry season in winter. Except for the typhoon

season, the wind velocity is not strong, registering an

average of 2.6 m/sec during the southwest monsoon season in
summer and 3.6 m/sec duri-ng the northeast monsoon season in
winter (Kaohsiung City Government, l-984).

Granted thj-s physical setting, it is obvious that the

majority of the study area is eminently suitable for agri-
cultural development. As a matter of fact, parts of the

Pingtung Pl-ain are held up as among the most productive

J-and for agri.culture in Taiwan. Thj-s can be judged from

the fact that this zone is tne only area in Taiwan which

achieves three harvests of rice per year; as compared with

the two crops in other parts of Taiwan and the one crop in
temperate areas of Monsoon Àsia. Àpart from the physical

setting, the study area is also an ideal place to examine

urban and industrial developments, not least those generated

by the development of a massive port complex.

3.2 Historical Perspectives

As a result of access to Tainan city, the capital cÍty
of Taiwan during the Dutch colonial stage and the Koxinga

dynasty (Cheng dynasty), the study area was developed very

early. From the historical pe,rspective, the evolution of

development of the study area can be roughly divided into
the following three stages
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(A) The initial stage of development; that is, the

pre-Japanese occupation period (1-563-1894) --- As early as

1-563 Chinese immigrants from the mainland had already

established their fishing villages along the coastal area

of today's Kaohsiung eity in an area then called rTa-Kaou'

(Iiterally meaning 'biting dog'). During the period of

Dutch occupation (L624-166L), the whole area of Taiwan was

carved up into five divisions; the north, the south, Tam-

sui , I1an, and Penan ( lrlu, l-988 ) . The south included the

area between the Er-jen River (today's border river between

Tainan cíty/c,ounty and Kaohsiung county) and Hengchun (the

southernmost part of Pingtung county). It approximately

coincides with the study area of this dissertatj-on. Àt the

same time, the Dutch al-so colonized the island of Java.

Because of the advantage of geographical location

access to Java Kaohsiung port was selected as a commu-

nicatÍon poÍnt between Java and Taiwan (Tsai, 1'987).

During Koxingars (Cheng) dynasty, and later the Ching

dynasty, Chinese immigrants were encouraged to penetrate

into the deep part of the plains of Kaohsiung and Pingtung.

Administratively, Fengshan county was set up, which includ-

ed the bulk of today's Kaohsiung and Pingtung plains.

Irrigation dams and ditches were buil-t in the area in order

to develop agriculture. Consequently, the Kaohsiung and

Pingtung plains together became one of the most significant

agriculturaÌ areas in Taiwan at that period of time. What

is more important is that the agricultural development of
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the Kaohsiung and pingtung areas provided Kaohsiung port
with a potentÍaI hinterland which was definitely helpful to
the prosperity of the city of Kaohsiung. The development

of Kaohsiung harbour, in turn, promoted through trade a

market for the agricurtural products of the hinterland. rn
fact, during this period, Kaohsiung became a significant
trade centre in the southwest coastal area of Taiwan,

second only to Tainan. After 1gs6 and the signing of the
sino-British Tien-jing Treaty, some lr]estern trade compa-

nies, such as the British Jardine Matheson & co. and Mac-

Phail & co., the German Lessrer & co., and the American

Robinet & co., elected to set up their offices in Kaohsiung

in effect from 1869. The British government even opened a

consulate on the western slope of choushan, facing the
entrance to Kaohsiung harbour. By Lgzg there was a totat of
399 ships inbound and outbound of Kaohsiung harbour, carry-
ing a total cargo of 126,609 tons. The shipping r-anes

extended not only to the significant ports on the chinese
mainland, such as Canton, Amoy, Shanghai, and Tien_jing,
but also to other parts of Asia, e.g. Singapore, the
Philippines and Japan. A service was even instituted to
London in 1870 (!Jang, rg84). The main export products from
Kaohsiung harbour then vJere cane sugar, rice and camphor,

while the main import products were cotton, flour, iron
instruments, and other metar products. Therefore, the
development of Kaohsiung harbour and the increasing amount

of trade served to induce the further development of agri-
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culture in the hinterland from which most export products

came. On the other hand, the further development of the

hinterland attracted more immigrants either from mainland

China or from other parts of Taiwan, resulting in a more

prosperous agricultural economy within the tributary zone

of Kaohsiung city. This, in turn, v¡as helpful to the

further development of Kaohsiung city.
In sum, during the early stage of development, the

economy of the study area was based on agriculture and

fishing. This was partly a natural result of the physical

endowments of the area. However, another significant factor
which worked to greatly stimulate the further development

of the area was the emergence of Kaohsiung harbour as a

significant trading centre. Owing to its excellent loca-
tion, Kaohsiung harbour emerged as an important communica-

tions point between what is now Indonesia and Taiwan,

linking these elements of the Dutch empire. The harbour

function was further emphasized during the peri.od of the

Koxinga dynasty and the Ching dynasty, in large part be-

cause of the demand by foreigners for camphor, sugar, and

some other agricultural products. Another reason account-

ing for this rising importance may be that most major

harbours then along the western coast of Taiwan Anping

(i.e. Tainan), Peikang and Lukang vrere suffering from

problems of silting; a problem fortunateÌy absent from

Kaohsiung harbour because of its location along a huge

lagoon. consequently. the relationship between the develop-
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mentofKaohsiungcity,withitsharbour'andthehinter-

lands surrounding conformed more to a benign one than a

vicious one.

(B)TheperiodoftheJapaneseoccupation(1-895-1945).

The occupation of Taiwan by the Japanese in L895 started a

nevJerabothforthedevelopmentofKaohsiungcj.tyandits
hinterrand. First of arl, the Japanese began to build a neÌnl

harbour on the same site as the old one' It was equipped'

however,withmodernharbourfacilities,includingastore-
house and a railway station, as well as dock space enough

to accommodate six g,ooO-ton ships at one time (Yuao,

lgTO).Basically,theharbourwasbuiltinalonglagoon
running east and west between two sand bars (see Fig" 3-2)'

The bottom consists of sand, which is good hording ground

forships'anchors-Itiseasytodeepenandpresentsno

siltingproblem.Duringl'lor1dÚJarII'theJapanesebuilta
supplementary harbour in another lagoon at Tsoying north of

Soushan and made Kaohsiung an important naval base, ranking

with such important ports in Japan proper as Osaka' Kobe

andNagasaki.TheJapaneseevenplannedtoreconstructthe
harbourwithintwenty-fiveyearstoal]owtheportto

accommodate 150 ships of 10, OOO tons a totat capacity

of 1,50O,OOO tons at the same time' It was only be-

cause of their deteriorating war situation that the plan was

dropped.

Additional to its harbour and commercial functions' the

JapanesealsoplannedtodevelopKaohsiungaSthemost
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significant industrial centre in Taiwan. As a result, a

range of industries $¡ere j-ntroduced into Kaohsiung. These

included oil refining, sa]t, food, chemical, petroleum,

limestone, aIkali, cement, alumínum, fertilizer, and shíp-

building manufactures. Most of these manufacturing activi-

ties concentrated within today's Kaohsiung city proper-

Àccompanyíng the development of harbour functions and

manufacturing and commercial activities in Kaohsiung there

was a programmeto improve the city's infrastructure,

particularly in such fietds as transportation (e.9. rail-

way and highway), electricity and water-supp1y.

i^lith all of these developments working in conjunction,

the rapid increase of employment opportunities attracted a

huge in-fl-ow of immigrants from the hinterland and other

parts of Taiwan. Conseguently, in 1944, the populatj-on of

Kaohsiung city amounted to 2O0,000, surpassing Tainan city

and ranking as the largest city in southwestern Taiwan and

the second largest city in Taiwan, next only to Taipei.

However, most of the developments of commercial and manu-

facturing activitíes were concentrated in Kaohsiung city

proper, Ieaving the vast hinterland still a rural-

agricultural scene. Thus, the dichotomous characteristics

of economy prevailed, with the Japanese bequeathing to their

successors a city touched by industrialization serving a

hinterl-and devoted to the export of such tropical agricul-

tural- products as cane sugar, rice, bananas, pineapples and

camphor.
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3.3 Þfodern Trends

Taiwan was retroceded to China in l-945 and rehabilita-
tion work conmenced immediately. Owing to its excellent
physical conditj-ons --- a huge lagoon for the enlargement of
its harbour, the vast p1ain for urban and j_ndustrial devel-

opment, the excellent geographical location, and an exten-

sive hinterland with prosperous agriculture --- Kaohsiung

city grei^¡ very fast. Based on the fundamentals built by

the Japanese prior to glorld Írlar II, the government of the

Roc started to rehabilitate the harbour facilities damaged

by the U.S. air forces during the war. By l-949 the port
was restored to its pre-war condition. The 12-year Harbour

Extensions Project, running'f.o* 1959 to Lg7O, dramatically
changed Kaohsiung harbour by expanding the water area four
times (from the original 3.3 square kilometres to 12.7

square kilometres) and reclaiming 544 hectares of new land.

This, in turn. permitted additional development, exempli-

fied by such projects as the Chungtao Commercial Harbour

Area, Kaohsiung Export Processing Zone, Chienchen Fishing

Harbour, Linhai fndustrial Zone, the integrated steel mill
of China Steel Corporation, a major shipyard of China

Shipbuilding Corporation, Container Terminals i_, 2, and 3,

and the second harbour entrance. IÁJith the completion of the

last of these facilities, the district of chichin became an

isl-and. construction of a four-Iane, across-harbour tunnel

under the main channer has been formurated and steps have

been taken to develop the proposed chunghsing commercial
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Harbour Area in Chichin into Container Terminal No. 4. In
addition, a transshipment centre was established to develop

container and bulk cargo transshipment business in 1983.

Besides, tr+o additionar container terminal-s are scheduled

to be built (Kaohsiung Harbour Bureau, L986) (see Figures

3-2 and 3-3).

According to the estimates proffered by the Kaohsíung

Harbour Bureau, when all of these projects are completed,

the total annual volume of cargo handling of the port will
be 150 million tons; a substantial increase over the 1OO

million tons of cargo recorded in 1986 (Kaohsiung Harbour

Bureau, 1986). KaohsÍung is expected to become one of the

top internationar seaports in tne world in terms of freight
handl-ed and physical size in the near future. As a matter

of fact, Kaohsiung Harbour now is already among the top
five largest container transshipment centres in the world,

and will soon become the leading burk commodities trans-
shipment centre in Asia (Kaohsiung city Government, 1gB4).

Besides building on inherited port Ínstallations the
government arso put much emphasis on the expansion of the
existing industriar fabric. For instance, during the first
Four-year Economic plan implemented in 1953, Kaohsiung city
was classified as the centre of state-induced economic

development. rn pace with the enrargement projects of
Kaohsiung harbour and the rapidry increasing trade with
foreign countries foJ.lowinþ from the export production

strategy enacted after the l-960s, industrial investments
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Fig. 3:3: Location of Port of Kaohsiung and Affiliate Harbours
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increased at a fast rqte, especially in respect of the

petro-chemical, heavy, and export-oriented light industries.
Since Taiwan basical-ly lacks the raw materj-aI for petro-

chemÍcal and heavy industries. a number of wet and dry bulk

materials (e.9. petroleum, iron ore, and coal) for the most

part are imported. Às a result, a place (or city) with

excellent harbour facilities has usually an excellent
locational advantage for the development of those i_ndus-

trÍes. It is therefore not altogether surpri.sing that
Kaohsiung has become the largest industrial centre

especially for heawy and petro-chemical industries in
Taiwan. Unlike the situation applying during the Japanese

occupation, industrial- developments in Kaohsiung city after
ldorld [rlar II are not lirnited to Kaohsiung city proper, but

have reached far beyond it to the neighbouring towns and

hsiangs in Kaohsiung county; i.e. to the so-called 'Kaoh-

siung Metropolitan .àrea' as designated by some researchers.

This district includes Kaohsiung city, Fengshan city,
Niaosung hsiang, Jenwu hsiang, Tashe hsiang, Chiaotou

hsiang, Linyuan hsiang, Ta1iao hsiang, Tzukuan hsiang, and

Tashu hsiang (e.9. the Committee of Transportation, Minis-
try of Communication, l-984; Lai and Chen, 1986; and lVu,

L988). To take industrial districts, which are definitery
a significant index for industrial development, as an

example, there are L2 major industrial dj-stricts wj-thin the

Kaohsiung Metroporitan Area. These are: Kaohsiung Export

Processing Zone, Nantze Export Processing zor,'e, Kaohsiung
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Linhai rndustriar District (including four phases of devel-
opment), Fengshan Motorcar Repairs rndustrial District,
Linyuan Petro-chemical IndustriaL District, Tafa Industrial
District, Jenuru Petro-chemicar rndustriar Dístrict, Tashe

Petro-chemical rndustrial District, Tashe Expansion petro-

chemicar rndustrial District, and yungan rndustrial Dis-
trict- Moreover, two additional industrial districts have

also been set up in pingtung county, beyond the limit of the
Kaohsiung Metropolj.tan Area; namery, pingtung rndustrial
District and Neipu rndustrial District (see Table 3-1).

Based on the data published by the rndustriar Develop-

ment Bureau (1986), there are j2 industrial- districts which

have been already developed in Taiwan. of that number, 62

are pubric investments and 10 private investments (note:
the. different phase of the same industriar site is counted

here as a distinct 'district'). rn terms of the percentage

of the total number of industriar districts, Kaohsiung

area does not possess a very significant proportion
---only 22.58 per cent of the total number of the pubric-
invested industrial districts and 19.44 per cent of the
total industrial districts. However, in terms of the per-
centage of the total- area, Kaohsiurrg area plays a very
significant role in the spatial- distribution of Índustriar
districts. rt embraces 36.15 per cent and 33.76 per cent
of the total area of the pubric-invested industrial dis-
tricts and that of tt¡e total industrial districts respec-
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Table 3-l the Industrial Distrjcts Surrounding Kaohsiung City

hame of Districts Loca t i on Área(ha) Nature Period of Developrnent

(l) Kaohsiung Linhai

LD. Phase I

Kaohsiung ci ty r49 genera I Jun. 1963-Jan. 1965

(2) Kaohsiung Linhal

I.D. Phase 2

Kaohsiung city 208 genera I tar. i968-Jan. 1972

(3) Kaohsiung Linhal

I.D.Phase3&4
f,aohsiung city I,648 genera I Jun. 1972-DeL. 1977

(4) Kaohsiung EPZ Kaohsiung city 66.30 general Jun. 1963-Jun. i965

(5) liantze EPZ Kaohsiung city 88.05 general Ju l y . 1972-Áug . 1973

(6) Jenru I.D. Kaohsiuug county 2t pe trochen i ca I ,{ug. 1970-Jun. t971

(7) Tashe I.D. Kaohsiung county 61 petrochenica I Jun. 1970-Jan. l97l

(8) lashe I.D. Kaohsiung county petrocheni ca I Jun. 1974-Dec. 1975

(9) Fengshan I.D. Kaohsiung county 11 auto. repairs .{pr. 1973-Jun. 1974

(10)Yungan I.D. Kaohsiung county genera I Sep. 1973-Dec. 1975

(11)Linyuan I.D. Kaohsiung county pelrocheur i ca I 0ct. 1973-Dec. 1975

(12)Tafa I.D. Kaohsiung county 391 genera I Oct. 1975-Jun. 1978

(13)Pingtuns I.D. Pingtung county 156 paper & general liov. 1973-Dec. 1975

(14)\'eipu LD. Pingtung county genera I liov.1980-Feb.1984

(Source; Industrial

The Developnent of

Detelopnent Bureau, Xinistry of Econonic :{ffajrs (19g6):

Industrial Districts in Tairan, ROC.)



tiveLy. rn other words, over one-third of the total indus-

trial districts in Taiwan are concentrated in the area

surrounding Kaohsiung city, especially in the Kaohsiung

Metropolitan Area. Another characteristic of the industrial
districts in Kaohsiung area is their large scale. For

instance, Kaohsiung Linhai Industrial District, which has a

total area of 2,005 ha (1-49 hâ, 208 ha, and I,648 ha for
phase 1, phase 2, and phases 3 and 4 respectively), is the

largest in Taiwan; more than four times greater than the
second largest, the Northern speciar Area rndustriar Dis-

trict in Taoyuan county, which has a total area of only 478

ha" FinalJ-y, the nature of the industrial districts in
Kaohsiung .area is also very special. Generally speaking,

most of the activities in the area consist of petro-chemi-

cal and heawy industries. of the six petro-chemicar indus-

trial districts in Taiwan, no less than four are to be

found in the Kaohsiung area. Besides, there exists at
Nantze, Kaohsiung city, the Ìargest oil-refinery owned by

the state monopory, the chinese petroleum corporation.
Equally impressive, Kaohsiung Linhai rndustrial District is
the largest heavy industrial centre in Taiwan; and the

majority of the most significant heawy industry corporations
in Taiwan are located there, i.ncruding the china steel
corporation, china shipbuilding corporation, Taiwan Machin-

ery Manufacturing corporation, Taiwan Àlkali corporation,
and the Taiwan Àluminum corporation. rn terms of number of
factories, the combined machinery, metal, iron & steel,
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electricity and electronic, and chemical industrÍes com-

prise 53.3 percent of the total manufactures in Kaohsiung

metropolitan area (ülu, J-987). This accords the city a

unique place in the island's industrial fabric. For in-

stance, of the total manufacturing activíties in Taiwan in

1966, the light and heawy industrj-es constituted 58 percent

and 42 percent respectively; but in Kaohsiung city the

equivalent ratios were L2.7 percent and 87.3 percent - The

situation shÍfted to a more balanced one later. Neverthe-

less, even Ín l-981, the heavy industries stilI comprised

69.6 percent of the total manufacturing in Kaohsiung city
( Lee, 1985; UJU , 7987 ) .

l4lith the rapid development of manufacturing activities

and the expansion of harbour facilities and trade, Kaoh-

siung cÍty has become a centre of gravity for employment

opportunities and has attracted a strong in-flow of mi-

grants from all parts of Taiwan, especially southern Taiwan

and the Pescadoes (or Penghu county, a group of about 64

small- islands located in the Taiwan Strait southwest of the

main island of Taiwan). Às a result, Kaohsiung city has

undergone a rapid urban growth in the past two or three

decades. In 1961 the population of Kaohsiung city did not

exceed 500,000, but 28 years later, i.e. in 1979, the

population had surpassed one million, making the city the

second municipality in Taiwan. From Table 3-2 it is evi-
dent that during the period of l-966-L976 the average annual

growth rate of Kaohsiung city proper was the most vibrant;
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in fact, about two to three times that of the Taiwan area

as a whore. rn the succeeding period of 19z2-19z6, the
average annual growth rate of Kaohsj_ung city proper slowed

down and was surpassed by that of its metropolitan area.
obviously, this occurrence was occasioned by the sprawr of
urban growth from the city proper to the further suburban

or outlying areas. After Lgzz, the average annual growth

rate of population diminished both for Kaohsiung city proper
and the metropolitan area, but especially for the former.
rn fact, during the 1981-l-985 period, the average annual
growth rate of Kaohsiung city proper was less than that of
the Taiwan area as a whole. This is probabry because,

first, Kaohsiung cÍty proper and, to a lesser extent, the
Kaohsiung Metropolitan Àrea, have been saturated and have

little room left for more immigrants; an outcome producing

more stronger push factors than pulI factors for the migra-
tion process. second, with improved transportation, the
people living in the surrounding rural areas are not com_

pelled to move to Kaohsiung city just to work there. They

can easily commute between their working places in Kaoh_

siung city or metropolitan area and their residences in the
more distant hometowns. wufs (1992) study of Kaohsiung and

Nantze Export processing Zones revealed that their labour
suppl1' mostly came from the surrounding Kaohsiung county,
Pingtung county, and, to a lesser extent, Tainan county,
with a fairry high proportion of commuting workers. Third,
the decentralization of industries from Kaohsiung city and
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metroporitan area to the further outrying rurar areas has

provi-ded the local population with employment opportunities
other than agriculture.

rn sum, the most significant developments in the Kaoh_

siung area after world lJar rr are: (1) the enlargement and

improvement of harbour facilities and the rapid develop_
ments of manufacturing and commerciar activities; (z) the
rapid urban sprawr of the city which has led to the metro_

politanization of Kaohsiung; and (3) the structural changes

of industries and the redistribution of popuÌation resul_t_
ing from the deveJ-opment of rapid urbanization and indus-
trialization. All of these developments are not only
limited to Kaohsiung city and its metropolitan area, but
al-so have significant impacts on the immediately surround_
ing hínterland; that is to say, Kaohsiung and pingtung

countÍes. These will be discussed in more detail, ês

follows.

3.4 Detailed Changes in the Hinterland
From Tabre 3-3, it is cl-ear that from rgrg the year

when shiaokang area of Kaohsiung county r,Jas incorporated
into Kaohsiung city and the l-atter became a municipality
administratively belonging to the Executive yuan of the
central government to 1ggg, the Kaohsiung Metropoì_itan

Area had the fastest growth rate of population. rf the
Kaohsiung city proper is excluded, the remaining Kaohsiung

Metropolitan Area experienced an even higher growth rate of
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Table 3-2 the ÀnnuåL lncrease RateEi of populstlon unf t : percentåge

YearE TafHån Àreê Southèrn Regf on Kaohsiung Hetro. Kaohsiung city

!9 67

1968
1969
19?O
1971
r97 2

1973
L97 4

1875
r97 6

ra77
1878
r979
1980
1981
1942
1983
1984
1985

2.62
2.39
3 . 02
2.90
2.27
2-O7
1.88
3 .24
1.40
2.22
1.85
r.92
?-ot
1.86
1.86
2-Or
1.17
1.49
1.29

2.r4
2.43
a.94
2.03
t.78
1.39
1 aa

1.35
1.34
1.48
1.13
r.1Ò
1-49
L - 25
1.14
1.20
1. O0

0.89
o.68

5 . 02

5.54
6.44
6.r2
4.85
4.41
4.18
6.2?
3-44
2.4r
2.78
3.04
4. 06
3.17
2.36
2.30
L.78
1.75
1.50

5.44
6.74
6.83
6-43
5.31
4.55
3.83
5.35
2.83
2.37
2 - 35

2-47
3.50
2.4A
2.71
1.69
1. 09
1.85
1.38

Àve, c¡oHth
Rate
1966-1971 2.79
L97?-1976 2.26
1977-1980 L.97
1981-1985 1.55

2.80
1.38
1-32
0.95

6.3s
4.31
3.54
1.88

7 - 12

3 -77
2-90
1.54

(Source: Câlculated based
Fact Book, Roc, publlshed

on the data f¡on Taiwan-Fukjen Denographfc
by MtnlEtry of the Interlor. ROC)

popuration; i.e. some 24.96 per cent. rt is quite logical
to surmise that, as mentioned above, the development of
Kaohsiung city proper was becoming saturated at this time
and not much room remained for residential uses. Further-
more, the economic growth and the rising of lj_ving stand-
ards demanded much more space for commercial and public
land-uses in Kaohsiung city which, owing to its excell_ent

central-place location, offered a great poter:tia1 market

encompassi-ng the city proper as

rounding hinterland. Therefore,

well as the enlarged sur-
some resi_dential land-uses
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vrere transformed into commercial land-uses in the city
proper. All of these forces effected the dispersal of the

residential zones from Kaohsiung city to the immediate

surrounding hinterland.

The trend was reinforced through the spreading of industrial
estates in the metropolitan area. As alluded to above, over

hal-f of the industrial districts in Kaohsiung area are

Located outside the Kaohsiung city proper and mostly in the

Kaohsiung Metroporitan Area. The sites in question are the

Jenwu, Tashe, Linyuan, Tafa, Fengshan, Yungan, Pingtung and

Neipu Industrial Districts. On the one hand, industrial
development in the surrounding areas of Kaohsiung city
provided the local- people with job opportunities while

sufficing, on the other, to attract more, immigrants from

remoter parts of the study area and other parts of Taiwan.

rf look at the industriar-urban and rurar settlements of
the study area, the situation is clearer. In Kaohsiung

county, the settlements which are included as a part of the

Kaohsiung Metropolitan Area had in general the fastest
population growth rate all over 1_0 per cent. places

outside the metropolitan area which shared high growth

rates, such as Kangshan town, Yenchao hsiang, A1ien hsiang,

and Luchu hsiang, are mostly located along or near the

corridor between Kaohsiung city and Tainan city. At the
other extreme, the praces recording high negative popula-

tion the rate of change, such as Liukuei hsiang, chiahien

hsiang, shanlin hsiang and Neimen hsiang, are all located
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in mountainous territory at the remote periphery of the
study area. one special case concerns both chishan town

and Meinung town which were in fact losing population

during the peri-od of t979 to 19BB (recording high negative
rates of -l-o.45 per cent and -9.46 per cent respectively).
This situation stems from the fact that both towns are

located near the piedmont area far from Kaohsiung cÍty,
whÍch is basically an agricultural area famous for fruit
plantations,especially those growing bananas. They basked

in a golden time when the export of bananas to Japan vras

buoyant during the 1960s and 1920s. However, since then,
the export of bananas to Japan has decreased greatly for a

variety of reasons, and thil outcome has definitely been

detrimental to the economic development of the chishan and

Meinung areas. Although the growing of bananas is gradual-
Iy being repraced by that of tobacco in the Meinung area,
the situation has scarcely improved and the district re-
mains impaired by its somewhat remote location from the
main urban area. The place registering the rargest negative
rate of population change is Tienl-iao hsiang (-29.61), a

zone f alling la::gely i-nto topography of the 'badrand'
category, unsuitable for agricultural- and other l-anduses.

As to the Pingtung plain, its population growth rate
during the 1979-L988 period was in generar quite low;
certainly not comparable to that of the Kaohsiung Metropol-
itan Area and the Kaohsiung county part of the study area.
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Table 3-3 The Nunber and crowth Rate of popul.atlon of the study Àrea (1979-198s)

Places No. of Populåtion
(1) 1979 (2) 1988

No. of Increase
(3)=(2)-(1)

GroHth RateÊ
(3)/(1) s

(1) Fengshan c(*) 204.e65
(2) Kangshèn I 76.524
(3) chishan I 52,915
(4) neinung 1 56.072
(5) Linyuan H (*) S?.787
(6) Talj.ao u (*) ?B.B3B
(7) Tashu H (*) 4I.234
(8) Jenwu H (r) 25,A92
(9) lashe ¡ (*) 19,358
{10)Niaosung l¡ (*¡ L9.7Zg
(11)chietou n (*) 31,9O9
( 12 )Yenchao H 29.O:-4
(13)Tienliåo H 13.748
(14)À11en H 25.893
(I5)Luchu H 46,0!7
(16)Hunei H 24,326
(17)chiating H 32,336
(18)Yungan H fO.425
(19)Mito H 2L.3Oj
(20)Tzukuan x (*) 33.563
(21)Liukuei H 2f.273
(22)chiahslen H 1O,466
(23)shanì.in H ' l-7.06!
(Z4)Neioen H 2L.293
(25)Pingtung c 185.142
(26)chaochou I 52,01O
( 27 ) Tungkang T 43.AO7
( 2 8 ) r,¡antan Ít 47 .7 64
(29)changchÍh H 2j.7Oz
(3c)Linlo H 11,142
(31)chiuju H ?t.O46
(32)Likang H 26.453
(33 )Yenpu H ?7.295
(-a4)Xaoshu H 35,451
(3s)lranluan H 27.t67
(36)Nelpu H 59.243
(37)chutlen H ZO.AZ7
(38)Hslnpi H 14,454
(39)FangJ.iao H 33.722
(40)Hsingyuan H 39.167
(41)¡(anting H i4,356
(42)LÍnpten H Z2,9LO
(43)Nanchou H 15.154
(44 )chiatung H Z6.9Lz

282 .352
82 .429
47,3AA
50. 7 68
59,725
88. 528
43,090
34,ro9
?4.39I
26 ,7 82
35,759
31.691
10, 502
2A .97 0

50, 293
25 ,4A3
33. O4 0

11. 031
2r.289
37.119
18, 687
9,473

L4 ,298
18.798

206 .99L
54,549 '

47.O39
49 . O77
27,LO6
10, 860
2L.062
26.318
?7.sLO
30, 900
25 , ?O2

62,666
19.260
12.937
31.853
4! .7 37
13 .7 87

23.466
L4 .237
25 .39 1

77,4A7
5,905

-5 .527
-5, 304
6.938
9, 690
1.856
8 ,2r7
5,033
7, O53
3.950
? .677

-3.246
3. 087
4,276
1,157

705
606
-18

3,556
-2 ,5A6

-993
-2 ,7 63

-2.495
2I , A49
2,539
3 ,23?
1,313
-596
-242

16

-135
2!5

-4,551
-1,965

3 ,423
-r .567
-1,51?
-1,869
2,270
-569

556
917

-1,521

37.A2
7.7L

-10.45
-9 .46
13.14
12 .29
4.50

3r.7 4

26.oo
35.75
12.42

9 -23
-23 - 6r
11.93

9 -?9
4.76
2.r8
5.81

-0.08
10. 60

-r2.76
-9 .49

-16. 19

-lL -7 ?

11.80
4. 88
7.38
2.75

-2 1E

-? 
q"

o. 08
-o.51
o.79

-72.84
-7.23
5.78

-1 
q)

- 10. 50
-5.54
5.75

-{ .00
2.43

-6. O5

-q ÁR

Xaohsiung cÍty (*) t.172.977
l(aohsiung countl¡ 966.734
Pingtung countl' 75?.O24
Xaohsiung Metro, 1 , 681, O52
Xaohsiung Èfetro.
excluding
Kêohsiung city 508.075

1.36?,086
1 ,085,995

77L.88A
f QQ? O¿1

631,855

189.109
119. 261

19,8ó4
312.889

1?3 .7 80

!6.12
12.34
2.64

18.61

24 -36

source: cohPiled and calculated froo -The statisticaL Àbstracts of Kêohsiung Ì,tunicipality,
Kaohsiung countY' aDd Pingtung countl,'. publlshed by Bureau of Bud-oet. Accounting
ånd statistlcs (of Kåohaiung city governDent, xaohEiung county government ênd
Pj.ngtung county governnent).

P's' : (1) The values for xaohsfung and Pingtung countles are Ju6t for the 6tudy area,
excJ.uding the aborigine reserve hsrangs and the Hengchun peninsura.

(2) (t) lndicates that the aettlebent ls fncluded in the xaohsiung t'tetropolitan Àrea.(3) T|¡e figures for growth ¡êteÊ are rounded-
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As a rule, the pJ-aces with high growth rates are those

which are located near the Kaohsiung Metropolitan Àrea,

such as Pingtung city, Chaochou town, Tungkang town, Neipu

hsiang and Hsingyuan hsiang. Among them, pingtung city,
Chaochou town and Tungkang town are urban places, and

Hsingyuan hsiang is an immediate neighbour of Linyuan which

belongs to the Kaohsiung Metropolitan Area. As to Neipu

hsiang, though it is not so close to the Kaohsiung Metro-

politan Àrea as Hsingyuan hsiang, there is an industrÍal
district within its borders. tÂ¡ith the exception of these

places, the settlements of Pingtung county experienced

either negligible or negative rates.

The structural changes pf industries in the study area

during tÌne L977-1988 period showed a somewhat similar pat-
tern to the changes in population growth rates. Some

significant points may be elicited from Table g-4. First
of all, the percentage shares of the total employment for
primary industry for each settlement durj-ng the period of
1979-1988 vlere in generar aÌl- decreasing, while those for
secondary industry were increasing. second, the increase

rates applying to the secondary industry were the fastest
within the Kaohsiung Metropolitan Area, although 'outliers'
occurred in Linyuan hsiang, Tashe hsiang and Fengshan city,
fol-lowed by Alien hsiang, Hunei hsiang, Chiating hsiang and

hranluan hsiang. of these, Àl-ien, Hunei and chiating are

all located close to the city of Tainan, whil-e vrranluan is
near the Kaohsiung Metropolitan Area. Third, almost al-I
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the places which are remote from either Kaohsiung city or

Tainan city revealed the lowest rates of increase. Liukuei

and Chiahsien stand out in this respect. Fourth, generally

speaking, the settlements occupying Pingtung area had much

lower rates of increases for the secondary industry than

those. falling in the Kaohsiung area. In a word, the dis-
tance to Kaohsiung cÍty has seemingly played a significant

role in the structural changes of the settlements in the

study area. Of course, there are some exceptions. For

example, Yenchao and Tienliao are not too far removed from

either Kaohsiung city or Tainan city, but both registered

very low rates of increase. Similarly, Linyuan and Linpien

(Pingtung county), despite þeing very close to the Kaohsiung

Metropolitan Area, exhibited fairly l-ow values. These may

resul-t from factors other than the distance from Kaohsiung

city, such as, unfavourable topography, inadequate trans-

portation, and other social or historical factors. If

1ook at the distribution of the manufacturing activities

alone, the situation is quite simil-ar to that of the sec-

ondary industries.

Since manufacturing activities constitute the absolute

majority of the percentage share of the secondary indus-

tries, this finding is not unexpected. As shown j-n Table

3-5, in terms of the percentage share of total- employment

in manufacturing for i-979 and L987, the settfements of

Kaohsiung county, in general, displayed much higher values

than those found in Pingtung county. Again, the occupants
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Table 3-4 The Industrial Distribuiion of the Study ,{rea unit : percentage

P I aces Prinary Industry
(r)197e (2)1987 (2)-(l)

Secondary Industry
(3) r97e (4) 1987 (4)-(3)

Tertiary Industry
(s) 1e7e (6) ìe87 (6)-(s)

(l)Fengshan C(.) 6.4
(2)Kangshan T Zl.B
(3)Chishan 1 4S.4

(4)Ieinung T 64.s
(5)Linyuan H(.) 3i.0
(6)Tal iao H(.) 30.3
(7)Tashu H(.) 46.4

(8)Jenvu H('¡ 22.7
(9)Tashe H(.) 40.6
(10)liiaosuneH(.) 41.3
(11)Chiaotou Íl(.) 20.6
(I2)Yenchao H 50.8
(i3)Tienliao H TS.z

(14)Ål ien H 56.2
(I5)Luchu H 43.8
(16)Hunei H 31.3
(17)Chiating H 42.3
(l8)Yungan H 32.4
( 19)Ui to H 4T .z
(20)Tzukuan Il(.) ZB.6

(21)Liukuei H 53.8
(22)Chiahsien H 62.8
(Z3)Shanl in H 60.6
(24)\eimen H 77.0
(25)Pingtung C lZ.8
(26)Chaochou 1 4Z.t
(27)Tungkang T 39.2
(28)lantan H 64.3
(29)Changchih H 61.7
(30)Linlo H 64. I
(3l)Chiuju H 74.0
(32)Likans H 63.2
(33)Yenpu Il Z6.s
(34)Kaoshu H 29. I
(35)Fanluan I{ S9.7
(36)Neipu H 5S.4
(37)Chutien H 50.6
(38)Hsinpi H 7t.2
(39)Fangl iao H SZ.1

(40)Hsingyuan H SS.2

(4l)Kanting H 6Z.8
(42)Linpien H 49.6
(43))ianchou H S0.7
(44)Chiatung H 55.s

7 .9 1.5

19.4 -2.4
42.6 -0.8
49.9 -14.6

22.0 -9.0

21.t -9.2
41.9 -4.5
14.9 -7.8
33.1 -7 .5

26.5 -14.8

l7 .3 -3 .3

47 .8 -3.0

75. 0 -0 .2

32.3 -23.9

36.0 -7.8
19.l -12.2

26.0 -16.3

38. 7 6.3

34.0 -13.2

21 .0 -7 .6

52_t -1.7
58.0 -4.8

44 .5 -16. i
68. 8 -8 .2

16.5 -1.3
39.2 -2.9

38.1 -1.6

52.5 -11.8

46. I -15.6

59. 6 -4 .5

69.0 -5.0
63.0 -0 .2

60.7 -15.8

75 .t -4. I
45.8 -13.9

51.8 -3.6

44.7 -5 . 9

54.7 -t6.5
40.0 -17.1

47.6 -7.6

56.6 -tl .2

4r.0 -8.6
45.6 -5. I

54.3 -1 .2

34. I 36.6

26 .2 33.6

t9 .7 18.0

t2.4 23.6

26.6 25.5

3r.l 43.0

2t.5 22.2

41.0 53.9

27 .5 31.0

27.1 35.0

30.0 50. I

26.t 26.2

ll.5 11.6

20.8 40.0

24.2 26.0

24.4 42.6

20.t 45.0

32.4 38.0

28 .0 36.8

38. 9 45 .7

2t .7 14. 3

12.5 12.8

18.2 23.9

7.8 t3.3
26.7 31.6

18.1 20.0

t9.8 22.2

14. 3 23 .3

15.6 25.6

13.6 15.9

t0.2 13.2

9.4 9.2

9.3 tg.l
4.6 7 .0

13.4 23.8

19.0 22.8

25.9 28.6

12.3 26.8

13.2 24.1

25.9 24.9

t3.7 21.3

15.8 17.8

20.8 21.5

19.0 l8_ r

59.5 55.5 -4.0
52.0 47.0 -5.0
36.9 39.3 2.4
23.1 26.5 3.4
42.4 52,5 10. i
38.5 35.9 -2.6
32.r 35.9 3.8
36.2 31 .2 -5.0
3r.9 35.9 3.8
31.6 38.3 6.7
49.4 32.6 -16.8

23. 1 26.0 2.9
13.3 13.3 0.0
23.0 27.6 4.6
32 .0 38.0 6. 0

44.2 30.2 -6.0
37.5 29.0 -8.5
35.2 23.3 -1t.9
24.7 29.2 4.5
32.5 33.3 0.8
24.5 33.7 9.2
24-6 29.2 4.6
21 .2 31.6 10.4

t5. t 17.9 2.8
55.4 5t.9 -3.5
39.8 40.7 0.9
40.5 39 .7 -0. 8

2t .4 24.2 2.8
22.7 28.3 5.6
22.3 24.6 2.3
15.8 17.7 1.9

27.3 27.8 0.5
t4.2 20.2 6.0
t6.2 18.0 1.8

26.9 30.4 3.5
25.6 25.4 -0 .2

23.5 26.7 3.2
16.5 18.5 2.0

29.7 35.9 6.4
r8.9 27.5 8.6
18.5 22.t 3.6
34.6 4t .2 6.6
28.5 32.9 4.4

25.5 27 .0 I .5

2.5

7.4

-1.7

ü.2
-l. t
11,9

0.7

t2.9

3.5

7.9

20.1

0.t
0.t

19.2

1.8

18.2

24.9

5.6

8.8

6.8

-7.6

0.3

5.7

5.5

4.9

t.9
2.4

9.0

10.0

2.3

3.0

-0.2

9.8

2.4

10.4

3.8

2.7

14.5

10.9

-l .0
7.6

2.0

0.7

-0.9

Source : 1979 and lg87 Tairan)Fukien Dernographic Fact Book, ROC., published by the Íinistry of Interior,{ffairs.
P'S' : (') indicates that th settlemen! is included in the Kaohsiung metropolitan area.
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of the Kaohsj-ung Metropolitan Area recorded the highest

values, while some other places with fairly high values,

such as Luchu, Hunei and Chiating, are either located along

the development corridor between Kaohsiung city and Tainan

city, or positioned cl-ose to Tainan city.

One thing which must be emphasized here is that the high

values for the secondary industries and manufacturing may

have arisen from two diverse situations. In the first
place, it may result from the successful implementation of

rural Índustrial-Ízation; that is to say, from effecting a

policy of fwork-to-workers'. On the whole, the

infrastructure available in Taiwanrs rural areas is quj-te

excellent; better overall than that of other developing

countries. It is therefore not overly difficult for the

government to implement a 'rural industrialization' poJ-icy,

especially for those rural areas close to urban places.

This policy was heJ.pful in stabilizing the population of

the rural areas. Luchu hsiang is a case in point. Second-

ly, the high values may arise from the commuting of workers

to factories in other places. l^lith improved transportation

and, particularly, the increasing ownership of motorcycles

and motorcars by the rural population, commuting becomes

easier on account of the shorter time-distance. Hunei and

Chiating hsiangs are two spectacular exampÌes of this sort.
Both places are very close to Tainan city and serve as

bases for easy commutation to Tainan. Therefore, while the
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Table 3-5 The Percentage of the lotal Employnent Engaged in the llanufactures for the Study.{rea. unit : %

Places (l)Fengshan C(') (2)Kangshan T (3)Chishan T (4)l{einung T (S)Linyuan I{(.) (6)Tal iao H(.)

1979

r987

I Increase

27 .6

30.0

2.4

22.6

30.3

7.7

16.3

15.0

-1.3

t0.l
20.1

t0.0

21.4

2t.7
03

26.0

3s.8

9.8

P I aces

1979

1987

S Increase

(7)Tashu H(') (8)Jenwu H(.) (9)Tashe H(.) (10)Niaosung H(.) (il)chiaorou H(.) (12)Yenchao H

20.8

,t1

t.3

t7 .7

19. I

1.4

35.4

47 .3

11.9

23.8

27 .l
3.3

2t.l
29.8

8.7

25.6

41.3

15.7

P I aces

1979

1987

1í Increase 0.0

(Ì3)Tienl iao H (14)Al ien H (I5)Luchu It (t6)Hunei H

21.2 2t.3
22.4 36.5

1.2 15.2

(i7)Chiatins H

l7 .8

4t.4

23.6

(I8)Yungan H

24.4

29.7

5.3

I0. 5

r0.5

t7 .1

32.9

15.8

P I aces

1979

1987

% Increase

(19)xito H

t7 .2

27.1

9.9

(20)Tzukuan H(') (21)Liukuei H (22)Chiahsien H (Z3)Shanlin H (24)¡*ei¡ren H

31.5

37.0

5.5

17. 0

It.9
-5. I

I1.0

ll.0
0.0

r5.3

18.8

3.5

6.6

ll.3
4.7

P I aces

1979

1987

1í Increase 2.3 2.5

(25)Pingtung C (26)Chaochou T (27)Tungkang T (2g)yantan H (Zg)Changchih E (30)Linlo H

1r .8

14.3

25

19. 6

24.7

5.1

13.l

15.4

r5.5

18. 0

t0.6

t7 .0

6.4

t2.2

21.5

9.3

P I aces

1979

1987

1í lncrease

(31)Chiuju H (32)Likane H (33)Tenpu H (34)Kaoshu H (35)Fantuan H (36)Neipu H

15.9

20.0

4. i

8.0

9.6

1.6

6.7

6.7

0.0

7.4

14.8

7.4

3.6

5.?

2.1

ll.4
19. I
8.4

P I aces

1979

1987

.% Increase

(37)Chutien tl (38)llsinpi H

22.0

24.0

2.0

9.4

23.6

14.2

(39)Fangliao H (40)Hsingyuan H (4lXanring H (42)Linpien H

8.5 18.7 9.9 " r0.2
17.8 17.9 15.? 12.0

9.3 -0.8 5.8 1.8

P I aces

i979

1987

ñ Increase 0.7

(43)Nanchou H (44)Chiarung H

15.8

t6.5

15.3

14.0

-1 .3

Source : 1979 and lg8? Tairan)Fukien Denographic Fact Book, R0C. published by the Hinistry of Interior Åffairs.
P'S' : (') indicates that the settlement is included in the Kaohsiung nelropolitan area.
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number of factories hardry increased in both pJ-aces, they

each enjoyed fairry high percentage shares of employment in

manufacturing. Nevertheress, it should be stressed that
sometimes the high increase rate of employment in secondary

industries or manufacturing failed to guarantee the stabi-
lizing of popuration from outmigration. Àfter a1r, many

factors other than job opportunities, for example, urban

amenities and education quality, may motivate rural resi-

dents to forsake their homes for the larger urban centres.

3.5 Surrmary

rn summary, by virtue.of its harbour, its excelrent

location, its suitable geographical environment for urban

and industrial development, and its historÍcal development,

Kaohsiung city has grown to become one of the two most

significant urban-industriar bases in Taiwan. compared

with Keerung harbour, another significant port in the

north, Kaohsiung harbour has enjoyed much more potentiat

for development. Àlthough Keelung harbour, which was built
in the graben of a fault, is an excell_ent naturar harbour,

the water acreag'e of the port is too smal-l- to furly accom-

modate expansion. Moreover, the area surrounding Keelung

city is mountainous with steep slopes and devoid of flat
land for urban and industrial deveropments. unlike the

hinterland of Kaohsiung city, which is a productive agri_
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cultural area, the hinterland of Keelung city consists in

the main of sparsely populated mountaj-n vill-ages riving off

relatively poor agri-cultural- products. Arthough some

places are endowed with minerals, the deposits of the

minerars are so poor both in quarity and quantity as to

render the majority of the mines redundant. The survivors

are poorly managed under the governmentrs protection.

Finarry, due to the influences of l-andform and geographi-

cal location, the distribution of rainfall in the Keelung

area is constant throughout the year, without any dry

season. rn fact, the rainfall in the area is so plentiful

that Keelung harbour was appointed the nickname of 'raining
harbourr. vùhat is $rorse, during the northeast monsoon

season in winter, the wind is in general- much stronger than

in Kaohsiung. Evidently, the climate of the Keerung area

is not so suitable to port operations, and the urban and

industriar developments that stem from them, as is that

obtaining in Kaohsiung. Furthermore, until recently, the

hinterland surrounding Kaohsiung Municipality was basically

a homogeneous area; that is, a fÌat plain turned over to

agriculturar production. rt Ís therefore an ideal prace to

test the development concepts resting on the ruH and growth

centre theories, and it is to that purpose that the remain-

der of the thesis is dedicated.
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Chanter 4

Appropriate llethodologies for Discernínq
the Patterns ol Development 

r

4.L Introduction

Generally speaking, all 'core-periphery' models, no

matter whether they owe their genesis to the ruH or to the

growth centre theory, have a unifyi-ng characteristic; that
is, they are based on a conmon assumption that deveropment

will- be a function of distance from the core. under this
basic assumption, the results of 'positive' and 'negative'
impacts will create, in the vicinity of the core, a variety
of development surfaces involving a formation of clusters
and/or peaks of development and the attendant gradation of
development ar^ray from them. Elaborate configurations have

been concocted out of this basic expectation. According to
Friedmann (1966), for exampre, the development surface wil_l

be roughly divided j-nto a dynamic centre and a stagnating

periphery. He further proposed four regions surrounding

the centre. core regions, which are concentrated metropor_

itan economies with a high capacity for innovation and

change, constitute the first type. They exist as nested

hierarchies from the national metroporitan centre down to
the hamlet. usually they have the characteristics of
dominance writ large. upward-transÍtional regions, mean-

whire, are immediately peripheral to the core, and suitable
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for resource exploitation and deveropment. rn other words,

they are settred areas with growth potentiar and, l_ike core

regions, have net imrnigration and increasing capitalization

of agriculture. À special type of upward- transitional

region is the development corridor which exists between two

major cities. For their part, resource-frontier regions

are peripherar areas of new settlement. They usuarly dis-
pray a great potential in either agricul-turar or in mineral

working associated with immigration and smalr ner{7 towns.

Finally, downward-transitionar regions are stagnating or

declining areas. They tend to be located j-n areas remote

from the core. These divÍsions are notoriousry difficurt

to establish on the ground, in part because of the diffi-
culty of settling the geographical scale question and

partly on account of the problems attendant on measuring

development. rn respect of the latter, there are four

fundamentar dimensions to contemplate: socio-cultura1

patterns, location of economic establishments, information

diffusion and poJ-iticar patterns (de souza and Foust, rg7g,

p.s82).

rt is against this backdrop that the present study

examines theories reJ-ating to the spatiat form and extent

of the impact of Kaohsiung municiparity, demonstrably an

industrial-urban centre in southern Taiwan. on synthesiz-
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ing all the 'core-perÍphery' moders mentÍoned previously,

ít is possible to envisage a variety of development config-

urations lodged within the grand hypothesis that suggests

declining l-evels of development as distance from Kaohsiung

city increases. These are exþressly stated as four aberrant

patterns.

(1) A development corridor may exist between Kaohsiung

municiparity and Tainan city to the north of Kaohsiung, the

two largest cj-ties in southern Taiwan.

(2) rt may be conceivable that a development surface

occurs which is entirery unrelated to the distance from

Kaohsiung city. In other úords, an: development of places

in the study region may be rerated to factors other than

those influenced by accessibility to Kaohsiung city.

(3) Equally, there may emerge surfaces with a variety of

different forms which show development revel-s to be rj_sing

away from Kaohsiung municipality. such configurations

would show that development is inversery associated with

proximity to the centre and would contradict the normal

assumptions underlying the core-periphery concept.

(4) Finalry, a number of small peaks in the deveÌopment

surface may exist in the study area, even in the zones

remote from Kaohsiung city. This reflects the fact that

some smarler urban centres may have their own 1ocar impact
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on the surrounding areas and these small peaks are the

spatial manifestations of these (reminiscent, indeed, of

Thunenrs view of secondary markets distorting the concen-

tric-ring model of agricultural land-uses).

rn essence, these four arternative patterns combine to

act as the foil to the fundamental relationship that woul_d

anticÍpate. PrainÌy put, the research hypothesis merery

claims that deveropment --- however measured should

lessen in intensity at a l-inear (monotonic) rate with

distance from the city. This deceptivety simple assertion

can be conceived-_ as a statistical hypothesis with the

contrary possibilities together constituting the nul1

hypothesis. Grafting a statistical element to the thesj.s,

of course, necessitates a discourse on appropriate statis-

ticar methods. The rationale for the choice of methods is

outlined forthwith.

4.2 Statistíca1 Tools

The methodologies which will be used to analyze the

deveJ-opmental surface of the study area are factor analysis,

linear regression, and the coefficient of variation. The

fj-rst is chosen as the methodology for analyzing the broad

functional relationships between variables. The purpose of

factor anaÌysis is to interpret the structure within the

variance-covariance matrix of a multivariate data coll_ec-
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tion" rts primary concern is to simplify and organize

large amounts of data in order to clarify the relationships

between the measured characteristics, to eriminate redun-

dant variables, and to determine the nature and order of
importance of basic dimensions of the data matrix. Because

of these useful characteristics factor analysis has become

one of the most widery used techniques in geography. Rummel

even emphasized that "factor analysis and the complementary

multiple regression model are initiating a scientific
revorution in the social scie,nces as profound and far-
reaching as that developed by the cal-culus in physics"

(Yeates, 7974, p.zaz). For the most part, iri social

science one-to-one causar relationship are rare. rn fact,
most geographical investigations are of a multivariate

nature in that they seek to anaryze many attributes meas-

ured for different areas. For instance, âD attempt to
understand the economic development of a region may involve

investigation of a series of causally-related variables.

This can be done by the stepwise method, that is, 'one-

atfer-another' manner, if the number of variables is smal-l-.

However, j-n the instaÁce of a rarge number or cases, the

stepwise process will turn out to be tedious, impractÍcal

and prone to errors of interpretatÍon. should this arise,
factor analysis capable of considering the muÌtiple varia-
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bles simultaneously would be resorted to. Às a conse-

quence, factor analysis, along with the other murtivariate

analyses, "may be appried individually or sequentially to

probJ-ems concerned with the relationships between geograph-

ical characteristics (variables) measured in different

areas. They can al-so be applied to test the validity of

regionar boundari-es, so J-ong as within each region numeri-

cal- values can be assigned to the attributes of interest"
(Mather and Doornkamp, 1970, p.l-63 ).

Furthermore, with the progressive acceptance of sophís-

ticated statistical techniques in rese,arch, geographers

have also become increasingly ahTare of the inherent diffi-

culties and limitations of some techniques in their appli-

cation in geography. For instance, the linear multj-ple

regression methodology, which is so popular in social

science, is based on a set of premises stipurating that

"the variabres util-ized approximate normarity, that they are

Índependent, and that they are fixed" (Romsa et êI, 1969,

p.344) - unfortunately, most geographi-car data fail to

conform to these assumptions. Although some of the

problems of 'normality' and 'independence' of the variables

can be overcomed by using logarithrnic (or square root)

transformations and parti-al correlations respectively, the

probrem of mul-ticollinearity, or rack of independence
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between variables, still remains as an Achilles' heel of

the l-inear multiple regression model when it is applied j-n

socíal science and this constraint, by and large, rules out

its use i-n this thesis.

Factor analysis is free of many of the limitations of

assumptions mentioned above. This is because factor analy-

sis can automatically overcome these problems durÍng the

analytical process. For example, the problem of multicol-

linearity can be overcome in factor analysis by extracting

m orthogonal dimensions from a given set of n variables

(where m n). The m dimensions generally represent the

majority of the original variance among the n variables.

Besides, the problem of 'normality' can be so.Ived during

the analysis because the factor scores so generated are

normally distributed and may be processed in subsequent

analyses as any other normal-Iy-distributed data input (Romsa

et ê1., 1969 ).

These two prominent characteristics of factor analysis

enable the technique to be applied to any geographical

problem involving many measured properties for each of many

units" One obvious scope of the technique, germane to our

interests, lies in demarcating the spread of development

effects. For instance, Gilbert (l-975) used factor analysis

to examine one aspect of a growth centre's supposed plan-
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nj-ng role; namely, its ability to induce development in

surrounding areas, with the ease study of the Àntioguio

region in Colombia. The object of the analysis r^¡as to

examine the nature of the deveropment-response surface in

Àntioquio and to estabrish the existence of the trickre-down

effect postulated by growth centre theory.

In sum, it is obvious that the ways in which factor

analysis has been applied in geography are mostly based on

descriptive ends, but as Gilbert's study demonstrates, the

factor analysis may also be used for hypothesis testing.

Given such a precedent, factor anarysis was selected in

this study for the purpose of compiÌing composite factors

from the original variables. Às a ru1e, the factors with

eigenvalues greater than one (the conventional criterion for

determining the significance of any component) wirl be

chosen as an index of development. As a consequence, each

settlement (i.e. hsiang, town and county city) of the study

area is accorded values of factor scores for the selected

factors. once this preliminary is accomprished, a prelimi-

nary which serves to eradicate multicorlinearity as well as

deduce composite variables, the object switches to specific

hypothesis testing. The l-inear relationships between 'the
distance from each settlement to Kaohsiung city' (measured

on the map as the straight l-ine between the cBD of Kaoh-
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siung city and the central point of each settlement) and

'the factor scores of the selected factors for each settle-

mentr, which are used as the indices of development, are

fed into a simple linear regression model. The critical

hypothesis can be represented as the following equation:

!=a+bX

Where, Y : the set of factor scores for certain
settlements.

X : the set of distances from those settlements
to Kaohsiung city.

a, b : constants.

Because only a single independent varíabl-e is involved,

the problems of collinearity plaguing the multiple X model

is safely overcome in the relationship. Fina1ly, in order

to examine further the spatial inequality of development,

the standard coefficient of variation (adjusted to acconmo-

date spatial data) of each variable for al-l settlements is

calculated. The formu]-a is:

(Standard Deviation)
Coefficient of Variation (Cv)= * 100

Mean

Cv provides a ready means of comparison between

variables representing different units of measurement.

4,3 Data CompilatÍon and Organization

Before the collection of data, one has to face the
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problem of the validity of varÍables. Any effort to define
rdevelopment' wil-r faIl prey to a host of difficulties.

First of all, that old chestnut returns to haunt us; name-

ly, what is the definition of development? Second, there

is rittÌe agreement as to specific indicators by means of

which development should be measured, although most authors

tend to agree that some kind of composite measure is pref-

erable to a single indicator. Third, even when the compos-

ites of development have been decided, there is stil-t a

question as to how their constituents should be weighted.

For instance, shourd all the variabl-es be treated equarly?

If not, then, how shoulfl the weights be apportioned?

Fourth, the problem thrown up by spatial autocorreration of

data is another difficulty which seems endemic to geograph-

icar data. For example, the dj-stribution of population is

areally contiguous. However, in order to satisfy statisti-

cal assumptions, the data for population are al-ways regard-

ed as independent units. The problem is, ês cl-ark et al.
(L974, p-267 ) have pointed out, that "with an arbitrary set

of arear units such as enumeration districts, there can be

no guarantee that adjacent areas wilL be independent of

each other. "

Besides, the availability of data is another challenging

problem to most researchers. Even in developed countries
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the shortage of data for some kinds of useful information

is not uncommon, and this difficulty is obviously compound-

ed in less-developed countries. Furthermore, in most

countries, even compiled data banks are not always accessi-

ble to the researcher because of confidentÍali-ty clauses.

rn many other cases, data we need are only avail-abl-e for

some parts of the study area, or only for some periods of

time" To give but one example: in this study, per capita

income and average family income, which are supposed to be

two significant indices of development in economic terms,

are both absent at the hsiang (i.e. rural district) level

and available onry at the county leveI. on the other hand,

some valuable variables repre,sentíng the living standards

of farm households are available at the hsiang lever in the

7969 and L980 censuses, but not i-n the rgBT census. rn-

deed, these same variabres of the L9B7 census are only

available for the county lever and not for the hsiang

l-evel.

Because of these difficulties, the choice of the varia-
bles as indications of development cannot abide by the

ideal basis of what consider deveropment ought to embrace.

rn fact, a serious consideration must be given to rearity,

in the sense that choices must be to a great extent based

on surrogates of what development actuarly does embrace
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rather than real indicators of werl-being. rn brief, owing

to problems of availabirity, adequacy and rel-iability, the

variables used in this study are necessariry rimited in

number. For the most part, the data come from two sources

primary and secondary --- in the manner outlined berow.

(1) Primary sources

Data cerived from primary sources used in this study

had two origins; that is, in-person investigations and

questionnaires. Both are based on the famiry unit, not the

person" There were 120 in-person interviews conducted ín

eight places; namely, Fengshan city, Taliao hsiang, Liukuei

hsiang, Luchu hsiang, Hunei hsiang, Fangliao hsiang, Li-

nyuan hsiang and chaochou town. Among these 120 interviews,

some 105 are effective: a response rate of g7.5 per cent.

The questionnaires vrere accomplíshed with the help of the

teachers of the primary and secondary schools in 12 select-

ed places, i.e., Fengshan city, Niaosung hsiang, Tashu

hsiang, Taliao hsiang, Luchu hsiang, Linyuan hsiang, Hunei

hsiang, shanl-in hsiang, Liukuei hsiang, Fengliao hsiang,

Pingtung city and chaochou town (see Fig 4-L). A total- of

1,000 questionnaires were distributed and rgs vrere re-

turned, with the returning rate equaling zg.5 per cent.

Àmong these 785 returned questionnaires, 740 proved effec-
tive. The questionnaires were distributed to the teachers.
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Fig. 4-l: The Distribution of the Questionnaires and
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The teachers, for their part, asked the students to take

home these questionnaires for their parents' attention

before returning them to school. Finally, the teachers

forwarded them to me. The questÍonnaire survey r^¡as under-

taken during September-October of L989, while the in-person

Ínvestigations occurred i-n August of L989 (i.e. during the

summer vacation, accomplished with the help of 10 universi-

ty students.

The data obtained from these 845 interviews and ques-

tionnaires sJere reorganized and produced a series of

tables, which in combination can be used as a supplementary

tool to interpret the developmental patterns of the study

area. BasicalJ-y, the data reorganized from the question-

naires and intervievrs can be roughly divided into three

categories: (1) the data pertaining to the commuting to

work, attendj-ng high school-, and shoppÍng and social activ-

ities; (2) the material monitoring out-migration patterns of

the places in the study area, and (3) information stressing

the circumstances affecting agricultural development, such

as the sources of income of the household and the changes

in crops and farmland uses.

(2) Secondary sources

Secondary sources can also be dÍvided into two parts:

a set of general variables representing population struc-
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ture as well as sociar and economic developments on the one

hand, and a set representing the living standard of the

farm household on the other. Data for the first group were

obtained from the government censuses; namely, Taiwan-Fukien

DemographÍc censuses, pubrished by the Ministry of rnterior
Affairs, and the Abstracts of the statistical Facts of
Kaohsiung city, Kaohsiung county and pingtung county, each

pubrished by the Kaohsiung city government, Kaohsiung

county government and pingtung county government. Twelve

variables were sel-ected, applying to the years rgz]- and

\987 " The reason for selecting these two years is that
they represent respectively'eight years before and after
1979, the year when Kaohsiung city was promoted from pro-

vincial city to municiparity (i.e. effectively transfer-
ring it to the Executive yuan of the centrar Government).

rt forms a convenient divide (mid-point) between the LggT

census --- the latest available and 1971; a year repre_

sentative of the burgeoning of Kaohsiung's industrializa-
tion programmes. These l_2 variables encompass:

( 1 ) size of population;

(2) crude birth rate;

(3) percentage of population aged O-J.A;

(4) percentage of population aged 15-64;

(5) percentage of population aged over 65;
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(6) dependency rate of population;

(7) percentage of the employment force in

secondary industry;

(I) percentage of the employment force in

secondary industry;

(9) percentage of the employment force in

tertiary industry;

(10) in-migration rate,

(11 ) out-migration rate;

( 12 )net-migration rate.

In respect of the second group, the living standard of

the farm household, there are si* variables in all: namely,

( 1 ) percentage of the farm households owning a TV set, (2)

percentage of the farm households owning a washing machine,

(3) percentage of the farm households owning a refrigera-

tor, (4) percentage of the farm households owning a tele-

phone, (5) percentage of the farm households owning a

camera and (6) percentage 6 of the farm households sub-

scribing to a newspaper. Data for these six variables

apply to the ye,ars 1969 and i-980. The L969 data were

obtained from "The Report of 1969 Agricultural Census of

Tair^¡an-Fukien District of the Republic of China" (VoI.16 and

vol-. J-7), published by the Committee on Agricultural and

Fishing Censuses, Executive Yuan, while those of 1980 were
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drawn from 'The Report on l-980 Agricultural and Fishery

Censuses, Taiwan-Fukien, the Republic of China (vo1 19 and

vol 20), published by the Directorate-Genera1 of Budget,

Accounting and Statistics, Executive yuan

Unfortunately, some valuable variables dealing with

access to air-conditioning appliances, VCRS, motorcycle and

cars, which were available for l-980, were absent from the

1969 census. This may have arisen because all these varia-

bles slere insignif icant before l_969. For instance, few

farm househords owned a m'otorcar during the 1960s or be-

fore. Another problem is that in the more recent censuses,

i.e. 7987, the same variables vrere based on different

spatial units; that is to say, on the county level instead

of the hsiang level. As a consequence, the set of variables

indicative of the ì-iving standards of the farms househol-ds

were restricted to two year's censuses, these of 1,969 and

1980"

4.4 Summary

The case has been made j_n this chapter for adopting a

statistical approach to testing the validity of ruH and

growth centre theories in the context of southern Taiwan.

The beauty of these theories lies in the fact that they can

be reduced to a simpre proposition which accords prime

importance to the distance factor. converted into a cen-
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tral. research-cum-statistical hypothesis, that proposition

maintains that development should diminish at a regular

rate (linear fashion) with increasing hinterl-and isolation

from the city of Kaohsiung. Disarmingly simple, the hy-

pothesis must be verified if two underlying theories are to

retain any credence. In truth, some allowance is made for

deviations from the expected pattern, deviations which

together constitute the statistical null hypothesis. A

hard core of standard statistical methods were introduced

and justified as relevant to the task in hand. Finally,

the assembly of data was discussed and the strengths and

limitations of the resultant data sets reveafed. One must

turn to the next chapter in order to gauge the results of

analysis.
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Chapter 5

Data hnalysis

5.1 Brief preliminary

The data described in the previous chapter were subject-

ed to the battery of statistical technigues as promised

therein. All that remains to do in this chapter is to ray

out the resurts of that exercise, bearing in mind that the

sets of data r^rere analyzed separately. For the set of 12

general variables, factor analysis was first used to dis-

cern the dimensions with eigenvalues greater than one for

the years of 797L and 7987. Subsequently, the si_mple

linear regresdion model was emproyed in order to demonstrate

the relationships between the val-ues of these factors for

44 places of the study area and the distances from these

places to Kaohsiung city. At that juncture, the coeffi-

cients of variation and Z-scores were cal-culated for the

years of L97r and L987 to ericit changes in the spatial

expression of development. Next, the data representing the

living standards of farm househords were analyzed by the

same processes. FinaÌly, as to the data from the inter-

views and questionnaires, a series of tabres will be pro-

duced, based on the reorganization of the original data,

which are usefur as a supprementar tool to aid in the

interpretation of the results derived from the anaLyses of
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the secondary data. This is rendered possible owing to the

fact that the samples were selected deriberately according

to three dj,fferent zones: (a) a commutÍng zor.e which

approximately coincídes with the Kaohsiung metropolitan

area, (b) a zone comprising the re,mote areas; and (c) the

intermediate zor,e between these two.

5.2 Results Arising From Anarysis of the General variables
(1) Factor analysis

rn this study, factor analysis is used to identify
patterns of rerationships between variables and to gain an

idea of spatiar vari-atiotr i," development in the study area.

The resurts of the factor anarysis for the generar varia-
bles are expressed below.

(A) The situation in 1921 :

The correration matrix, as shown in table s-1, reveals

few high positive coefficients. rndeed, only variabres 3

(percentage of population aged o-14) and 6 (dependency rate
of population), 5 (percentage of population aged over 65)

and 6, B (percentage of the employment base in secondary

industry) and 9 (percentage of the emproyment base in ter-
tiary industry), 10 (in-migration rate) and )-2 (net-migra-

tion rate) appear to be highly correlated with each other.
However, there are some combinations of high negative

coefficients; that is, variables 3 (percentage of popura-
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tion aged o-l-4) and 4 (percentage of popuration aged 15-

64), 4 and 6 (dependency rate of population), T (percentage

of the employment base in primary industry) and g (percent-

age of the employment base in secondary Índustry); to say

nothing of 7 and 9 (percentage of the employment base in
tertiary industry). rn generar, it is quite logicar and

easy to interpret these highly correl_ated vari_abres, both

positive and negatÍve. For instance, variabre 6 (dependency

rate of population) exhibits high positive correlation with
vari-able.s 3 (percentage of popuì-ation aged o-14) and s

(percentage of population ?ged over 6s) because peopJ-e aged

under 14 or over 65 are usualry jobless, being either too

young or too old to work. simil-arly, the revetation that a

hÍgh percentage of the employment base in secondary indus-

try (i-e. variabre 8) is positively correrated with a high

per cent of the employrnent base in tertiary industry (i.e.

variabre 9) is hardly surprising. rt is common sense to
suppose that, in contrast to the primary industry, the

secondary industry should have a much stronger 'multiprier
effect' in creating job opportunities within the tertiary
sector. The high correlation between variables l-o (in-
migration rate) and 11 (out-migration rate) simply points to
a high degree of mobility demonstrated by the popuJ-ation in
some places, usually urban places. By extension, the high
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net migration rate (i.e. variable L2) stems from the high

in-migration rate (i.e. variable 10). On the contrary,

variable 4 (percentage aged 15-64) has highly negative

correlations with variabres 3 (percentage aged o-14) and 6

(dependency rate of population). This is a corolJ-ary of

the out-migration of population. Usual1y, the places

containing abundant job opportunities attract an inflow

from the population cohorts of age groups spanning the

years 15-64 and, thus, display reduced percentages of those

aged from o-14 together with low dependency rates for their
populations. By the same, token, the percentages of the

employment base in primary industry (i.e. variabl-e z) is

usuaJ-Iy negatively correlated with situations both of high

per cent of the employment base in secondary industry

(variable B) and tertiary industry (variable 9) owing to

the sectoral transition mentioned earlier.

Factor analysis produces three important factors that

have eigenvarues of more than 1.0, and in combination they

account for 86.29 per cent of the total variance. of the

three, Factor 1 alone explains s1.64 per cent of the total-

variance with an eigenvalue of s.4, while Factor 2 accounts

for 22.89 per cent of the total variance with an eigenvalue

of 2"495, and Factor 3 accounts for L]-.z6 per cent of the

total variance with an eigenvalue of 1.346. As shown in
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Table 5-2, Factor l- roads heavily on variables 4 (percent-

age of popuration aged l-5-64), I (percentage of the empJ-oy-

ment base in secondary industry), 9(percentage of the em-

ployment base in tertiary industry), and, to a resser

extent, oD variables l-o (in-migration rate), 11 (out-migra-

tion rate), and 1 (size of popuration). Factor 2 loads, iD

an insignificant degree, on variable 4 and Factor 3 loads

heavily on variable 5 (percentage of population aged over

6s)"

rt is obvious that Factor 1- represents a major propor-

tion of the total variance and appears to some extent to
capture at least the interlocking nature of the development

represented by the 12 general variables. Therefore, focus

of attention is concentrated on the interpretation of this
particular factor. From Table s-2 it can be readiry ob-

served that there is wide variation Ín the factor loadings

for Factor L. Às just mentioned , variables 4, g and g

have the highest positive varues, followed by variables 10

and 11. Besides, variabres 6 (dependency rate of popula-

tion) and 7 (percentage of the emplolrment base in primary

Índustry) have high negative vafues. This may indicate an

unusually high degree of variation of these variables among

the 44 places. The results of the coeffÍcient of variation
analyses, discussed later, wirr further examine this
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TabLe 5-1 Correlatlon Matrix for LZ Genera] Variables for 1971

VariabLes v9v7v6v3v2 v11 v72

v1

v2

v3

v4

v5

v6

v7

v8

v9

v10

vl1
vL2

1.O0 -O.21 -0-29

1 . O0 0.38

1. OO

0.41 -0.33

-0.41 0.03

-o.95 -O.?2

1.OO -O.08

1.00

-o.40 -0.58 0-?A

0.39 -O. 12 0. 19

o.95 0.45 -O.34

-o.99 -O.52 0.36

0.63 0.19 -O.03

1.00 0.51 -0.37
1. OO -O.79

1.OO

o.63 0.36

o.08 0.L2

-o-44 -0.18
o.52 0 . 30

-0. 23 -0. 36

-o.52 -o.29

-o.97 -o. 58

o. 65 0. 50

1.OO O.55

1.OO

o -25 0.29

0.06 0.14

-0.21 -O.29

o.29 0.15

-o.26 -o.40

-o. 28 -o. l-4

-o.57 -o.33

0.56 0.27

0.53 0.32

o.82 0.77

1.OO 0.44

1-OO

TabIe 5-2 Rotåted (varinax) Factor Loadings for L2 cenerå1 variables for 1921

Vari.abl.es Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3

v1

v2

v3

v4

v5

v6

v7

v8

v9

v10

vl1
v72

o.5855

-0- 1095

-o. 6890

0.7878

-o .27 62

-0.7809

-0.8947

0.7137

o.8743

0.6997

0. 6540

0.4496

-0. o398

-o-5077

-o.7006

o .57 62

o .457 6

-o. 5839

o.L992

-0. 2309

-o. 1 699

-0. 4935

-o. 3874

-0.4633

-o -2097

0. 3681

-o.0640

-o.1703

o -7 037

0. 1405

-0.279A

0.4963

o. 1811

-o.!272
0. 0189

-o .27 03
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Fig. 5-11 The Factor Scores of Factor 1 for the
44 places of the Srudy Area (1971).

(General Variables)

Fig. 5-2: The Factor Scores of Factor 2 for the
44places of rhe Stucly Area (1971).

(General Variables)
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consideration. HoeJever, for the time being, the factor
scores on Factor L, Factor 2, and Factor 3 are computed for
the 44 places of the study area in order to gain some idea

of the spatial variation of the socio-economic development

represented by the 12 general varÍables (as shown in Table

5-3 and Figures 5-1, 5-2, and 5-3). It can be seen

that the places revealing the weightier factor scores on

Factor l- (that is to say, those greater than one) are

Fengshan cíty, Kangshan town, Ta1iao hsiang, Chiaotou

hsiang, Hunei hsiang, Tzukuan hsiang, and Pingtung city.
Àmong these places, Fengshan city, Kangshan town and pj_ng-

tung city are urban places close to Kaohsiung city, while
Taliao hsiang, Chiaotou hsÍang and Tzukuan hsiang are also

very cl-ose to Kaohsiung city and, in fact, belong to to-
day's Kaohsiung Metropolitan Area. As to Hunei hsiang, it
borders Tainan city and is severed from it merely by a

narrow river; namely, the Er-Jen River. By way of con-

trast, the remote places such as Shanlin hsiang (place 23)

and Neimen hsiang (place 24) have trivial factor scores,

usually of a negative direction. Generally speaking,

except for Pingtung city, most pl_aces in pingtung county

have either very low or negative values for their factor
scores. However, there are some exceptions. For instance,

Jenwu hsi"ang (place 8), Tashe hsiang (place 9) and Nj_aosung

hsiang (place 10), which all belong to the modern Kaohsiung

MetropoÌitan Area, have negative factor scores. Thj-s

outcome has probably arisen from the fact that, ês rate as
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I97O, these places vrere stil1 wedded to traditional agri-
culture and the impacts of the industrial-ization and urban-

ization from Kaohsiung city were still too weak to affect
then unduly. To take but one example in substantiation, the

Jenwu and Tashe Petro-chemicar rndustrial Districts, which

indubitably had great impacts on the locar economies of
Jenwu and Tashe hsiangs, were developed during the period

of August l-97o-June L97L ( see Tab1e 3-1 of Chapter 3 ). In
other words, the industrial developments initiated and

stimurated by these two planned districts in both Jenwu and

Tashe hsiangs did not exist before Ig7O.

Às to Factor 2 and Factor 3, the first evinces a mean-

ingful loading onry on variable 3 (percentage of population

aged O-14), with a fairly high negative value, while Factor

3 pivots around the high positive loading for variabl_e 5

(percentage population aged over 65). Both are demographic

variables. The places with high factor scores for Factor 2

are Kangshan town (place 2), Linyuan hsiang (place 3),
Linlo hsiang (p1ace 30), Chiuju hsiang (p1ace 31), Neipu

hsiang (place 36) and Nanchou hsiang (p1ace 4g). Corre-

spondingly, high factor scores for Factor 3 are found i_n

such praces as Yenchao hsiang (place ]-2), Tienriao hsiang

(place 13), Luchu hsiang (pJ-ace 15) and Tzukuan hsiang

(place 20). Evidently, the majority of the places are

rural areas suffering serious outrnigration of population; a

phenomenon that may be responsible for their demographic

characteristics .
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lable 5-3 Factor Scores for the 44 Places of the Study Ärea (1971)

(Factors l, 2 and 3 of the 12 General Variables)

P I aces (r) (2) (3) (4) (s) (6) (7) (8) (e) ( t0) (n)

FI

F2

F3

1.627 2.38I 0.583 0.424 0.774 I.053 0.285 -1.847 -0.268 -1.546 1.257

0.923 1.094 -0.356 -0.146 1.730 -1.870 -1.219 -0.t72 -0,249 0.065 0.672

-1 . 073 -0. 399 0. 039 -0. 367 -0. 594 -0 .142 -0. 760 -0 . 697 0. 469 -0 . 260 0 . 669

P I aces (12) (13) (r4) (1s) (16) (17) (18) (le) (20) (21) ( 72\

FI

F2

F3

-0.906 -0.729 -0.296 0.248 1.202 0.676 -0.624 0.113 2.0t0 -0.245 0.708

0.339 -1.549 -0.530 -0.186 0.372 -0.393 0.049 -0.364 -0.960 -1.527 -1.85r
4.491 I.416 0.904 0.450 1.982 0.769 0.142 0.957 1.245 -0.280 -0.44r

P I aces (23) (24) (2s) (26) (27) (28) (2s) (30) (31 ) (32) (33)

FI

F2

F3

-0.40? -0.510 2.375 0.730 0.666 -0.489 -0.709 -0.908 -1.236 0.175 -0.696

-2.019 -1.933 1.017 -0.284 -0.189 0.601 0.884 1.826 1.093 -0.070 -0.440
-t.166 -0.100 -0.596 -0.234 -0.319 -0.404 -0.452 0.203 -1.i62 -0.464 -0.975

P I aces (34) (3s) (36) (37) (38) (3e) (10) (41 ) (42) (43) (44)

-0.668 -0.247 -0.204 -0.553 -0.809 0.148 -0,921 -1.250 -0.107 -0.7s5 -0.506
-0.129 0.7i5 1.844 0.956 -0.211 -0.049 -0.325 0.653 0.218 1.044 0.928

-0.367 0.577 -0.312 0.062 -0.198 -0.425 0.204 -t.rst -0.250 -0.31i 0,3s0

P.S. : PIaces (1):FengshanC, (2):Kangshan T, (3):Chishan 1, (4):Ueinung 1, (5):Linyuan H, (6):Taliao H,

(7):lashu H, (8):Jenwu H, (9):lashe H, (10):lrliaosung H, (11):Chiaotou H, (i2):Yenchao H, (13):Tienliao H,

(14):,{lien II, (15):Luchu I{., (16):Hunei H, (17):Chiating Il, (18):Yungan Ii, (19):llito H, (20):lzukuan H,

(2t):Liukuei H, (22):Chiahsien H, (23):shanlin H, (24):Neimen H, (25):Pingtung C, (26):Chaochou T,

(27):lungkang 1, (28);flantan H, (29):Changchih H, (30):Linlo H, (31):Chiuju H, (32):Likang H, (33):Yenpu H,

(34):Kaoshu It, (35):Wanluan H, (36)Neipu II, (37):Chutien H, (38):Hsinpi H, (39):Fangliao H, (40);Hsingyuan H,

(41):Kanting H, (42):Linpien H, (43):Nanchou H, (44):Chiatung H.

(B) The situation in 198?

In 0rder to pr0vide comparative results with the 197i

data, a matrix of correlaLion coefficients and faclor

loadings are presented for Lhe same variables but now based

on the i9B7 dala, as shown in Table 5-4 and Table 5-5.

FI

F2

F3
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lable 5-{ CorreLatlon Hatrix for LZ ceneraL Varfabl-es for 19gZ

Variables v1 v8v6v4v2 v9 v10 v11 v!2

v1

v2

v3

v4

v5

v6

v7

v8

v9

v10

v11

vL2

1.00 0.36 0.27 -0.13
1. OO O.28 0.3?

1. O0 -0.75

1 .00

-o.26 0.72

-o.01 -0.38

-o. 65 0.73

-0. 19 -0. 99

1.O0 0.05

1. 00

-o -52 0. 23 0. 6s

0.50 -o.35 -o.50
-0.67 0.55 0.51

0.49 -O.48 -O.29

o.45 -O.29 -O.45

0.48 0.48 0.28

1.00 -0. 85 -0.78
1.O0 0.35

1- OO

o. 33 0. 05 0.46

-o-26 -O.07 -o.33
o -27 -O.21 o.7r

-0. 19 0. 18 -0. s5

-o. 19 0. 10 -o.44
o.18 -O.17 0.53

-o.47 -0.09 -0-67

o.48 0.r7 0.57

2.2A -O.04 0.51

1.OO O.78 0.59

1 . OO -0.37

1.OO

lable 5-5 Rotate (varinax) Factor Loadings for 1,2 ceneral. variables for 19g7

Variables

v1

v2

v3

v4

v5

v6

v8

rro

v10

vl1
vr2

Factor I

-o.49?5

o.4960

-0.8582

o -720t

0. 4 661

-0. 7079

o.9113

-o .7 626

-0.7185

-0.5466

-o.0352

-o. 8396

Factor 2

0. 2315

-0.0411

-0.3037

0. 5243

-o. 1481

-o -5244

-0.1611

0. I 288

o.1444

0.7068

o. 83 60

o. 04 94

Factor 3

-0 .24\8

-0. 1031

-0. 1430

-o.4?79

o.7075

o - 4492

0.1186

o. !7 25

-0.4113

0.34 66

o. 4 641

-0.0456

Facto14

0.3483

-0. 3887

-o .327 4

o.0143

o .47 90

o. oo20

-0.1540

-0.1454

0. 4801

-o.1704

-o.0944

-0.1539
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The correlation matrix in Tabl-e s-4 shows even fewer
high and positive correlations than those obtained .for
r97r- onJ-y variables 3 (percentage of population aged o-
]-4) and 6 (dependency rate of population), and variabr-es 10

(in-migration rate) and 1t (out-migration rate) display
faÍrly high correration coefficients. Besides, highry
negative correlations also exist between variables 3 and 4

(percentage of population aged L4-6s), variabres 4 and 6 ,

variables 7 (percentage of the employment base in primary
industry) and I (percentage of the emproyment base in
secondary industry), and variabres z and 9 (percentage of
the emplolnnent base in tertiary industry). The reasons for
these high correrations are quite obvious and generalry
repricate those of L7TJ,. rt is, therefore, tedious to
repeat them here. However, anarysis of the changes of
correlation from Lgzr to Lggz revears some significant
implications. rts re.sults are assessed in what fol_l_ows.

( 1 ) The correlation between variabl_es 3 and 4 has decreased
in value from-0.95 in 19zL to -0.25 in rgg7. This may have
arisen from the decrease of the out-migration rate of the
adul-ts (aged 15-64) from some places and the rapid reducing
of the birth rate for al-l- pJ-aces following from the success
of birth control. (z) The correlation between variabl-es 3

and 6 also erodes, from o.g5 in rgTr to 0.73 in 19g7. This
occurred in a like manner to ( 1 ). These two variabl_es are
highly positively correlated, meaning that both of them

exist in the rural areas suffering out-migration. yet, as
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in the case of (1), while the value of correlation has

decreased from l97L to 7987, there still exists quite a

high correlation between the two variables. (3) Variable 4

remains highly negatively correlated with varj-ab1e 6 from

L97I to !987 (both are-O.99). This is a straightforward
manifestation of the out-migration which took place in the

intervening period. Usually, the majority of the in-
migrants are adults leaving their aged parents and, some-

times, their children in their hometowns. As a conse-

guence, the net in-migration areas have a higher percentage

share of the population aged 15-64, while the net out-
migration areas suffer from a higher population dependency

rate. (4) The remarkable change in the value of correla-
tion between variables 3 (percentage of population aged 0-

1-4) and 7 (percentage of the employment base ín primary

industry), from 0.45 in 1971 to-O.67 in 1987, ffiây be at-
tributed to two reasons: first of all, successful 'family
planning' (even in ruraL areas) has reduced significantJ-y
the number of chil-dren per family (note, in Taiwan a 'two-
children' polícy was practised); and, secondly, the rapid

decrease of the employment in primary industry (agriculture)
I^¡as especially telling on the younger generation. These

displaced people can easily find a non-farm job in their
hometown (owing to rural industrialization) or can commute

to work in the nearby towns or cities (as a result of
improved transportation). (5) The significant reduction in
the correlation between variables 5 (percentage of popula-
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tion aged over 65) and 6 (dependency rate of population)

from 0.63 in 1971 to O.O5 in 1987 represents, first, the

common increase of the aged population in all places occa-

sioned by lengthened life expectancy (today, Taiwanrs

average life expectancy is 74 years o1d) and, secondly and

more importantly, the rapid decrease of the number of
children per family, even in the rural areas, which result-
ed j-n the moderating of the population dependency rate.
(6) The decrease of the correlation value between variables
7 (percentage of the emplolzment base in primary industry)
and 9 (percentage of the employment base in tertiary indus-

try) from -A.97 in I97L to -O.78 in l-987 simply represents

the decline of the percentage of employment in primary

industry and the diffusion (or dispersion) of tertiary
industries to all places in tandem with the rising of
living standards, even in the rural areas. (7 ) The corre-
lation between variables 10 (in-migration rate) and 1-2

(net-migration rate) also decreases from O.7\ in L97I to
0.59 in 1987. This represents the gradual stabili_zing of
the propensity to migrate.

In sum, by comparing the correlation matrix of L9ZL with
that of L987, it is apparent that, in general, the degree

of association between variabres has decreased. Even the

meaningful bivariate associations have, for the most part,
decreased significantry their correration varues. one can

specurate that this tendency refrects a greater uniformity
of development across the study area for the terminal year
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as opposed to the beginning one.

Four significant factors with eigenvalues greater than

one account for 90.75 per cent of the total variance in the
7987 data set. From Table 5-5, it is clear that Factor L,

which has an eigenvalue of s.4s4, loads heaviry on varia-
bles 4 (percentage aged rs-64) and 7 (percentage of the
employment base in primary industry). Factoî 2, with an

eigenvalue of 2.oo7, loads heavily on variabres i-o (in-
migration rate) and 1J. (out-migration rate), whil-e Factor 3,

with an eigenvarue of 1.561, appears to hinge on variabl_e 5

(percentage of popuration aged over 6s). Factor 4, which

has an eigenvarue of 1.160, does not toad heavily on any

variabre. rn comparing the factor roadings of rgTr with
those of 1987, it is obvious that a significant structural
change has occurred. The constituents of that change

warrant further discussion.

An analysis based on the interpretatÍon of Factor 1

shows that, âs in l-971-, there are wide variations j-n the
factor loadings. However, whire the loadings on variabl_e 4

retain the same fairly high pattern as of lgzl-, there are
dramatic changes for the roadings on some variables. For

instanee, the loadings on variables g (percentage of the
employment base in secondary industry) and 9 (percentage of
the employment base in tertiary industry), which have high
positive in 197r, have become highl-y negative in rgïz. on

the other hand, variabre i (percentage of the employment

base in primary industry) which had a high negative loading
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in r97l has turned out to have the high positive loading in
1987. This might indicate the improvement in the dj_stribu-
tion and provision of the secondary and tertiary job oppor-
tunities in the study area, a change brought about
by either rural industrialization or the improved feasi-
bility of commutÍng to work. As to the increasing varue of
loadings on variable 7, it represents the enhanced variation
in the spatial distribution of the variable. rn other
words, economic development in the interim has conspired to
reduce the percentagie share of the employment in primary
industry for the majority of places in the study area. A

few exceptions to this pattern persist which, for some

reason or other, stilr display high percentages of employ-
ment in primary industry. rn a word, the set of factor
loadings of Factor 1 for rggr is approximately the inverse
of that for l-971. Factor 2 l-oads heaviry on vari_abtes 10

(in-migration rate) and 11 (out-migration rate), represent-
ing the migration characteristics of the population, while
Factor 3 loads on variables s (percentage of population
aged over 65) in exactly the same fashion as is the case in
r97L, also representing one of the demographic characteris-
tics" As to Factor 4, aIl the loadings of the variables
are pretty Iow, suggesting that no special characteristics
can be indicated by that factor. Therefore, Factor 4 will_
be excl-uded from the forl-owing discussions of the factor
scores and simple l-inear regressions.

The scores for Factor r., Factor 2 and Factor 3, based on
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the 1987 data, are computed for the 44 pJ-ac,es of the study

area, âs shown in Table 5-6, and Fig. 5-4, Fig. 5-5 and

Fig. 5-6. The places which have high factor scores for
Factor 1 (i.e. greater than one) are Chishan town (place

3), Meinung town (p1ace 4), Tal-j-ao hsiang (place 6), Tien-

liao hsiang (place 13), Shanl-in hsiang (place 23) and

Hsinpi hsiang (p1ace 38). All of these places are rooted

in agricultural- areas. Àlthough Chishan and Meinung admin-

istratively belong to urban places (towns), their economies

are still dominated by the agricultural sector, as v¡e have

mentioned in Chapter 3. Since the pattern of loadings for
Factor 1 for J,987 is approximately the inverse of that for
I97I, it may be concluded that a place which had a high

positive factor score for Factor 1 in 1971 might probably

have a somewhat higher negative factor score for the same

factor in 1987. However, with the exception of Tzukuan

hsiang (p1ace 2O) which has a fairly high negative factor
score for Factor 1 for 1987, the places which recorded high

positive scores on this factor for L97l consistently dis-
played Iow negative factor scores for L987. Since the J,g7I

Factor 1 loads heavily on variables 9 (percentage of the

emplolzment base in tertiary industry), I (percentage of the

enployment base in secondary industry) and 4 (percentage of
population aged 15-64), the aforementioned results may be

ascribed to the more dispersed distribution of these varia-
bÌes" In other words, economic development has been in-
strumental in spreading employment opportunities in the
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sec0ndary and terEiary industries through more places of the

study area.

Table 5-6 Factor Scores for the 44 Places of the Study .{rea (1g87)
(Factors l, 2 and 3 of the 12 General Variables)

P I aces (r) (2) (3) (4) (s) (6) (?) (8) (e) ( t0) ( 11)

FI

F2

F3

-0. 189 0. 159 I .668 I .532 -l .298 I . 163 0.630 -0.890 0.0?l -0.514 -0.20s
1.795 -0.276 0.093 -0.435 -l.161 1.246 -0.624 2.488 0.613 3.549 -0.088

-1.177 0.244 0.537 0.642 -0.646 -0.170 -0.275 -1.03t -0.564 -0.892 0.203

2.042 0.658 0.714 0.373 -0.888 -0.671 0.169 0.470 -0.229 0.243 -0.140
-0.432 -0.246 -0.615 -1.904 -0.970 -0.946 0.51? 0.470 -0.229 0.243 -0.140
0.640 -0.065 0.227 -0.342 -0.812 -0.720 0. t78 -0.0t4 -0.645 -0.450 -0.812

Factor for 1987 are Fengshan city (place 1), Tal

F1

F2

F3

Places (12) (13) (14) (1s) (16) (r7) (r8) (le) (20) (2r) (22)

-3.045 1.581 -0.729 -0.816 -0.368 -0.397 -0.090 -1.865 -1.374 0.059 -0. t3?
1.056 0.323 -0.910 -0.811 -0.053 -1.301 0.486 -0.684 -0.432 0.652 0.091
4.430 I.713 -0.557 -0.612 -0.3t3 -0.409 -0.08.1 -0.242 -0.580 0.063 -0.365

Praces (23) (24) (2s) (26) (27) (28) (zs) (30) (31) (32) (33)

FI

F2

F3

Praces (34) (3s) (36) (3?) (38) (3e) (40) (41) (42) (43) (44)

0.873 0.793 -0.895 0.985 r.277 0.415 -1.506 0.223 -0.330 -0.0t5 0.767
0.530 -0.585 -0.630 0.299 -0.05t -0.198 -0.4?t -0.248 0.012 -0.291 -0.440

'PIaces: (l)Fengshan C, (2)Kangshan T, (3)Chishan 1, (4)ldeinung 1, (5)Linyuan H, (6)Taliao I{, (?)Tashu t{,
(8)Jenru H, (9)Tashe H, (10)ìrliaosung H, (ii)Chaotou H, (i2)Yenchao [, (13)Tienliao II, (t4),{lien II, (15)Luchu H,
(16)Hunei ll, (17)Chiating H, (l8)Yungan H, (t9)Uito II, (20)Tzukuan H, (2i)Liukuei H, (22)Chiahsien H,
(23)Shanlin H, (24)Ieinen H, (25) Pingtung C, (26)Chaochou T, (27)Tungkang 1, (28)Wantan II, (29)Changchih H,
(30)Linlo H, (31)Chiuju H, (32)Likang I{, (33)Yenpu H, (34)Kaoshu H, (35)Yanluan II, (36)Neipu H, (37)Churien H,
(38)Esinpi H, (39)Fangliao H, (40)Hsingyuan H, (41)Kanting H, (42)Linpien H, (43))tanchou H, (44)chiatung t{.

The places sianding out with high p0sitive scores for

iao

hs iang (place 6), Jenwu hs iang (place B), Niaosung hs iang

(place i0), Yenchaohsiang (placelZ) and Linlo hsiang

(place 30). Since Factor 2 has high loadings on variables

i0 (in-rnigration rate) and 11 (out-migration raLe), all

h ighthese places have either high in-migration rates or

out-migration rates. ,{rnong lhem, Fengshan city, Taliao
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Fig.5-3: Tlre Factor Scores of Factor 3.for the
44 places of the Srucly Area (19g7).

(General Variables)

Fig.5-4: The Iìactor Scores of Factor I for the
44 places of the Stucly Area (1987).

(General Variables)

I
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Fig. 5-5: 'fhe Factor Scores of Factor 2 for the
44 places of rhe Stucly Area (19g7).

(General Variables)

Itig.5-0: The Factor Scores of Factor 3 for the
44 places of rhe Srudy Area (1 981).

(Gener.al Variables)
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hsiang, Jenwu hsiang and Niaosung hsiang, which alr belong
to Kaohsiung Metropolitan Area, are either highry urbanized
or highly industrialized areas and thus have attracted a

fl-ow of in-migrants i-n the rast decade or more. rn com_

parison, yenchao hsiang and Linro hsiang are praces with
high out-migration records. Factor 3 for r_9g7 r_oads heavi__

]y on variables 5 (percentage aged over 65), exactly the
same as the Factor 3 for rg7r. However, the distributions
of factor scores is somewhat different. For L971,, the
places with high scores for Factor 3 are yenchao hsiang
(place 12), Ti-enliao hsiang (place 1-3), HuneÍ hsiang (place
16) and Tzukuan hsiang (place 20). For ]-gB7, yenchao

hsiang and Tienriao hsiang continue to dÍspray high scores
on Factor 3, but the other two places have switched to
negatÍve values and are replaced by Neipu hsíang (place
36 ) - rn the cases of yenchao hsiang and Tienr-iao hsiang,
and especiarry the ratter, randform plays a significant role
in their development. Although these two places are cr-ose
to Kangshan town, they are mostJ-y surrounded by badrands
neither suitabre for agricurtural nor industriar rand_uses.
Às a consequence, out-migration has prevailed in these two
places in the past one or two decades, resurting in the
outcome of hÍgh percentages of those aged over 65 j-n their
populations.

(2) Simp1e Linear Regression

rn order to determine if any significant linear rer_a_
tions exist between the varues of the factor scores of the
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44 places and their distances to Kaohsiung city, the simple

lj-near regression technique e¡as employed. In this case, y

represents the values of the factor scores, and X repre-

sents the dÍstance from each place to Kaohsiung city. The

first three factors with eigenvalues greater than one are

chosen for both l-gTL and l-987. As to the distance varia-
b1e, it represents the straight distance on the map from

the centre of each place to the CBD of Kaohsiung city. The

results are as foll-ows :

(A) for L97L

Factor 1 : ! = -1,.25L + 0.006 X
12= O.2759
F = l-6.01

Factor 2 : Y = 0.703 - O.OO3 X
12= 0.0843
F = 3.87

Factor3! Y=-O.L42 +0.001 X
12= O.OO35
F = 0.15

(B) for 1987

Factor 1 : ! = -1.077 + 0.005 X
12= O.1963
F = LO-26

Factor 2 : Y = 0.777 - 0.004 X
12= o.1o4B
F = 4.92

Factor 3 : Y = 0.520 - 0.002 X
12= 0.049
!' = 2.L7

The degrees of freedom (df¡=44-1=43. At the O.05 sÍg-
nificance l-evel with 43 degrees of freedom the critical
value of F is 2.84. Since the cal-culated values of F, with
the sole exception of Factor 3 (for both J.97L and I?BT),
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are greater than the critical vaIue, we must reject the
nuI1 hypothesis and conclude that these eguations represent

significant functÍonal relationships. rn other words, the

'x's earmarked as determinants in the Factor l_ and Factor 2

equations are decidedly meani-ngful. This situation is not
repricated in the Factor 3 equation, however, where the x

is shown to be insignificant. Despite these signs, the
overal-l implications of the equations are much less encour-

aging; as the reratively low coefficients of determination
testify. only Factor 1 for rgTr is forthcoming with a

correlation coefficient (r) of slightly greater than o.s.
Yet even for that factor, the coefficient of determination
is only 0.276. All the other factors, Do matter whether

for l97r or l-987, have more trivial varues of both r and

T2- rn other words, êt its best, âs in the case of Factor
1 for 1971, the regression can onty expl-ain 27.59 per cent
of the totar variance. put otherwise, more than two-thirds
of the "expranation" accounting for the spatiar development

pattern appears to be unaffected by any "dÍstance-decay"

eonsiderations.

(3) The coefficient of variation analysis :

The aim of usÍng the coefficient of variation is to
assess the scope of rel-ative variations between the 44

places for the. years lgTL and rg9z. For this purpose, the
coefficient of variation was computed for each of the
vari-ables on the basis of two measures, the mean and the
standard dewiation, as shown by the formura presented for
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the coefficient of variation mentioned above.

The results of the above analysis would be sufficient to

show the general trend of inequalities. Hoerever, although

this seems valid in broad terms, the coeffisient of varia-
tion may conceal important differences among the individual
places. For example, it is not possible to have an idea of
the relative position of individual places within a

hierarchy of regionar development" Thus a series of stand-

ard scores (z-scores) was computed for the variables to
provide a means to rank and cl-assify the places Ín a conmon

scale and to ascertain whether certain of them had experi-
enced declining fortunes while others haà improved their
relative positions (Footnote 1 at the end of this chapter

furnishes the formula used in cal-culation).

The r97L data (Table 5-7) show that the variabtes
present fairry high coefficients of variation indicating
that spatiaJ- inequalities among praces were quite conspicu-

ous. Variables 12 (net-migration rate), J- (size of popula-

tion) and l-o (in-migration rate) evince the highest coeffi-
cients of variation (cv), followed by variables I (percent-

age of the employment base in secondary industry) and g

(percentage of the employment base in tertiary industry).
All these indicate the high inequarity of their distribu-
tion. Incidentally, except for vari"ables 1 and IZ, all
other variables also have the higher positive values of
factor loadings in factor l- for r97r, indicating the high

degree of variation of these variabres between the 44
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praces. rn other words, the results of the coefficient of
variation anarysis confirm, for the most part, those eric-
ited from factor analysis. on the other hand, some demo-

graphic variables such as variables 3 (percentage of popula-

tion aged o-r4), 4 (percentage of population aged l-5-64)

and 6 (dependency rate of population) have the ]east cv

magnitudes, indicating their more even distribution.
The l-987 data (Tabre 5-8) revear a more or less similar

pattern of spatial inequalities as lgzl-. Atthough many

indicators point to an improvement in terms of spatj_ar

distribution of these variables, the revel of inequarities
continues to remain fairry. high. variabres 1 (size of
population) and 12 (net-migration rate) stilr lead the
tabre, followed by variabres B (percentage of the emproy-

ment base in secondary industry), 10 (in-migration rate) and

7 (percentage of the employment base in prj.mary industry).
However, changes in the cvs of variables in \g7L and 3-ggz

(Table 5-9) show that, despite remaining moderatery high,
there are some variables which have registered a significant
decrease in their cv values. Among them, variables g (per-
centage of the employment base in secondry industry) and g

(percentage of the employment base in tertiary industry) are
particul-arry prominent both in respect of absolute and

relative changes. ThÍs indicates the more dispersed dis-
tribution of these variables, again, confirming the results
of the factor anarysis. Moreover, variables 10 (in-migra-
tion rate), 4 (percentage of population aged Ls-64) and 2
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(crude bírth rate) also reduce their values of variation in
accordance with the findings from the factor analysis.

Nevertheless, the other variables demonstrate a range from

slight increase to significant increase of the Cv val_ues

during the 197L-L987 period. Variables 12 (net-migration

rate) and 1- (size of population) provide the most rapid
j-ncrease of the Cv values, indicating their biased spatial
distribution. This relationship was not exposed in the

factor analysis. The others, like variables 7 (percentage

of the employment base in primary industry) and 5 (percent-

age of population aged over 65), afso show a moderate

increase of the CV values, implying an increasing divergence

of the spatiar distribution of these variables in much the

Same r'¡ay as the results from the factor analyses.

The nature of spatial inequalities is related to the

multi-dimensional aspect of development. over one decade of
overall economic growth from r97]- to 1-987 has indeed led to
a decrease in economic inequalities, âs represented in this
study by variabl-es I and 9. To have a clearer picture of
the situation it is be appropriate to look at the perform-

ance of the individuar places (hsiang, towns, and cities).
For this purpose, z-scores for the 12 general variables
were carculated for the 44 places and, then, were ranked,

as shown in Table 5-1o. The ranking of individual places

can show the rerative position of each communi-ty in r97L

and 1987 and suggest how each fared in terms of regional
development over the intervening period.
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Table 5-? The coefflclent of varlatlon for the 12 General Varlables (1971)

variåblès llean Stendard Devlatlon Coeffi.cient of Variation

v1

v2

v3

s4

1¡5

v6

v7
v8
v9

v10
v11

vrz

33813.04
25.58
40.18
56.A2

2 -99
76.11
61.25
8. 63

30.10
4. 06

4.93
-0.63

?7291.91
2.82
1.99
1.96
0. 61

6.07
ra .92
5.13

15.17
2 -r5
1.15
7 .52

80.71
11.02
4.96
3_45

20. 50

7.9A
30. 89

59.45
50.39
52 .9t
23.28

-240.90

Table 5-8 The coefficrent of variatlon for the 12 cenerar. Variables (19g7)

Varl. ab I es Mean Standard Devlation coefficient of Variation

v1

v2

v3

v4

v5

Ì¡6

v9

v10
vl1
vt2

4 1986. 13

15 _79

27.O7

66.79
6.18

49-84
42.tO
26.27
31.40
q ??

6 -87

-1.48

47 381 . 37

1 .30
2.93
2.23
t.92
5.08

16.7 2

11.34
9.36
?.ro
1. 69

t.32

112.85
8.25

10.86
3.33

31.16
10.19
39 .'7 L

43.t7
29.AO

39.12
24 .66

-88.93

From Table 5-l-0, several important features are dis-
cernible. First of all, Fengshan city remains first on the
rank for both years with scores far ahead of the others.
rn fact, Fengshan city has become a de facto part of Kaoh-

siung city --- the extending of the buirt-up areas of the
two cities has blurred the boundary between them.second, the
top ten ranked praces are quite stabre between the two

years, arthough their ranks have witnessed some changes. For
instance, among the leading ten praces in 19g7, there are
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seven belonging to the top ten of 197L. Third, generarly

speaking, the places of Kaohsiung county constitute the
majority of the first half ranked places. rn rg7r, among

the top 22 ranked places onry three berong to pingtung

county. Arthough the situation has improved a littre in
1987, the dominance of Kaohsiung county in the first harf
ranked places is still evident. rn that year, only si-x

praces of Pingtung county have been risted in the first 22

ranked places. Fourth, alr the places (nine in al-I) of the
Kaohsiung Metropolitan Area are incl-uded in the fj_st 22

( i . e. half ) ranked places. Beside,s, a maj ority of the
places located along or near the Kaohsiung-Tainan axis,
such as Kangshan town, Luchu hsiang, yenchao hsiang, Àrien
hsiang, Hunei hsiang and chiating hsiang, are also j_ncluded

in the list in 197L. obviously, there was a strongly
north-biased deveJ-opment arong the Kaohsiung-Tainan corri-
dor" This situation, although suffering some slippage,
stiIl prevailed in 1982.

5.3 Evaluation of the Farm Household Variables

rn order to understand the impacts of the development of
Kaohsiung on the agricultural economy of the study area, six
variables pertaining to the living facirities of farm house-

holds are chosen as the indices of farmers' well-being.
Based on the farm househol-ds of the 44 praces of the study
area, these six variables are:

(1) percentage of the farm households owning a

TV set,
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(2) percentage 0f the farn households owning

a wash i ng mach i ne ,

(3) percentage of the farn

a ¡efr igerator,

(4) percentage of the farn

househo i ds own i ng

househo I ds own i ng

a te I ephone,

(5) percentage of the farn households owning

a canera and

(6) percentage of the farn househords subscribing

to a ne*spaper.

As nith the procedure adopted for the general varia-

bles, factor analysis will be f irst employed, then, sinrple

I inear regression and, final ly, the coefficient of variation

analysis. The data sets used here refer to 196g and lgB0.

Table 5-9 The Changes of the Coefficíent of Yariation (CY) of the General Variables

Yar i abl es (l) Cv(1971) (2) CT(1982) (3),{bsolute Change(.) (4)Retative Change(..)
(1971-1987) (1971_1987)

Ïl (size of population)
i'2 (rude birth rate)
T3 (S of aged 0-14)
ï4 (1; of aged 15-64)
i'5 (S of aged orer 65)
V6 (Dependency rate of pop.)
V7 (9; of the euployuent base

in prinary industry)
l'8 (S of the euploynent base

in secondary industry)
T9 (1 of the enpìoyrent base

in tertiary industry)
I'10 ( in)nigratíon rate)
ì'ìl (out)nigration rate)
l'12 (net)nigration rate)

80.71

11.02

4 .96

3,45
20.50

7.98

30.89

59. 45

50.39

52.91

23.28

-210.90

r 12.85

8.25

10. 86

3. 33

3ì. t6
10. l9

39.71

43. t7

29 .80

39. ì2
24.66

-88.93

32.14

-2.77

5. 90

-0.)2
ì0.66

2.21

8. 82

-t 6. 28

-20.59

-l 3 .79

r.38
l5l .97

39.82

-25.14

I 18.95

-3.48
52.00

27 .69

28.55

-27.38

-40.86
-26. 06

5. 93

63 .08

('):(3) = (2) - (l); (..): (a) =((3)/(t)).100
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Tabl.e 5-1O Z-ScoreE of the ceneral Variables of the Study Àrea

1971 1987

RankË

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

11

1a

13

l4
15

L7

18

19

20

2r
2?

24

25

?6

27

2A

?9

30

31

32

34

35

36

37

39

40

42

13

44

Z-EcoreÊ
!2.96

7 .66
4.83
4 .36
4 .29
3 .24
3. O1

2.72
2 .59
2.ro
1.66
r-44
r .42
1.31
r .22
L-22
1. 03

o. 78

o.59
0.40

-o. 03

-o. 29

-o. 30

-o-32
-o.36
-0. 81

-r.23
-r .32

-r.7 6

-1.93
-2.17
-2. 31

-2 -33

-2.A6
-3 .12

-? 1?

-3-49
-3.51
-3.92
-4 .2r
-4 -2?
-4 .16

-4. 83

-6.52

Ranks

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

11

L2

13

L4

15

16

T7

18

19

20

2T

?2

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36
?7

38

39

47

42

43

44

Z-6COreS

10.76
L05
6 .22
4.79
4 -34
3.75
3-74
3.54
2 .22
1.96
1.03
0. 81

o.77
o-6?
0.45

-o. o4

-0. o5

-o .22

-0.35
-0. 58

-0. 95

-0.98
-0.99
-1. 10

-1 ?E

-J.. Jv

-1.48

-1.67
-1.76
-1.80
-1.86
-2-75
-2 .40

-2.43
-2.46
-2. 58

-2.'72
-2.85
-2.A8
-2.89
-3.12
-3 .22

-3 .25
-3. 65

Places
(1)Fengshan C

(8)Jenwu H

(6)ralfao r¡

(25)Pingtuãg C

(10)NlaoEung H

(9 ) Tashe x
(26)Chaochou T

( 17 ) chiåting H

( 16 ) Hunel It
(14)À11en s
(12)Yenchao It
(2O)Tzukuan H

(15)I,uchu H

(21 ) Lfukuei H

(22)Tungkang T

(19)Mlto H

(11)chiåotou H

(7)Tashu H

(3)chÍshan T

(2)¡(angshan T

(40)HsÍngyuan H

(5)Linyuan ¡l
(38)Hsinpt H

( 18)Yungan H

(23)shanlin H

(22)Chlahsien H

(39)Fangliao H

(24)Nefnen H

(13)Tienliao H

(29)chansctrih H

(35)r.Ianluan H

(31)chuJu tt
(42)Linpien H

(36)Neipu Ir

(43)Nanchou H

(28)r.¡antan H

(37)chutlen H

(4)Mei.nung T

(32)Likang H

(44)chiatung H

(33)Yenpu H

(34 ) Xaoshu H

(41 ) Xanting H

(30) L j.nlo H

PIaces
(1)Fengshan C

(10)Nlaosung H

(8)Jenru H

(9)Tashe H

(25)Pingtung c
(18)Yungan H

(6)Talfao H

(12)Yenchao H

(2)Xangshan T

(16)Hunei H

(29)changchih H

(36)Neipu H

(2O)Tzukuan H

(11)chlaotou H

(14)Àlien H

(5)Linyuån H

(40)Hsingyuan H

( 27 ) Tungkang T

(15)luchu H

(7 ) Tashu H

(21)Liukuei H

(39)Fangliao H

(37)chutien H

(28)!lantan H

(17 ) chiating H

(33 )Yenpu H

(42)!inpien H

(24)Nelnen H

(44)chiatung H

(3O) Linlo H

(31)chiuJu H

(43)Nanchou H

(41 ) Kanting H

(34 ) Xaoshu H

(13)Tienliao H

(3)chi.shan t
(4)Meinung T

(19)Mito H

(32)Likang H

(35)l,ranluan H

(38)Hsinpi H

(23)shanlin n

(22)Chiahsien H

(26)chaochou T
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(1) Factor analysis
(A) The situation in 1969

The correlation matrix in Table 5-1r_ shows that varia_
bles L , 2 and 3 are highly correlated with each other.
These three facir-ities are very useful to famiries in
generar and farm households are no exception. ttratching TV

has become the most significant recreation for the farm
households in Taiwan. A washing machine can save both
labour and time for doing laundry, while a refrigerator can
prevent food from rapid spoilage, especially under the hot
and humid weather conditions prevailing in Taiwan. As a
conseguence, as 10ng as the incomes of farm househor-ds are
being augmented, these three facilities are always listed
among the priorities for shopping. Besi-des, vari_abres 3

and 4 (percentage of the farm househords owning a telephone)
also have a fairJ-y high correration. rn 1969, industriar-i-
zation in Taiwan vras stirl at its incipient stage, so that
the economic situation, in general, v/as not affluent enough
for farm househords to buy those facirities. Generarry,
only those more affluent farm househor_ds close to urban
areas coul-d af ford to buy those facilities. This situatj_on
was particularly apt for telephones because, at that time,
l-ines were avairabre only in those rurar areas near urban
places. rn the tÍght of such circumstances, arr four
variables v¿ere highry correlated to their spatiar distribu_
tion. As for variables 5 (percentage of the farm households
owning a camera) and 6 (percentage of the farm households
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subscribing to a newspaper), these are not

the general well-being of farm households.

so necessary to

Table 5-11 correlatfon Matrlx for Farn HousehoJ.at variabl.es for 1969

Variables V6v5v{v3vzv1

v1

v3
v4
v5
v6

1. O0 o.73
1- OO

o.89
0.78
1.00

o.61
o.60
o.74
1.00

o.58
o.61
0.68
o..59
1.00

o.59
o.50
0.65
o.36
o. 60
1. O0

The factor analysis renders just one meaningful factor,
and that boasts an eigenval-ue of 4.zor. This factor arone

accounts for 94.78 per cent of the total variance. Factor
2, with an eigenvarue of 0.662, accounts for the balance of
the total vari.ance.

Table s-Lz shows that Factor 1 roads heavily on almost

every variable except number 6. Therefore, Factor 1 is used

as the only index worthy to judge the werl--being of the
farm househol-ds for the 44 praces of the study area. For

that purpose, factor scores for the 44 places are computed

(Tabre 5-13) to gain some idea of the spatial variation in
the well-being (or living facirities) of the farm house-

holds.

Table 5-12 Rotated (varloar) Factor LoadingÊ for FårE Househol.d varlabLes
( for 1969 )

vari.êbLe6

o. 7337

v6v4v3v2

Factor 1 o. 8805 o - 8065 0. 9620

- l¿J=-

o.7469 0.6677



From Table 5-l-3 it is evident that praces which have a

factor score of greater than one are, with one exception,
urban centres. Fengshan city (prace !, with a factor score

of 2-1oB), chishan town (place 3, t-.5s1), chiating hsiang
(place 77, i-.918), pingtung city (ptace 25, I.O4Z), Chao-

chou town (place 26, 1.993) and Tungkang town (place zr,
1-431) comprÍse the group and, cJ-early, chiating hsiang is
the onry one which is not an urban pIace. However, chiat-
Íng hsiang borders Tainan city along the Er-Jen River and

is decidedly within the commuting distance of its neigh-
bour- As to the other places exhibiting posJ-tive factor
scores, the majority are either close to urban places
(especially Kaohsiung city) or are dotted arong the Kaoh-

siung-Tainan corridor. For instance, Jenwu hsiang (place
8), Tashe hsiang (pIace 9), NÍaosung hsiang (p1ace 10),
chiaotou hsiang (place t1) and Tzukuan hsiang (prace zo)
all belong to the Kaohsiung metroporitan area, while Kang-

shan town (prace 2) and Luchu hsiang (prace 1s) .are located
along the Kaohsi.ung-Taínan corridor. Furthermore, yungan

hsiang (place 18), as well as Linpien hsiang (pIace 42) and

Nanchou hsiang (prace 43), are near to Kangshan town (the
former one) or Kaohsiung city (the latter pair). rn marked

cont::ast. the places whj.ch have high negative factor scores
are mostry located in the remote areas. Notable among them

are shanlin hsiang (place 29), chiahsien hsiang (pra.,e 22),
Liukuei hsiang (place 21), Hsinpi hsiang (place 3g) and

Yenpu hsiang (place 33). rn a word, the distribution of
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the living facilities of the farn househo I ds was qu i te

urban-biased in 1969 (see Fig. S-T).

(B) The s i tuat i on in 1gB0

provide a basis of comparison for lhe i969 data,

of correlation coefficients is conrpuLed for the sane

To

matrix

six variables using 1980 data, as shown in Tabre 5-14.

Table 5-13 Factor Scores for 44 Places of the Study ,{rea (1969)
(Farn f,ousehold Yariables)

Places (1) (2) (3) (4) (s) (6) (7) (8) (e) (lo) (ll)

F(1) 2.108 0.4s1 1.551 -0.757 -0,t36 -0.373 -0.145 0.209 0.659 0.406 0.643

Places (tz) (13) (1r¡ (rs) (i6) (r?) (r8) (r9) (20) (zt) (zz)

r(l) -0.583 -0.889 -0.457 0.452 -0.t94 1.918 0.477 -0.55? 0.043 -0.576 -0.73t

P]aces (23) (24\ (25) (26) (27) (28) (2e) (30) (31) (32) (33)

F(l) -0.982 -0.620 1.047 I.993 t.431 -0.144 -0.382 -0.684 -0.426 -0. t92 -0.827

Places (31¡ (35) (36) (37) (38) (3e) (40) (41) (42) (43) (44)

F(l) -0.800 -0.349 -0.ss8 -0.690 -0.848 -0.389 -0.6r6 -0.458 -0.997 0.s3s -0.ss3

Places : (l)Fengshan c, (2)Kangshan T, (3)chishan T, (4)ueinung T, (5)Linyuan E, (6)Taliao H, (z)Tashu II,
(8)Jençu [, (9)Tashe [, (10)Iiaosung H, (lt)Chiatou [, (12) Yenchao B, (13)Tienliao E, (14),{lien [, (t5)Luchu
E' (16)[unei [, (17)Chiating H, (18)Tungan [, (19)Xito [, (20)Tzukuan [, (21)liukuei E, (22)Chiahsien ü,
(23)Sha¡lin [, (24)lieinen [, (25)Pingtung C, (26)Chaochou T, (27)Tungkang T, (28)[anran E, (29)Chanschih H,
(30)Linlo B, (31)Chiuju E, (32)Ukans [, (33)Yenpu E, (34)Kaoshu [, (35)Tantuan H, (36)]ieipu E, (37)Churien H,
(38)Hsinpi E, (39)Fangliao E, (40)[singyuan [, (41)Kanting [, (42)Linpien H, (43)ìianchou fl, (44)Chiarung IL

Table 5-14 correlation tatrix for Farn Household \¡ariables for l9g0

ïariables YI Y6Y5IJu2

YI
y2

Y3

ï4
I;E
IJ

v6

I .00 0 .76

1.00

0.8s 0.61
0.73 0.60
t.00 0.51

I .00

0.47 0.62
0.54 0.66
0.38 0.57
0.56 0.6t
i.00 0.71

I .00
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Tabìe 5-15 Rotared (Varlbax) Fêctor Loadfngs for
(for 1980)

FårÞ HouÊehold Va¡labl.es

va ri ables
Factor loadings
on Factor 1

v1

o.a744

v2

0. 8404

v3

0. 81 66

v4

o.7143

v5 v6

o .6697 0. 801 5

From that table it can be discerned that the pattern i_s

somewhat simirar to that of 1969. Variables r,2 and 3 are
highJ-y positively correrated with one another, refrecting
the inte*elationship between these variabres. However,
the correlation coefficient between variabres 3 and 4

decreased from o-24 in 1969 to 0.51 in 19g0. This rnight
represent the more dispersed distribution of variabre 3

(ownership of refrigerator), which, owing to the development
that has occurred in the interim, has been instrumentar_ in
enabling farm households even in the remote rurar areas to
own TVs, washing machines and refrigerators. Nevertheless,
the diffusion of terephones was far behind that of the
aforementioned three variables, simply because this device
is dependent on a huge i.nvestment by government to set up
the telephone lines before the domestic facility can pro-
vided- For the remote rurar- areas, the erection of the
terephone lines is usuarry both costry (due to longer
distance) and inefficient (folrowing from a sparse popuJ_a-

tion)- consequentry, despite the fact that the telephone
was more widely used in the rural areas in 1ggo than in
1969, it is stirl more urban-oriented than TVs, washing
machines or refri-gerators. on the other hand. the corre-
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lation between variabres 5 (percentage of the farm house-

holds owning a camera) and 6 (percentage of the farm house-

holds subscribing to a newspaper) has increased perceptibly
from 0.6o in L969 to o.zl in 1980. To the farmers living
in the more remote areas, praying with a camera or reading

a newspaper are not critical necessities in their lives.
To them, these facilities are tantamount to useless.
usuaIly, better-educated people or the residents of the
more urbanized areas are more likely to spend money on these

items. As a result, with economic growth and, thus, the
increasing income of the farm households, these two varia-
bl-es increased more rapidly in those areas croser to urban

places rather than in the 'remote rurar areas. Therefore,
the two variabl-es become a sightly more correlated with each

other in the spatial context, reflecting, as they do, the
more urban-biased variables.

The factor analysis produces one factor of consequence,

possessing an eigenvalue of greater than one. This factor,
with an eigenval-ue of 4.075, arone accounts for g8.60 per
cent of totar variance, whire Factor 2, with an eigenvalue
of 0"827, accounts for the rest. Therefore, the focus of
attentÍon wil-l be concentrated on the first factor. As in
1969, this leading factor r-oads heavily on armost al_1

variables except 5 (percentage of the farm households

owning a camera). The loadings on variables 5 witnessed an

erosion from 0.7469 in i-969 to 0.6697 in 1ggo, possibly the
result of a slight increase in the ownership of cameras in
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aIl- places, even in the rural areas (Table S-15).

Factor scores computed on Fastor 1 (Table s-l-6) to
facilitate comparison with 1969 expose some salj-ent fea-
tures. First of all, the number of the places with high
positive scores (say, greater than one) have been reduced

from six in 1969 to four Ín l9BO, while the totar number of
the praces with positive factor scores have increased
rapidry from L6 in l-969 to 26 in 1990. rn other words,

quite a few places which recorded negative factor scores in
l-969 have turned out to be the ones with positive scores in
1980- Linyuan hsiang (prace s), Taliao hsiang (place 6),
Tashu hsiang (prace 7), Alien hsiang (prace ]-4), Hunei

hsiang (place 16), Mito ndiang (place rg), hrantan hsiang
(p1ace 28), Linlo hsiang (prace 30), chuti-en hsiang (prace

37), Hsinpi hsiang (pIace 38), Fangliao hsÍang (prace 39),
Hsingyuan hsiang (place 40), Linpien hsiang (place 42) and

Nanchou hsiang (place 43) are the cases in point. This
might represent the more widery dispersed distribution of
the living facilities among farm households j-n the study
area. secondly, despite the more dispersed distribution,
the urban-oriented tendency of distribution of the riving
facilities among the farm households, which prevailed in
1969, lvas still evident in 1980. The majority of the
places with positive factor scores are urban praces, or
exÍst near to urban places, some of them occupying the
Kaohsiung-Tainan corridor. For instance, all nine places
of the Kaohsiung MetropolÍtan Area, with the exception of
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Niaosung hsiang (place J-o), have positive factor scores.
Moreover, the places tocated in the Kaohsiung-Tainan corrj_-
dor, or close to Tainan city, such as Kangshan town (place
2),.Alien hsiang (place L4), Luchu hsiang (pIace 15), Hunei

hsiang (place 16) and chiating hsiang (prace rr) all have

positive factor scores too. others li-ke pingtung city,
chaochou town and Tungkang town, which record positive
factor scores, are themsel-ves urban places; while places
such as Yungan hsiang, Mito hsiang, Linpien hsiang and

Nanchou hsiang are found in crose proximity to the urban

places of Kaohsiung city, Kangshan town and pingtung city.
Thirdry, remote places, especiaJ-ly those in mountain areas,
such as chiahsien hsiang ('prac,e 22) , shanlin hsiang ( place
23), Liukuei hsiang (place 21) and Neimen hsiang (place 24)

remain, as in ]-969, characterized by high negative factor
scores. FourthÌy, notwithstanding the improvement in the
standing of most of the places in pingtung county, the
majority of the places in Kaohsiung county emerge, in
general, stilI better off in terms of the provision of the
livÍng facilities to the farm househords. Nevertheless, the
difference between the best served areas and the worst ones

seems to be widening at a greater rate in Kaohsiung county
than is the case in pingtung county (see Figure. S-g).

(2) Simp1e Linear Regression :

rf the distribution of the living facilities of the farm

households is somewhat urban-oriented, ês the aforementioned
analysis implies, then, there arises an interesting ques-
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Irig. 5-7: The Factor Scores of Factor I for the, 44 places ol rhe Srucly Area (1969).
(Farm Flousehold Variables)

Fig. 5-B: The Iìacror Scorcs of Iìactor I for ilrc
44 places of the Srucly Arca (19g0).

(Farm Household Variables)

I
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tion; namely, is there a significant I inear relation-
ship between those developmenls evidenl in the 44 places

and their distances to Kaohsiung municipality --* the only

netropol is in the study area? In order to answer this
quesbion, resort has been made to simple I inear regression

analysis. Here Y represenls the level of the provision of

the living facilities to the farm households in each place,

whi le x represents the direct disLance from the place .in

question to Kaohsiung city. Analysis focused on the Factor

1 (Y) of the two vears'bases, i.e. 1969 and 1980. The

resu I ts are as fo I I ows :

(A) for 1969

Y - t.2504 - 0.0057 x
r2- 0.3356
F = 2I .21

(B) for 1980

Y - -1.0899 + 0.005 X
12- 0.2579
F - 14.60

lable 5-16 Factor scores for 44 praces of the study ¡{rea (rgg0)
( Farn Househould Variables )

t'.'ï:___!r 
__ 

(r) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (e) (10) (lr)

Fl 0.913 0.719 0.958 0.043 1.115 0.615 0.908 0.816 0.70r 0.r30 0.646

Places (12) 
_(13) (14) (1s) (16) (t7) (tB) (ts¡ (20) (zt) (zz)

Fl 0.256 2.458 0.228 0.366 1.049 1.158 1.096 0.930 0.987 r.954 r.327

Places (23) 
__(24) (zs) (26) (zT) (28) (2s) (s0) (3r) (32) (33)

__Fl i4s4 ,-1_:ø;*--;;--;i";il---; i*--,o;--;,il--; ;;;
Places (34) (3s) (36) (32) (38) (3s¡ (40) (41) (42) (43) (44)

Fl l.zu 0.483 0.437 0.049 0.316 0.011 0.2?0 0.267 0.319 0.09? 0.67?
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Table 5-17 The coefficient of varlation for the Farm Househo]d variabLes (1969)

VarlableE Mean Standard DevietLon Coefflcient of Våriatfon (CV)

v1
v2

v3
v4

v5
v6

L9.265
t.274
6.O52
1.501
o.983

12.145

7.O97

0.868

1.160
o. 701

4.633

36. 839

68. 116

54.811
77.305
71.366
3A. r47

TabLe 5-18 The coefficient of variatlon for the Farn HousehoLd variabLes (19g0)

Variables Standard Devlation Coefficient of Variation (CV)

v1

v2
v3

v4

v5
v6

66. 559

50.499
92.118
21.558
4. 099

26.841

13.295
16.949

14.t57
2 .204

11.930

L9 -974
33.562
5. 641

6s.669
53.761
39 .97 A

The degrees of freedom (dt¡=44-1=43. At the O.05 sig_
nificance level $¡ith 43 degrees of freedom the critical
value of F is 2.84. since the calculated varues of F for
both 1969 and 1980 are much greater than the crj_tical-
value, must reject the null hypothesis and concl-ude that
these two equations represent significant functionar rel_a-

tionships. rn other words, the x's earmarked as determi-
nants in the equations are certainly rel_evant. Despite
these j-ndividuar indications, the overall equations are
much less encouraging: as the relatively l_ow coefficients
of determination testify. These benchmarks are onry 0.3356
and 0.2579 for 1969 and lg8o respectively. rn other words,
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at best, the regression can only explain 33.56 per cent of
the total- variance (in the case of 1969).

It would be interesting to compare each individuat
variable to see if the distribution of any variable, when

rendered consistent wÍth simpre linear regression, conforms

to the supposed linear relationship. Since all six varia-
bles are measured on the same base, i.e. percentage, and

are posítively related to the deveJ_opment of the living
facilities of the farm households, it is, therefore, rea-

sonable to suppose that the difference of the values of
1969 and l-980 of the same variabl-e for the same place can

represent the improvement of that variable for that place

from Lg6g to 198O. For instance, suppose that the values

of variable l- for place A is 40 for L969 and 60 for 1980,

then, there will be a 20 per cent increase of the farm

households owning a TV set for place A during the 1969-1980

period. Since all six variables are positivety related to
the development of the living facilities of the farm house-

ho1ds, the differences of the L969 and 1980 data sets for
each individual variabre can be treated as an index of the

development of'the living standard of the farm households.

Using this simple precept, the difference of the 1969 and

1980 data sets for each individual variable were calculated
for the 44 places. The resultant differentials are used as

rY' values for the simpre linear regression. The resurts
are as follows:
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for variable 1
(percentage of

! = 59.702
12- 0.272
F = J,5.73

for variable 2
(percentage of

! = 74.432
t2= 0.3841
P = 26.19

for variable 3
(percentage of

! = 91.558
12- 0.230
F - 12.53

for variable 4
(percentage of

! = 38.597
12- 0.305
f = L8.40

for variable 5
(percentage of

! = 4.752
T2- o.l"l-1
P = 5.23

for variable 6
(percentage of

! = 35.104
î2= 0.495L
F = 41.l-9

the farm households owning a TV set) :

- o.o57 X

the farm households ovrning a washing machine)

- o.r-r_6 x

the f arm households or^rning a ref rigerator ) :

- 0.025 x

the farm households owning a telephone) :

0.085 x

the farm households owning a camera) :

o.076 x

the farm households subscribing to a newspaper)

0.08i_ x

As with the cases of Factor 1 for l-969 and 1ggo, the
carculated values of F for atl six equations are much great-
er than the criticar value of F, i.e. 2.84, ât the o.o5
significance level wÍth 43 degrees of freedom. Therefore,
must reject the nulr hypothesis and conclude that these six
equations represent significant functional relationships;
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that is, the x's earmarked as determinants in the equations
cannot be dismissed as trivial. yet, because of their
relatively low coefficients of determination, the overar_l

eguations are far from being satisfactory. Even for varia-
bre 6, which records the highest val_ue of the six equations
(o.495), its coefficient of determination is not rarge
enough to command a majority of the rexpÌanation' in the
equation.

(3) The Coefficient of Variation Ànalysis:
The results of the coefficient of variation analysis

appJ-ied to the 1969 and 1gg0 data sets are shown in Tabl_e

5'17 and Tabl-e s-l-B respectivery. The 1969 data (Tabre s_

]-7) show that atl the variabres have in generar fairly high
cvs, especially in respect of numbers 4 (percentage of the
farm househord owning a telephone) and 5 (percentage of the
farm) househords owing a camera). This reflects the
highly unequal distribution of these two variables. As

have mentioned earlier, dispersion of the terephone facility
is not as easily accomplished as, sây, the diffusion of TV

sets or washing machines. Farm households in the remote
rural areas can easily procure a TV set or a washing ma_

chine as 10ng as they have money. However, they cannot
obtain telephone service even if they can afford it in the
absence of teÌephone-line infrastructure. rn other words,
diffusion of TV sets, washing machines and refrigerators is
relativeJ-y straightforward, ês suggested by their rower
coefficients of variation. variabre 6 (percentage of the
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farm households subscribing to a newspaper) al_so has a Low

cv varue, but in this instance simply because it is cheaper.
If compare the t9g0 data (Table S_18) with the 1969

data, it is apparent that atl the varÍables except number 6

have significantry reduced their cv values. Variable 3

(percentage of the farm households owing a refrigerator)
decreased most dramaticarly, from 54.g1L in 1969 to s.64r
in 1980, sufficient to become the reast rankiçrg variables
in 1980- For its part, variable l(percentage of the farm
househords owning a TV set), which had the lowest cv val_ue

in 1969, also saw its cv value diminish quite rapidry and

became, in consequence, the variable with the second r_owest

value in 198o. on its heers $¡as variable 2 (percentage of
the farm trouseholds owing a washing machine). rn other
words, Tv sets, washing machines and refrigerators are
gaining in popularity and are widely distributed i_n all_
places. rn fact, in todayrs Taiwan, a traverer to a remote
mountain village can readily come across TV antennas on the
roofs of most farm houses. The reasons for their popuJ-ari_

ty are twofolds on the one hand, they are very practical
facilities indispensable to famiJ_y life; and, on the other,
increasing family incomes of the farm househords (stemming

from the non-farm jobs created by industrialization) i.n
conjunction with the l-owering of the prices of these facir_
ities (as a resurt of large-scale productíon by Taiwan,s
industry, e.g- the Tatung company) has rapidry increased
the purchasing power of the farm households. Some comment
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is warranted in the light of the dramatic drop of the cv
value of variable 3. rn 1969, the refrigerator was sti]l a

very expensi.ve proposition for the farm households. More_

over, at that time, the housewives of the farmers' familíes
preferred to patroni-se traditional fresh-food markets
daily, with the result that the refrigerator was not so
necessity. However, after a decaders economic devel0pment,
more r^¡omer¡ of the farm househol_ds go to work and cannot
devote the time for dairy shopping. Furthermore, with the
rising of l-iving standards and the 'demonstration effect,
from urban areas, effected either through personar contacts
or media such as TV, the younger generation of the farm
households has changed their attitude towards l_ife and
becomes more materiaristic, in a rike manner to their coun_
terparts in the urban praces. As a consequence, the demand

for refrigerators increased very rapidry in the past decade
or more.

Table 5-19 Changes in the Coeffjcient of Variation of Varj.abLes
between 1969 and 19g0 (Farn Household Variables)

variables (1)cv(1969) (2)cv(1980) (3)Àbsorute change(*) (4)Rerative change(r*¡

v1

v2
v3

v4

v5

v6

36.839
68.116
54.811
77.305
71.366
38.147

L2 .97 4

33.562
5. 641

65.659
53.761
39.978

-16.865
-34.554
-49. 170

-11..636
-17.605

1.831

-45.780
-50 .7 2A

-15.052
-24 .669

4.800

(*) (3)=(2)-(1); (t*)(¿)=((3)/tl)).10o

Table 5-19 provides us with the changes in the cvs
between 1969 and 1990. From i_t can be el_ici_ted the finding
that variables r- (TV sets), 2 (washing machines) and,
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especially, 3 (refrÍgerators) reduced their Cv values most

rapidly. As have mentioned, variable 4 (percentage of the
farm househords owning a telephone) changed the least. rn
a word, all variables except 6 (percentage of the farm
households subscribing to a newspaper) have been undergoing
a process of regional convergence in their distrÍbutions.
surprisingly, variabre 6 registered a slight increase in
its cv val-ue from L969 to 1990. rn short, its distribution
is becoming more spatially unequar. This may be attributed
partly to the out-migration of popuration in some rural_
areas, particularly the more remote ones. The out-migrants
are' more often than not, young and educated persons.
Therefore, the out-migration of population has resurted in
the higher proportÍons of older people in the rural areas,
who are in general poorly educated or ilriterate. üIhat is
more, with the increase of famiry income of the farm house_

hol-ds in the past decade or more, the farmers can improve
their living standards by buying these facilities i_n a

short period of time, but they cannot buy knowredge with
money" Àl-1 this has occasioned the spatial divergence of
variable 6. But the actual distribution of variable 6 in
1980' judged by Table 4-18, i.vas still- more even, in absolute
terms, than that of variabr-e 4 ( teJ-ephone ) and variabr-e 5

( camera ) .

The ranking of the z-scores (Tabre s-zo) has revear-ed
some signifÍcant features. First of alr, the places which
ha¡¡e high z-scores have high factor scores (Table s-16) as
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r^¡el-l. To take an example, the first-l_s ranked places of
the l-980 z-scores all have positive factor scores, except
Niaosung hsiang (place L0) and chiuju hsiang (place 31).
second , oD comparinE the 1969 z-scores with the 19go z-
scores, the rankÍng of the places is not so stable as their
counterparts of the general variabl_es (see Tabte 5-10). The

ranking of the z-scores of the general variables is quite
stable, especially for those with high scores. This finding
represents the greater flexibirity of the rfarm household'

variabres relative to that of the general variables in terms

of spatiar distribution. Third, there is for the most part
urban bias Ín the distribution of the 'farm househord'

variables. For e*ample,' among the first-22 ranked
praces(i.e. the first half) of the 19go data, Fengshan

city (place 1-), Niaosung hsiang (place 10), Jenwu hsiang
(p1ace 8 ), Tzukuan hsÍang (pIace zo), chiaotou hsiang
(place 11), Tass hsiang (place 7), Tali-ao hsiang (pi-ace 6)

and Linyuan hsiang (place 5) are arl ensconced within the
Kaohsiung Metropolitan Àrea. rn other words, with the
exception of Tashe hsiang (prace 9), alr the places drawn

from the Kaohsiung MetropoÌitan Area are incl_uded in the top
half of the rankings . rn addition, other pJ-aces whi-ch are
included in the list of the first 22 ranked places are
either located in the Kaohsiung-Tainan corridor (e.g.
Hunei hsiang, Luchu hsiang, Kangshan town), or exist crose
to urban places (e.g. Chiating hsiang, yungan hsiang, Mito
hsiang, Likang hsiang, and Chiuju hsiang), or are them_
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serves urban praces (e.g. pingtung city, chaochou town).
However, again, the tendency of the urban-biased distribu-
tion is not so strong as that of the general varÍabres.
Fourth, the majority of the places which have very l_ow z-
scores are located in the remote rural areas or mountain
areas, such as Nei.men hsiang (pIace 24), shanl-in hsiang
(pIace 22), and Tienriao hsiang (place 13). rn sum, the
Z-score analysis conforms by and large to the resul_ts of
factor analysis. Moreover, the overall_ pattern of the
distribution of the farm househord varj-abl_es is comparable

to that of the general vaiiabl-es, although the tendency is
not so strong.

5.4 The Questionnaires and Interviews

The total of 845 questionnaires and in-person interviews
were distributed among the following lz places in the
numbers specified : ( 1 ) Fengshan( 180 ), (z) Niaosung

hsiang( 93 ), ( 3 ) Tashu hsiang( 63 ), (4) Tal-Íao hsj-ang( 65 ),
(5) Luchu hsiang(66), (6) Linyuan hsÍang(55), (7) Hunei

hsiang (64), (8) shantin Hsiang(45), (9) Liukuei hsiang(46),
(10) Fangliao hsiang (50), (11) pingtung city(66) and (rz)
chaochou town(58)(recarl Fig.4-1). The selection of the
pJ-aces for questionnaires and in-person intervÍews is based

on two principles: (l)that they fal-r along the axes of
three directions radiating from Kaohsiung city, i.e.
northern, southern, and eastern axes, and (2) they are
distributed in the three zones from Kaohsiung city, i.e.
inner zone (metroporitan area), outer zone ( remote area)
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Table 5-2O Z-Scores of the Fårrn HousehoLd variables

1969 1980

Ranks Z-Scores
1 13.09
2 L1.99
3 10.66
4 9.44
5 6.58
6 5.46
7 5-r7
I 5.10
9 4.81

10 4.2
11 2.42
72 z.Lr
rJ !. t3

14 r.zt
15 1.11
16 0 .82
17 0. 10
18 -0.06
19 -0.16
20 -o.48
2t -o.72
22 -0.87
23 -o.94
24 -0.95
25 -1.09
26 -2.18
27 -2. 19
28 -2.38
29 -2.52
30 -2.6L
31 -2.64
32 -3.24
33 -3.71
34 -3.91
35 -4.r7
36 -4.27
37 -4.78
38 -4.88
?A -q ^1
40 -5.12
41 -5.94
h¿ -b.J3
43 -6.65
44 -8.20

P.l.aces
(26)chaochou T

(1) FengÊhan C

(25)P.ingtung c
(3) chlÊhan T

(42)Linpien H

( 27 ) Tungkang T

(11)Chiaotou H

( 4 3 ) Nanchou H

(10)Nlaosung H

(17)chf ating H

(2) Kangshan T

(30)Linlo H

(39)Fangliao H

(9) Tashe H

(32)Likang H

(15)luchu H

(38)Hsipu H

(36)Nei.pu H

(31)chiuJu H

(41)Xenting H

(28)Tzukuan H

(35)!Janluan H

( 29 )changchih H

(16)Hunei H

(37)chutien H

(18)Yungan H

(8) Jenwu H

(28)wentan H

(6) TaLiao H

(5) !inyuan H

(22)chiahsien H

(7) Tashu H

(12)Yenchao H

(44)chiatjng H

(34)Kaoshu H

(14)ALien H

(19)Mito H

( ?1)¡,lukuel H

(40)Hsingyuan H

(4) Heinung T

( 23 ) ShanI jn H

(33)Yenpu H

(24)Neiæen H

(13)Tlenliao H

Rank6 Z-Scores pl.aces
1 10.63 (1) Fengshan C

? IO.3I (1O)Niaosung H

3 7.2O (B) JenHu H

4 6.93 (?O)Tzukuan H

5 6.34 (z5)pingtuns H

6 6.27 (3o)Linlo H

7 6.03 (16)Hunej H

I 5.45 (11)chlaotou H

9 3.89 (17)chiating H

10 3.61 (26)chaochou T

11 3.28 (27\lunskans T

fZ 2.77 (2) Xangshan ?

13 1.51 (Is)ruchu H

f4 1.15 (7) Tashu H

15 O.99 (31)chiuju H

16 0.89 (29)changchihH
17 O.85 (32)Likang H

18 0.76 (l9)Mito H

19 O.64 (43)Nanchou H

' 20 0.46 (6) TaLiao H

2L 0.05 (18)yungan H

22 0.04 (5) Linyuan H

23 0.O1 (36)Neipu H

24 -O.L7 (28)wanran H

25 -0.33 (37)churien H

26 -0.4O (42)Linpien H

27 -O.51 (12)yenchao H

28 -O.78 (41-)Kanring H

29 -0.86 (35)r,lantuan H

30 -O.95 (9) Tashe H

31 -1.94 (4O)Hsingyuan H

32 -2.07 (38)Hsinpi H

33 -2.66 (14)At.ien H

34 -2.9O (39)FangJ.iao H

35 -3.60 (3) chishan H

36 -3.68 (4) Heinung H

37 -3.84 (33)yenpu H

38 -4.13 (44)chlarung H

39 -6.57 (34)Xaoshu H

4O -6.62 (22)chiahsienH
4I -6.88 (21)Liukuei H

42 -9.37 (23)shanlin H

43 -10.55 (24)Neihen H

44 -7I.76 (13)TienLiao H
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and intermediate zone. of course, these two principles
were partially influenced and even srightly distorted by

the availability of the acguaintances who expressed a

wirri.ngness to help me in undertaking this questionnaire
survey- on the whole, however, this consíderation was too
inconseguentiar to annul- the two principles justifying the
survey.

The results of the survey are used here as a supplement

to aid the further interpretation of the resul_ts of the
aforementioned analyses. hlhat forrows are the reorganized
outcomes of the questionnaires and in-person interviews.

(1) The distributions of working places, schooling
and shopping.

Table 5-2r evinces the distributÍon of working places
associated with residents found within the sel-ected Lz

places. rt is obvious that the places in the inner zone

all have high percentages of workers commuting to Kaohsiung

city, such as Fengshan city (4o.82 percentage), Niaosung

hsiang (2I.8 percentage), Tashu hsiang (19.55), Taliao
hsiang (27.59 percentage) and Linyuan hsiang (26.rz percent-
age). rn fact, all of these places belong to the Kaohsiung

Metropolitan Area. on the other hand, the remote areas,

such as shanrin hsiang (10.13 percentage) and Liukuei
hsiang (8.54 percentage), have much lower percentages of
workers commuting to Kaohsiung city. As to Luchu hsiang and

Hunei hsiang, both of them also have low percentages of
workers commuting to Kaohsiung city, and this is so espe-
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cially for Hunei hsiang. since Hunei hsiang belongs to the

commuting zone of Tainan city (which is reveal-ed by its
relativery high percentage of commuting workers to Tainan,

some 22.32 percentage), this outcome is hardly surprising.
rn a word, distance has obviousl-y prayed a significant role
in moulding commuting patterns to Kaohsiung. ThÍs can be

further demonstrated by the data from the popuration cen-

sus, as shown in Tab1e 5-22. From that table, one can see

that the places which have high percentages of workers

commuting to Kaohsiung city (say, 15 per cent or more) are

all --- with the exception of Chishan town immediate

neÍghbours of Kaohsiung city. In particular, they are

Fengshan city (42-92 percentage), Linyuan hsiang (gO.ZO),

Taliao hsiang (26.6J-), Tashu hsiang (1S.90 percentage),

Jenwu hsiang (26.I7 percentage), Tashe hsiang (22.I7 per-

centage), Niaosung hsiang (30.73 percentage), Chiaotou

hsiang (34.98 percentage), Mito hsiang (Zi,.6Z percentage)

and Tzukuan hsiang (23.52 percentage). Incidentally, of
these ten places, nine belong to the Kaohsiung Metropolitan
Area (the exception is Mito hsiang). In Tab1e 4-22, the
places with the smallest percentages of workers commuting

to Kaohsiung city are Alien hsiang ( 3.99 percentage ),
Tienliao hsÍang (9.2L percentage), Luchu hsiang (8.13 per-

centage), Hunei hsiang (3.99 percentage), and Chiating
hsiang (4.30 percentage). À11 of these places are closer to
Tainan city and, therefore, host more workers commuting to
that city (especially noteworthy in this respect are Hunei
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hsiang and chiating hsÍang). Às to the more remote places

such as chiahsien hsiang, shanlin hsiang, Neimen hsiang,

I¡Jantan hsiang, chiuju hsiang, Likang hsiang and yenpu

hsiang, all have relatively row percentages of workers

commuting to Kaohsiung city. Those urban places which are

somewhat distant from Kaohsiung city, such as pingtung

city, chaochou town and Tungkang town, are al-so character-
ízed by relatively Iow percentages of workers commuting to
Kaohsiung city. This is partly the corollary of the greater
availability of jobs in these urban places.

one thÍng we should note is that the percentages of
workers gainfuJ-ly employed in their home l-ocalities are in
general ratirer high ( see Tabre s-zr and Tabl-e s-22) . This
may represent, ât least partly, the dispersion of secondary

and tertiary job opportunÍties to all the places of the
study area. This resurt conforms to those of the
factor analyses and the coefficient of wariation analyses

previously discussed.

ïn sum, Kaohsiung city has played a key role as a

magnetic pole in terms of attracting workers from the
places of the study area to work there. Besides, the
dispersion of the secondary and the tertiary industries in
the study area cannot be divorced from the impact of Kaoh-

siung city. we wil-I return to this issue later. For the
time being, let us turn to the role of Kaohsiung as a

centre of the cultural and social activities of the study

area -
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Table 5-21 The Distribution of lorking PIaces

(l)Fengshan C (2)Niaosung H

fo. S ]lo 9(

(3)Tashu H (4)laliao H (S)Luchu H (6)linyuan H

l,io. .% ìrio. % )io. S l{0. f

florkíng Places

(l)Kaohsiung C

(2)Tainan C

(3)Fengshan C

(4)Pingtung C

(5)Kaohsiung county(. )

(6)Pingtung county(.')
(7)Loca I i ty

(8)0thers

168 40.87 47

7 1.7 0

15

5 t.22 3

70 t7 .0 37

3 0.73 2

150 36.50 100

I 1.95 t2

2i .80

0.00

6.9

i.4

17 .l
0.9

46.3

5.6

23 18.55

6 4.84

2 t.6r

0 0.

t2 9.68

0 0.00

78 62.90

3 242

27.59 12

0.00 10

4.31 0

0.09 0

3.45 I
0.00 0

60.34 74

3.45 4

32

0

5

I

4

0

70

4

28

0

3

0

I
J

63

2

ll.0l
9.17

0.00

0.00

8.26

0.00

67. 89

3.67

26.17

000

2 .80

000

7.48

2.80

58.88

I .87

lota I 169 100.00 2t6 100.00 124 100.00 l16 100.00 109 100.00 t07 100.00

(7)Hunei H (8)Shanl in H

No. % No. %

(9)Liukuei H (I0)Fansliao H

lo. % Io. %

(11)Pingtuns C (12)Chaochou H

No. % \0. %

Forking Places

(l)Kaohsiung C

(Z)Tainan C

(3)Fengshan C

(4)Pingtung C

(5)Kaohs iung county(')

(6)Pingtung county('.)
(7)Local ity
(8)0thers

8.54 9

4.88 0

0.00 I

0.00 3

6.10 5

0.00 t0

78.05 50

2.44 0

l0 it .90

0 0.00

: '::
6 7.14

12 t4.29

54 64.28

2 2.38

4 3.57

25 22.32

0 0.00

0 0.00

n 9.82

0 0.00

65 58.06

7 6.25

8 10.13

3 3.79

2 2.53

0 0.00

10 12.66

0 0.00

45 56.96

ll 13.92

I

4

0

0

5

0

64

2

ti.54

0.00

1.28

3.85

6.41

12.82

64. 10

0.00

8 9.41

0 0.00

0 0.00

9 10.59

I 1.18

12 14.12

50 58.82

5 5.88

lota I 112 i00.00 79 100.00 82 100.00 78 100.00 84 100.00 85 100 00

(.) excluding the number of rorkers who are working at

('.) excluding the number of rorkers who are working at

local ity or Fengshan city.
locality or Pingtung city.
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Table 5-22 the percentage Distrlbution of
Llorking at LocalitfeE or Conmutj.ng

the Workforces of the Study Àrea
to çork 1n XâohElung City

Places
I of the Workforces f,tork

at;.ocaLitles
g of the tdorkforces Cohhuting to

Work in Kaohslung City

(1)Fengshan C

(2)Xangshan T

(3)chishan T

(4)Meinunq T

(5)Linyuan H

(6)TaIiao H

(7)Tashu H

(8)Jenwu H

(9)Tashe H

(10)Niaosung H

( 11 ) Chiaotou H

(12)Yenchao H

(13)Tjer'liao H

( 14 )ÀIien H

( 15 ) Luchu H

(16)Hunei H

( 17 ) chiatins H

( 18 )Yungan H

(19)Mito H

(20)Tzukuan H

( 21 ) riukuei H

( 22 ) chiêhsien H

( 23 ) Shanlin H

( 24 ) Neioen H

( 25 ) Pingtung c

(26)chaochou T

( 27 ) Tungkang T

(28)l¡antan H

( 29 ) chengchih H

(30)rinIo H

(31)chiuJu H

( 32 ) Likanq H

(33)Yenpu H

(34)Xaoshu H

(35)1"'ånIuan H

(36)Nei.pu H

( 37 ) chutien H

(36)Hsinpi H

( 39 ) Fangliao H

(40)tisíngyuan H

(41)Xanting H

(42)Linpien H

(43)Nanchou H

(44)chiatung H

44.32
64. E5

64.60
68.34
58.68
q? oo

67 -L4
63.58
64 .43

50.79
49.30
68.44
57. 69

69 .62

74.94
68.11
56.15
64.32
54.43
63. 64

53.54
63.63
66.56
62. 06

72.01
Êo aa

74.07
75.81
6t.72
58.34
i2-82
75.07
77 .24

1r.o7
57 .66
6!. 02

61.07
)b. bJ

65.86
69.74
63.90
a) <2

65.10
59 .42

12.9?
r4.94
16.07
L2.4r
30. 20

26.67
15.90
26. r7
22. 17

30.73
34.98
13.71

9 -?L
7 .25
8.13
3.99
4.30

13.20
27.67
)? q2

10. 71

7 .50
10. 66

11.96
9.91
7 .3\
a-47
7 .69
8.79

72.66
7.10
7.81
< 1?

8.33
9 r 57

9.71
!2 .74

'1 .43
10.21

7 .95
8. 54

a ?Á

10. 82

11.69

Source: The 1960 Census
pp.356-359. (published by

of the Fopulation of the
HlnÍÊtry of the Interior

TâiHan-Fukien Àrea, FOC.

Àffa1rs.1982)
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(B) The distribution of high-school attendance in the
study area.

rn this discussion, the spatial- distribution of enrorl_-

ments in elementary schools (grades 1-6), junior middl_e

schoors (grades 7-9), and the tertiary education (colteges
of higher education) are completely omitted. rn Taiwan,

nine years compulsory education (i.e. from grades L-g,
including erementary schoor and junior middle school) has

been practised for over ten years. Therefore, every hsiang
has its own efementary and junior middl-e schoors and the
students are assigned to the nearest schools as a matter of
course. rn this case, the catchment areas of the elementary

schools and the junior middre schools can hardly be used as

indicators of the inftuences exerted by the bigger urban
places. on the other hand, the corleges and universities
are mostly concentrated in the big cities; namely, Taipei
municipality, Taichung city, Tainan city and Kaohsiung

municipatity. À11 students who want to enter the univer-
sities must pass the joint entrance examination of college
and universities and, then, are assigned to the university
according to their choice and marks. rn this instance, the
outcome cannot refl-ect the influence of the urban places in
a regional context. For instance I a sufstantial_ number of
the students at the Kaohsiung Medical corlege are from the
TaÍpei area in northern Taiwan. yet, this fact can hardly
be interpreted as suggesting that the inffuence of Kaoh-
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siung city has reached to the TaipeÍ area. Consequently,

attendance at high schools can more appropriately represent

the influences of the urban places in a local or regional

context. In Taiwan, high schools (grades l-O-I2) entry is
condj-tional on the entrance examination, but the origins of

the students are usually regional. In other words, few

students in Kaohsiung will go to Taipei or Taichung to
attend the famous high schools there. In view of this
constraint, high-schools attendance is selected in this
study as the index of the cultural impact of Kaohsiung on

the places of the study area.

Table 5-23 Catchnent Àreas for Those Attending HÍgh Schools in the Study Àrea

Locations of SchooLs

(À)Xaohsiung C (B)Tainan
No. I No. *

C (c)Pingtung c

No. t
(D)Othe16 TotaI
No. B No. Z

Pl,aces
(1)Fengshan C

(2)Niaosung H

(3)Tashu H

(4 ) Taliao H

(5)Luchu H

(6)Linyuan H

(7)Hunei H

(8)Shanlin H

(9)Liukuei H

(10)FangLiao H

( 11 ) Pingtung c

( 12 ) Chaochou 1

0 0.00
0 0.00
3 16. 6?

0 0.00
10 27.78
o 0.00

16 53.33
2 13.33
3 i8.75
o 0.00
o o.00
o 0.o0

2 3.08
0 0.00
o o.oo
0 0.00
0 0.00
1 3.85
o 0.00
o 0.00
0 0.00
4 28.57

L2 57.14
7 38. 89

33 50 -77
13 56.52
I 44.44

I 40. O0

20 55.56
12 46.15
10 33.33
I 53.33
7 43.'t5
6 42.86
! 4.76
6 33.33

65 100. o0

23 100. o0

r.8 100. oo

zo 1 00. 00

36 100.00
26 100.00
30 100. oo

15 100.00
16 100.O0

14 100. 00

21 100. oo

18 100. OO

30

7

r2
6

13

4

6

4

I
5

46.15
43-48
38.89
60. 00

r6.67
50. oo
1t 2â

37.50
2A .57
38. 10

27.78

It is clear from Tab1e 5-23 that the pattern of high-

schoor catchment areas is somewhat different from that
obtaining for working places (see Table 5-2l- or Tab1e 5-

22). To a much greater extent, Kaohsiung ci_ty has exerted
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its i-nfluence on places of the study area in this aspect
of cul-ture. As shown in Table s-23, most of the serected
places have fairly high percentages of students attending
high schools in Kaohsiung city, al-though Luchu hsiang and

Hunei hsiang differ in that they have higher percentages of
students attending high schools in Taínan cÍty. rn order
to establish whether the distribution of the commuting to
Kaohsiung city is significantly different from high-school
attendance in Kaohsiung city (from the 12 places), the chi-
sguare test (x2) is empl0yed. since the test is restricted
to nomi-nar (frequency) data and is nonparametric (Ebdon,

1978, p.61), frequencies instead of percentages of the data
are used (see Footnote 2 for the means of carcutation).

The calculated value of x2 is 2s.64, which is greater
than the critical varue of x2 (i.e. 19.68) at o.o5 signif_
Ícance l-evel- with 11- degrees of freedom. Therefore, the
nuII hypothesÍs is rejected in that there is no significant
di-fference between these two distributions at the o.05
significance level. rn short, it can be claimed with 95

per cent confidence that there is a

between these two distributions (i.e.
tive hypothesis ).

significant difference

accept the alterna-

(c) The distribution of shopping and social activiti_es.
For the sake of simplicity, the distribution of shop-

ping and social acti'¿ities wirl be contemplated from the
viewpoint of the relationships between Kaohsiung city and

the 72 places tisted in Table s-24. rt is evident that,
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except for Hunei hsiang and Luchu hsiang, the residents of
these places opt to undertake a high percentage of their
shopping and social activities in Kaohsiung city. Of

course, there is a wide variation between different kinds

of shopping and social- activities. GeneraÌly speaking, the

higher-crass goods or services tend to be procured from

outlets in Kaohsiung city. For Ínstance, purchases of
pearls, cosmetics and cameras are cases in point. These

articles are not only expensive, but also easy to carry.
On the other hand, goods like furniture and TV sets are

less likely to be bought in Kaohsiung city. This is not

only because these goods are heavy, but also because, .in

the case of TV sets, retail outlets are present in every

hsiang and town, boasting goods of identical price and

quality. By way of contrast, the largest and most respected

general hospitals in the study area (which include the

Teaching General Hospital of the Kaohsiung Medical college)
are located in Kaohsiung city, resulting in the high con-

centration of that service in Kaohsiung city. In a word,

different kinds of goods and activities generate different
patterns of shopping. To take the shopping patterns of
clothes and cameras for instance, the chi-square test can

be used to verify our reasoning. An empirj-cal test statis-
tic is calculated as :

A2 = 21-.136

The degrees of freedom (df)=(2-l)(L2-1,)=1L. At the O.05

signifj-cance level- with 11 degrees of freedom the critical
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value of. x2 is 19.6g. Therefore, the nuII hypothesis is
rejected and accept the alternative hypothesis (H), with 95
per eent of confidence, that there is a significant differ_
ence between the shopping patterns for clothes and cameras.

(2) Out-migration patterns in the study area.
The distribution of out-migration avers (in Tabre s-25)

that, as expected, Kaohsiung city is the most significant
magnetic pole of the migration field in the study area.

0uite high proportÍons of the outmi-gration occurring in
the places of the study area terminate in Kaohsiung city.
Even Hunei hsiang wh5-ch, as other indicators show (e.g.
shopping in Tabre s-22) is supposed to be located within
the commuting range of Tainan city, has a fairly high
precentage of its outmigration populati_on moving to Kaoh_
siung city- rndeed, the proportion is 64.7r per centage in
contrast to the 17- 65 per cent choosing Tainan city.
obviousry' for the majority of emigrants, Kaohsiung city is
a place replete with more opportunities. on the other
hand, places rike Tariao and Tashu, which are both within
the Kaohsiung Metropolitan Area, arso record very high
rates of out-migrati.on to Kaohsiung city notwithstanding
its close proximity. Therefore, economj-c motivation is not
the onJ-y significant reason for migrants to move to Kaoh-
siung city. rn order to gain greater insight into this
problem, the questionnaire was designed to provide four
possÍble answers:
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lable 5-24 Shopping Rooted in Kaohsiung City

Goods and Services

(l)special ized books

no. %

(2)c lothes

no. g

(3)pearl & cosuretics

no. C

(4)furniture (5)camera

no. % no. %

P I aces

(1)Fengshan C

(2)Niaosung H

(3)Tashu H

(4)Taliao I{

(5)Luchu H

(6)Linyuan H

(7)Hune i H

(8)Shanl in H

(9)Liukuei H

(10)Fangl iao H

(11)Pingtung C

( l2)ChaochouT

108

63

36

52

25

45

3

25

26

30

20

18

60

67 .7

57. I
80.0

4t.7

8l .8

4.6

55.5

56.5

60.0

30.3

31 .0

65

53

28

35

28

35

2

t5

18

16

25

28

36.I

56. 9

44.4

53.8

16.7

63.6

3.1
,at

39.I

32.0

37.9

.18.3

52 28.9

15 16. I

8 r2.7

25 38.5

12 20.0

25 45.5

0 0.0

I r7.8

5 I0.9

I 16.0

7 10.6

5 8.6

3t t7 .2
,t ataLC LJ. I

20 31,7

23 35.4

I Ì3.3

20 36.4

0 0.0

0 0.0

0 0.0

| 2.0

2 3.0

4 6.9

9s 52.8

65 69.9

35 55.6

48 73.8
10 (? IJ' JJ. J

40 72.7

4 6.3

30 66.7

20 43.5

2t 42.0

26 39.4

28 48.3

Goods and Services

(6)TY sets (7)general hospital (8)novie

no. 5 no. S no. S

(9)opera & dancing

no. l(

(10)social activitie lotal
no. 5 no.(')

P I aces

(l)Fengshan C 12

(2)Niaosung H i0
(3)Tashu fl 16

(4)Taliao H 18

(S)Luchu H l0
(6)Linyuan H 13

(7)Hunei H 0

(8)Shanl in H 5

(9)Liukuei H 3

(I0)Fangl iao H 4

(11)Pingtuns C I
(12)Chaochou T 0

0.7

r0. I
25.4

27 .7

t6.7
23.6

0.0

11.1

6.5

8.0

].5
0.0

86

75

56

60

21

48

5

28

26

20

28
1q

47 .8

80. 6

88.9

92.3

35. 0

87.3

7.8

62.2

56. s

40. 0

42.4

55. t

t20

45

32

37

15

46

6

10

I.{

L2

33

30

66.7

48. 4

50.8

56.9

25.0

83.6

9.4

22.2

30.4

24.0

50. 0

51.7

23.9

26. 9

3t.7
43. 1

15. 0

54. 5

to trLL.J

t5. 5

13. 0

10. 0

36.4

25.9

I80

93

63

65

60

55

61

45

46

50

66

58

78 43.3

35 37.6

27 42.9

35 53.8

13 2t.7
42 76.4

0 0.0

9 20.0

t2 26.1

9 18.0

23 34.8

25 43. I

43

25

20

28

9

30

ð

7

6

5

24

15

(') The nunber indicates the total nunber of questionnaires and interviers.
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(1) access to the working place; (z) access to children's
schooring; (3) prefe,rences for or against the standards of
living of the place; and (4) concern for other interests.
The possibility of a number of choices r^ras arlowed. The

outcome (as shown in Table s-26) is that ,chirdrenrs educa-
tion' is an even more significant factor than the economic
reason (jobs) in deciding migrants to rel-ocate to Kaohsiung
city- rnfl-uenced by the confucian idea of emphasizing
education and the long tradition herd by society that
education is the best way for the people, especiarly those
that are poor, to upgrade their sociar positÍon, the par-
ents in Taiwan put much weight on children's ed.ucati.on in
order to improve their chir-d's chance,s of passing the
entrance examination for higher education. Moreover, the
government's economic development and,low-tuition, polici-es
combine to render the competition for higher education more

intense, because even the poor can aspire to allow thei_r
chil-dren to enter instifutions of higher education. Às

ersewhere in the world, the bigger cities often provi-de

better erementary and secondary schooÌing. This, in turn,
becomes a significant purl factor for the big cities,
enabling them to attraet immigrants.

A rerated matter is remittances and their i_ncidence in
stucty area- Based on the questionnaire findings (as in-
ferred from Tabre s-zr), only 33.5 percentage of the out-
migrants sent back monies to their famil-ies. This
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lable 5-25 The Distribution of Out-rigration in the Study .{rea

To: (l)Kaohsiung C (2)Tainan C (3)pinsruns C (4)Taipei C (5)0thers (6)Tota I

Fron:

( I )Fengshan no.
vÃ

I

14 00

4

8.00

6

l2 .00

I

14.00

26

52 00

50

100.00

(2)liiaosung H no.

5

I
29.63

3

Il.lt
I
3. 70

3

lt. il
T2

44. 45

27

t00.00

(3)Tashu H no
ù

I
60 00

I
6.66

0

0.00

,
13.33

3

2 .00

i5
100.00

(4)Tal iao H no.
úÃ

l3
76.47

0

0. 00

I
5.88

I
5.88

,
n.76

t7

t00.00

(5)Luchu H n0
ùÃ

o

33.33

,
n.ll

0

0. 00

4

9t ,,
6

33.33

l8
i00. 00

(6)Linyuan Il no
ù
Ã

I

43.75

0

0.00
I

6.25
3

18. 75

5

31.25

I6

100.00

(7)Hunei H n0.
Uñ

1l

64.71

3

17.65

0

0. 00

I
5.88

t
11.76

t7

100.00

(8)Shanl in H no.

96

t7

48.57

I

1t .43

0

0. 00

3

8. 57

It
3l .43

35

100.00

(9)Liukuei H no.

1í

25

47 .17

I
I .89

$;

9.43

n
T

r3.2i
15

28.30

53

100.00

(l0)Fangl iao H no.
U
Ã

26

40. 00

4

6.15
8

12. 3l
7

10.77

20

30 77

65

I00.00

(ll)Pingtung 1 no.
v
Ã

4

29.63

I
3.17

9

33.33

7

25. 93

6

22.22

27

t00.00

(I2)Chaochou T no
vô

t2

35.29
I
2.54

4

1t .76

7

20 .59

l0
29.41

34

100.00
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lable 5-26 The Reasons for Out-nigration

Reasons

(l)acess to rork (2)kids' schooling (3)environnent of the place (4)others total

P I aces

(l)Fengshan C no.
v
,o

t8

3l .58

2t

36.84

2

3.5t
16 57

28.07 100.00

(2)Niaosung H no
ùÃ

8

26.67

t5

50.00

2

6.67
530
16.67 100.00

(3)Tashu H n0.
ú
,o

7

18.92

t4

37.84

0

0. 00

16 37

43.24 100.00

(4)Tal iao H no.

%

9

23 .68

l8
47 .37

I
2.63

10

26.32

38

100.00

(5)Luchu H l0
3l .25

n0.

%

8

15. 00

2

6. 25

12

37. 50

'1.,

100.00

(6)Linyuan H no.
ùö

5

15.15

t6

48.48

4

12.t2
8

24.24

aa

100.00

(7)Hunei H 10

3L 25

14

43. 75

n0.

%

,
6.25

6

18.75

32

r00.00

(8)Shanl in H no.

%

tt
52 .38

l4

33. 33

0

0. 00

6

14.29

42

I00.00

(9)Liukuei H no.

%

l0
26.32

l4
36. 84

4

t0. 53

IO

26.32

38

i00.00

(I0)Faneliao H no.
U
,o

12

34.29

l5
42.86

3

8. 57

5

t4.29

35

100.00

(il)Pingtung C no.
u
.o

6

I5. 79

17

44.74

5

13.16

t0

26.32

38

100 00

(12)Chaochou 1 no.
u
.o

l8
46. i5

l4

35.90

2

5.13
5

t2.82

39

I00.00

Tota I r35

25.86(. )

180

34.48

98

18.77

I09

20.88

n0.
UÃ

522

100.00

(.) (13sts22).100 = 2s.86 (s)
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percentage is nol overly high and rnay be due to the

lence of the nuclear family, even in rural areas.

Lhose fami I ies lhat receive remittances, 44.62 per

cons idered them to be an imporLant source of the i r

income. It is evidently a vital form of income inject
many communities and should not be overlooked.

Table 5-27 The Distribution of Remittances sent by the 0ut-migrants

preva-

Amo ng

cenl

fami ly

ion to

P I aces (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (e) (10) (lr¡ (12) lota I

ro. %

lern i t tance
15 r0

84
r37 66. s6(. )

69 33.50

t9

9

n
I

t2

t2

4

lio 23

Yes 6

4148

222
89

18

36 5s.38(.. )

2S 44.62

I6

0t

4

5

20053

02275

3642

3202

Is the ìio

Ren i t tance

Inportant? Yes

(,) (137/(137*69)).100 = 66.56 (.r);
Places : (l)Fengshan C, (2)Niaosung

(8)Shanlin II, (9)Liukuei H,

(..) (¡0l(¡0*29)).too = Ss.38 (rí).
H, (3)Tashu H, (4)îatiao H, (5)Luchu II, (6)Linyuan H, (?)Hunei H,
(10)Fangl iao H, (ll)Pingtung C, (12)Chaochou T.

Table 5-28 the Distribution of the Families Engaging in ,{griculture

P I aces (t) (2) (3) (4) (s) (6) (7) (8) (e) (10) (it) (r2) Tota I

no. f
Io. of Fani I ies
Ðngaging in rtgri. 11 t9 tt I ls 20 g 26 24 t6 t5 24 igg

Constitutents I I 3 0 0 S Z I Z 4
oftheFanityl/2 I Z 3 0 3 3 Z g 3
Incomesfron l/4 2 S S 4 Z 6 4 IZ 5
Âgriculture 1/4 7 9 3 4 5 9 Z 4 tz

525
647
146
456

3l
42

56

70

I5.66
21.21

28.28

35.35

(3) The situation of agricultural devel0pnent

From the questionnaires, it is apparent that the per-

centage of fani I ies engaging in agriculture is in general

quife low (see Table s-zï). As a rule, it is rhe more



remote areas, such as Shanlin hsiang, Liukuei hsiang and

Fangliao hsiang, which have relatively high values. Howev-

êr, places such as Niaosung hsiang and Chaochou town,

constituents of the Kaohsiung Metropotitan Area or legiti-
mate urban place (Chaochou town), register relatively high

val.ues too. Among these agriculturally-oriented families,
only L5.66 per cent of them rely on agriculture for their
main income source¿ and over half of the farm households

(i.e. 63.63 percentage) obtained a guarter or less of
their income from agriculture (see Table 5-28). Obviously,

incomes from non-farm jobs has become a principal source of
family income for the farm household.

The changes in cropping patterns and other farm land

uses are also important topics which are helpful to the

understanding of the impact of urbanization and industriar-
ization on the agricultural economy. The questionnaire

survey reveals that crop changes, ês shown in Table 5-2g,

occurred more often in those places close to the urban

areas, such as Pingtung city, Chaochou town, Luchu hsiang,

Taliao hsiang and Niaosung hsiang. However, in remote

places, such as Liukuei hsiang and Fangliao hsiang, changes

are equally evident. In a word, the differences between

those places close to urban areas and those more remote a::e

not very significant, although they do exist. This conver-

gence may be the resuLt of improvements in transportation
and the rapid diffusion of information. rn conjunction,
they mean that even farmers in the relatively remote areas
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can rapidly respond to the demands of the market and change

their crops. compared with crop changes, the situation of
changing farmlanduses is more varied among the places (see

Tabl-e 5-30). Generalry speaking, the changes in farmlan-
duses are slightry more urbanbiased. pl-aces close to the
urban areas have higher percentage of farmers who have

changed their farm l-and into non-farm l_anduses than is the
case elsewhere. For instance, Fengshan city, Niaosung

hsiang, Taliao hsiang and pingtung city arI contain a

relatively high percentage of farmers who changed their
landuses patterns. on the contrary, remote areas, such

Liukuei hsiang and shanlÍn hsiang have low values on this
score.

Tables 5-29 and 5-30 suggest that increasing income and

shortage of l-abour account for the most significant reasons

for the changes in crop patterns (with the values of 36.2r
per cent and 32.91- per cent for 'increasing income' and
fshortage of labour' respectively), while residential and

industrial l-anduses are the two most important factors
accounting for changes in farmranduses (with s4.76 per cent
and 2L-43 per cent for the residentÍal- and i-ndustrial l-an-

duses respectively). This Iast, without doubt, is a conse-
quence of the mushrooming urban and industrial developments

under way in the study area. The imprications of these
disparate findings form the substance of the next chapter.
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Table 5-29 The Situation of Changing Crops in the Study .{,rea

)lo. of Farners
Changed Their Corps

Reasons for Changing

(Ä)shortage (B)increasing (C)Denand of (D)Encourged by (E)others Total
No. % of labour incones urarket governmentP I aces

(l)FengshanC 3 27.30(') 0 t
(2)NiaosungH 5 26.32 | 2

(3)Tashuï 2 18.18 I 2

(4)Taliao[ 2 25.0 2 2

(S)LuchuH 6 40.0 3 2

(6)LinyuanH 6 30.0 2 |
(?)HuneiH 3 33.3 2 2

(8)ShanlinH 3 11.4 2 |
(9)LiukueiH I 39.1 4 4

(I0)FangliaoH 5 31.2 2 3

(ll)PingtungC 9 60.0 5 2

(I2)Chaochou T l0 41.7 2 7

I
I
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

t2
02
00
00
20
t0
00
10
L2
1l
3t
02

Tota I 26(32.91%).. 29(36.71:ö) 4 (5.06%) t0 (12.66%) l0(i2.66%) 79

(.) :,% of the total nunber of fanilies engaging in agriculture for each place (see Table 5-28), e.g. for place
1, the value is (3/i1).100 = 27.3 (1í)

(") : the % value represents the % of the choice of that reason, e.g. the 1í of chosing
reason (A) is (26/79).100 = 32.91 (9í).

Table 5-30 the Situation of Changes in Farn Landuses in the Study Ârea

No. of Farners
Changed their

Reasons for Changing

Farn Landuses (A)residental (B)industrial (C)recreatiou (D)public (E)cornnercial (F)other Total
P laces No. 1í uses uses uses uses uses uses

(l)FengshanC 4 36.36(') 3 I
(2)NiaosungH 5 26.32 3 I
(3)TashuH 2 18.18 2 0

(4)TaliaoH 3 37.50 2 1

(S)LuchuH 4 26.70 I 2

(6)LinyuanH 6 30.00 2 L

(7)Hunei H 2 22.22 I I
(8)ShanlinH 0 0.00 0 0

(9)LinkueiH 4 16.67 2 0

(I0)FangliaoH3 18.75 2 0

(ll)PingtungC5 33.33 3 I
(I2)ChaochouT3 12.5 2 |

0000
0100
0000
0000
000i
0lll
0000
0000
1002
0010
1000
0000

lota I 23 (54.76,".)" I (21.435) 2 (4.76et) 2 (4.76%) 2 (4.76%) 4(8.69eí) 42

(') : f of the total nunber of fauilies engaging in agricullure for each place (see Table 5-28), e.g. for place
l, lhe value is (4/11).100 = 36.36 (%).

" : The value represents the 1í of lhe choice of that reason, e.g. the S of chosing reason À

is (23/42).100 = ${.1$ (Y).
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Footnotes:

(1) The formula for calculating the z-scores

in Lhis study is :

Xi _ X

Zi=
S

Hhere, Zi ; the slandardized sc0re for the ith observation.
Xi : the original raw data.
X : the nean for al I values of X:
S : the standard dev iat i on.

(2) The formula for calculating X2 is :

X2=
e

where, d : the difference between the observed and the. expected frequency for each category.
e : the expected frequency for each category.

From Table 5-23 and lable 5-21 the observed frequencies and

the except frequenc i es are obta i ned , as fo I r ows 0bserved

frequenc i es:

Pl ace

(l) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (B) (e) (10) (ll) (:lz) Torat

(i{) Âttending high

school i n

Kaohsiungciry 30 l0 7 12 6 ¡3 4 5 6 4 I 5 Il0

(B) Connuting to
liaohsiung citv 168 47 23 32 12 28 4 8 7 g l0 I 356

¡98 57 30 44 18 41 8 13 13 t3 18 13 466

d

Tota I
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Place
Expected Frequencies: (l) (2) (3) (d) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (t0) (11) (tZ)

(Á) Áttendins high
school in
[aohsiung city 46.7(.) 13.5 7.4 10.4 4.4 9.4 1.9 3.i 3.1 3.1 4.4 3.i

(Bì Con¡rutins to
Kaohsiung c i ty 151 .3 43.5 22.9 33.6 13.8 31 .3 6. I 9.9 9.9 9.9 i3.8 9.9

(') : the ralue = (total of column)(total of ror)7/(total of colunn and ron). For example, the expected
frequence of place (1) for (Ä) is equal to : (198)(110)/466 = 46.7

Place: (l) Fengshan C, (2) liiiaosung II, (3) lashu II, (4) Taliao H, (5) Luchu H, (6) Linyuan H, (?) Hunei H,
(8) Shanlish H, (9) Liukuei Il, (10) Fangliao H, (ji) Pingrung C, (lZ) Chaochou T.



Chapter 6

Implications'of the AnalysÍs

6.1 The Results Condensed

By synthesizing the results of the analyses compreted in
chapter 5, several concrusions pertaining to the pattern of
development experienced by the study area can be made.

These, in turn, can be contrasted wÍth the theoretical
assertions which s¡ere proffered to justify the thesis in
the first place. For the sake of succinctness they are

/
addressed in point form.

(1) From the factor anaryses and the coefficient of
variation anal-yses of the l-2 general variables, it is
obvious that such variables as number 2 (crude birth rate),
4 (percentage of population aged rs-64), B (percentage of
the emplo1'ment base in secondary industry), g (percentage

of the employment base i-n tertiary industry) and 10 (in-
migration rate) have experienced spatial convergence in
their distributions, in the sense that these variabres are
more widely dÍspersed in lggz than in 1921. on the other
hand, there are other variabres such as number J- (size of
population), 3 (percentage of population aged O-I4), Z

(percentage of the emproyment base in prÍmary industry) , lr
(out-migration rate) and 12 (net-migration rate) which have

undergone a tendency towards spatial divergence. rn other
words, these variabl-es have in the past decade and more

become more concentrated in terms of relative spati.at
distribution.
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These results contain some significant implicatj-ons:
j-n the first instance, they point to the success of family
planning; a practice which resulted in the overarl reduc-

tion of birth rates in all communities, rural areas as wel-I

as urban areas. second, they underscore the serious migra-

tion of population which occurred in the-ãiuåy-area during
the period of L97r-1987: a phenomenon resulting in the

unbal-anced age-distribution of popuration between different
places of the study area. As a rure, out-migration is
particularly prominent in places epitomized as poorly de-

veloped and lacking in job opportunities. These generally
remote rural areas lose people to the places that are

economically more developed and thus rejoicing in more job

opportunities, such as urban areas. consequently, such

rural-to-urban migration is, in a sense, an adaptation to
the process of workers-to-work rather than an adjustment to
that of work-to-workers. sinee economic deveropment j_n

Taiwan in general, and in the Kaohsiung area in particular,
has occurred at a fast pace, the provision of jobs in the

urban areas does not constitute a problem, unl-Íke other
parts of the Third llorld. As a matter of fact, continuous

economic growth and the successful implementation of family
pJ-anning in the past one or two decades have together
resul-ted in labour shortages, especiarly for the blue-
coll-ar workers in the manufacturing sectors. This con-

straint has been exacerbated by shifts in the labour forces
from the secondary sectors, mainry manufacturing, to the
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tertiary sectors (i.e. service sectors); shifts which, to
young people, mean easier work and, in many cases, more

inco¡ne. what is more, since the service sectors are usual__

ly characterized by high 'income el_asticity of demand

i.e. the demand of the service sectors increases in accord
to the increase of income economic deveropment to a

certain extent wil-r produce a snowballeffect in creating
yet more jobs within the service sector. This, in turn,
results ín the incidence of stronger purl factors in the
urban areas with the effect of encouraging more mi_gration
to them from rural areas. This kind of 'cause-and_effect,
cycle has resulted i-n the concentration of population in
some places, ês suggested by the rapid increase of the
values of the coefficient of variation of variabre 1 (size
of population) during the l-971--l9gz period. Moreover, the
process of population migration is essentially sel-ective in
that the outmigrants are mostly members of the age group of
15-64 years. As a resurt, the migration pattern i_n the
study area during the past one-to-two decades has resulted
in ala imbalanced age composition of population among its
pJ-aces, and nowhere more so than in a few remote ,enclaves,

(an observation reinforced by the divergences of the dis_
tribution of variables 3, 5 and 6). By way of contrast,
the distribution of variable 4 (percentage of population
aged 75-64) has proportionately increased its dispersed
pattern in conjunction with the more widely dispersed
pattern of the secondary and tertiary industrÍes. Third,
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there is a strong tendency of spatial convergence as far as

the distribution of employment in secondary and tertiary
industries is concerned, judged by the rapid decrease of the
values of the coefficients of variation for variables g and

9 from r97r to i-982. As indicated earrier, this might
result from either rurar industrialization or enhanced

commuting to work in other places (e.g. urban places).
Both cases have worked to effect an increase in the incomes

of the families and increased their purchasÍng poÌ^¡er which,
in turn, has eventuarly created, through the multiplier
effect, augmented demand for the service sectors. The

spread of manufacturing plants in the study area over the
past one or two decades was evident from the appearance of
large industrial districts comprising many smalr factories;
an occurrence noted in chapter 3. These dispersed plants,
on the one hand, provided the people of l_ocalities and

nearby areas with job opportunities, but, orì the other
hand, deprived agriculture of much of its labour force.
This may be attributed, at least partly, to the difficul-
ties confronting agricultural development, especially in
the more urbanized or more industriarized areas. rn these
areas, the relationships between agricultural activitÍes,
and manufacturing and service activities are essentiarly
competitive and mutually exclusive: the various activities
compete with each other for Ìand and rabour. An immediate
outcome of this deveropment i-n the study area is the dimin_
ished rore played by agricurture in economic development
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and, in spatÍal terms, its retreat to the more remote rural_
areas where food production still- plays a fairly important
role in the 10ca1 economy, as judged by the percentage of
the employment base in agriculture. rn a word, there is an

a1l--too-evident polarization in terms of the spatial dis_
tribution of agricultural activities in the study area.

(2) The resurts from the factor and the coefficient of
variation analyses of the farm household variables repre_
senting the living standards and activities of the farm
households are more or less identÍcar. À11 of the varia-
b1es, save number 6 (percentage of the farm households
subscribÍng to a newspaper), were distributed more evenry
in 1980 than in 1969. Among them, the ownership of the TV

sets (variable 1), washing mechines (variable z) and re_
frigerators (variable 3) are the most prominent in their
degree of dispersion. The results from the questionnaire
survey confirm this concl_usion. rn fact, those aspects of
this survey addressing the issue of living standards vùas

forthcoming with resul-ts so comparabl_e across the entire
study area as to be deemed without any spatiaÌ merit and,
accordingly, omitted from the thesis.

consider this striking fact : the welr-being of the
farm households has been improved to such an extent that no

si-gnificant differences exist between the dÍstribution of
the majority of the convenience facilities among the farm
househol-ds in the study area. of course, there stilt exist
discernible disparities in the distribution of some other
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facilities such as telephone provisÍon and ownership of
cameras- However, even for these somewhat l_ess vital
facilities, the disparities in terms of their spatial
distrÍbutions $Iere steadiry eroding from 1969 to 1980. This
conclusion seems to be inconsistent with that just presented

bearing on agriculturar deveropment in the study area.
However, one shoul-d note that the incomes of the farm

households were obtained mostly from non-farm jobs. The

results of the questionnaire survey support this viewpoint.
rn that survey, over 60 percentage of the farm households

obtained less than a quarter of their family income from

the aEricultural sector.
(3) Judged by the factor scores and z-scores for both

the general variabres and the farm househol_ds variables,
along with the rationares furnished above, the overarl
patterns of development of the study area can be summarj_zed

under two themes.

(A) Basically, the deveropmental surfaces tend to be

urban-oriented, in the sense that urban praces or praces

close to urban areas are in general better developed than
those found in the remote rural areas. Both the analyses of
the general variables and the farm households variables
demonstrated this characteristic of the deveJ-opmental

surface in the study area, although, to be sure, the farm
househol-d variables did not evince as marked a tendency of
urban-biased development as did the generar variabres. rn
the main' places crose to Kaohsiung municipality have
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developed better than the areas far away from it. For
instance, it is obvious from our anaryses that praces
wi-thin the Kaohsiung Metropor-Ítan Àrea are generarry de-
veloped best. At the other extreme, the remote praces,
especially those in the marginal mountai-n pJ_aces of the
study area' such as shanrin hsiang (place 29), Liukuei
hsiang (prace zr) and Neimen hsiang (prace 24), have the
least degree of development. rn short, deveropment basi-
ca11y conforms to the theoretical hypothesis that in the
study area there exists a discernibre rinear trend i.n its
incidence, a trend decrining with distance from Kaohsiung
MunicipaJ-íty the 'spontaneousr growth centre for the
study area.

(B) Next, deveropment displays another characteristic
in terms of spatial distribution; that is to say, a tenden-
cy to gravitate towards the north. put otherwise, dever-
opment occurring arong the three different directions of
axes the north, the south and the east did not
progress evenly" rn general, the northward direction, that
is, the band embracing places r-ocated between Kaohsiung
city and Tainan city, such as Kangshan town (place 2),
Luchu hsiang (pLace lS), Alien hsiang (place L4), yungan

hsiang (prace 1B), MÍto hsiang (prace rg), Hunei hsiang
(place lti) and Chiating hsiang (place LZ), vùas bl_essed with
better development endowments in comparison with other
hsiangs outside the Kaohsiung Metroporitan Area. This
configuration, again, is not at odds with cl_aims made j-n the
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conceptual part of the thesÍs, reflecting in arI probability
a developmentar corridor between the two big centres of
Kaohsiung and Tainan city.

(4) Notwi-thstanding the exposure of a discernible trend,
the individuar- anaryses of ri-near regression failed to
uncover any strong linear relationships between devel0p_
ment affecting the places and the distances of those places
from Kaohsiung city.

on first appearance, these fÍndings are surprising in
view of theoreticar expectations. The reasons r^rhy the
results of anar-yses did not show any substantiar r-inear
relationship between the development of places and their
distances to Kaohsiung city are varied. To begin with, the
distance used in this study for measuring the rinear re-
gression is the straight-line distance between the centre
of each prace and the cBD of Kaohsiung city. But, in fact,
the connection between two places is often decided by
factors other than straight-rine distance, such as the
situation of the road network, and the feasibirity and cost
(both pecuniary and time) of transportation. secondry,
rurar industriarization may ar-so play a significant rore in
dispersing development from the core to the peripheral
areas' which will definitery distort the gradient of the
intensity of development emanating from the core. Thirdly,
there are a number of urban places dotted within the study
area' each capable of producing its own series of smarl
devel.opment surfaces which conspire to coafesce and overrap
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with one another. This again wilr distort the greater
development surface of Kaohsiung municipality. Fourthry,
with the improvement of transportation, the friction effect
of distance may be reduced to such an extent that it no

longer proves detrimentar to communications between any t$Jo

places; a possibility extremeÌy rikely in small, densery-
settled districts such as this study area.

rn summary, when the results of the factor analyses, the
coefficient of variation analyses, z-s,c,ore values and the
popuration growth rate from LgTg to lgg8 are alr taken into
account, the study area can be roughly divided into four
different zones, according to their characteristics of
development (see Figure ,6-1). Each of the four zones

(denoted as Group 1 to 4) deserves eraboration, beginning
with Group 1 : the most sanguine case.

(1) The first group which, as stated, represents the
zone promising greatest potential development includes al1
nine places of the Kaohsiung Metropolitan Àrea. To be

explicit, they are: Fengshan city (place 1), Linyuan hsiang
(place 5), Tariao hsiang (place 6), Tashu hsiang (prace 7),
Jenwu hsiang (pIace B), Tashe hsiang (prace g), Niaosung

hsiang (place 10), chiaotou hsiang (place 11) and Tzukuan

hsiang (place 20) - Arr these places experienced very high
popuration growth rates from Lgzr to 19Bg; rates consist-
entry greater than l-0 per cent. The more dynamic of them,

Fengshan city, Jenwu hsiang and Niaohsung hsiang, recorded
growth rates of over 30 per cent. hrhat is more, most of
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these pl-aces enjoyed the highest factor scores and z-

scores. If Kaohsiung city is the core area, it follows

that these nine places will be equivalent to Friedmann's

'upward-transitional' region. By dint of that status, they

were the beneficiaries of much stronger 'spread effects'
than 'backwash effectsr from the Kaohsiung core are,a during

the period of our study.

{2) The second group represents the zone of moderate to
slightly high growth rates of development. rts extent is
delin¡ited by the disposition of Kangshan town (p1ace Z),

Yenchao hsiang (place l-2), Al_ien hsiang (ptace L4), Luchu

hsiang (place 15), Mito hsiang (place 19), yungan hsiang

(place L8), Hunei hsiang (place 16), Chiating hsiang (place

17), Pingtung city (p1ace 25), and Tungkang town (place

27). In general, all these places regÍstered positive
popuJ-ation growth rates from 1979 to L988; rates which on

average were second only to the first group of places. In
addition, most of these places displayed moderate to fairly
high values for their factor scores and z-scores. I^Iith the

exceptions of Pingtung city (place 25) and Tungkang town

(place 27), which comprise the urban pJ_aces of pj_ngtung

county, all- the rest are located north of Kaohsiung city
and, in particular, fall- into the axis existing between

Kaohsiung city and Tainan city. rn essence, they corrobo-
rate the prevarence of a Kaohsiung-Tainan Development

corridor. on balance, the praces of this second group

received more positive (spread) effects than negative ones
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Fig. 6-1: Development Regionalizatian
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(backwash) from Kaohsiung city, and, to a resser extent,
the same pattern emanated from Tainan city.

(3) The third group of places represent a transi_tional
zone between groups (1) and (z), and (a) which is the r-east
developed area. Tey are: chishan Town (place 3), Meinuug
Town (place 4), chaochou Town (place 26), hlantan Hsiang
(p1ace 28), changchin Hsiang (p1ace zg), Linro Hsiang (place
30), chiuju Hsi-ang (place 31), Likang Hsiang (place 32),
Yenpu Hsiang (place 33), Neipu Hsiang (p1ace 36) , ChutÍen
Hsiang (p1ace g7), Hsingyuan Hsiang (place 40), Kanting
Hsiang (prace 41), Linpien Hsiang (prace 42), Nanchou Hsiang
(place 43), chiatung Hsiang (place 44). The development
situation appertaining to this group i-s very diverse. For
instance, the population growth rates of 1978-1ggg range
from moderatery positive to moderatery negative, while the
factor scores and z-scores of both the generar variables
and the farm households are also quite varied, rangÍng from
moderately positive to moderatery negative values. rn a

nutshell, there is much wider variation between the praces
within this group- on the one hand, there are praces which
register slightty stronger 'spread effects' than ,backwash

effects', while, on the other, there are places exhibiting
the exact opposite. For instance, chaochou town and Linpi-
en hsiang (place 42) berong to the former, while chishan
town (prace 3) and Likang hsiang (prace e2) appear to
beJ-ong to the latter.

(4) The fourth group embodies the least developed praces
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of the study area. They are: Tienriao hsiang (prace 13),
Neimen hsiang (prace 2a), chiahsien hsiang (prace 2),
shanlin hsiang (p1ace zg), -LiukueÍ hsiang (prace zr),
Kaoshu hsiang (pJ-ace 34), Idanruan hsiang (prace 35), Hsinpi
hsiang (plaee 38) and Fangriao hsiang (place 38). All
these pJ-aces are located arong the border of in" study
area, occupying either mountain ous areas or the piedmonts

of the mountains. They consistently exhibited large nega-
tive popuJ-ation growth rates for the period of rgTg to 19g8.

rn addition, most of them vied with each other for the
lowest factor scores and z-scores, both in reference to the
general variabres and the farm households variabl_es. rn
other words, these are the praces with the least develop-
ment and thus the most serious incidences of population
out-migration- on balance, they receive many more rback-

wash effects' than 'spread effects' from Kaohsiung city.
rn aggregate, they are equivalent to Friedmann's
' downward-transitional t zone.

There are sorre points pertaining to the spatiar form of
development in the study area which are worthy of emphasis.
First of all, ir¡ the east and northeast quadrants, there
exists a steeply sroping linear surface which refrects the
prominent change of the deveropment surface. Basicarly
this l-ine connects Arien hsiang (p1ace 14), Kangshan town
(p1ace 2), Yenchao hsiang (prace rz) and Tashu hsiang
(place 7)- This configuration suggests that the ,spread

effectst from Kaohsiung city have penetrated to this bound_
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ary to the east and northeast directions, but beyond this
line are transformed either into 'backwash effects' or into
onry srightly positive 'spread effects,. Even chishan town

and Meinung town, arthough they are both urban places, are
burdened by negative effects, judging from thei_r high
negati.ve growth rates of population, and their very J_ow z-
scores and factor scores. obviously, chishan town and

Meinung town, both surrounded by agricultural- districts,
injected littl-e in the way of spilr-overs into their ad-
joining areas.

secondly, there is a pronounced steeply-slopÍng rinear
surface extending to the south and southeast direction,
arbeit one of lesser proportion to the dominant surface
projecting to the east and northeast. The boundary of thi.s
secondary feature lÍes basically arong the Kao-ping River

the border river between Kaohsiung county and pingtung

county. Generally speaking, most of the praces in pingtung

county, except Pingtung city itserf and, to a lesser ex-
tent, Tungkang town and chaochou town, are less developed

in comparison with those of Kaohsiung county (save those in
remote mountain regions). The relative backwardness of the
Pingtung Prain may be attributed to the three foJ-rowing

reasons. First, the Kaohsiung Linhai rndustriar District
the largest developed industrial district of heavy

industries in Taiwan --- is located at the southern edge of
Kaohsíung city which has greatry deterred the continuous
development of Kaohsiung city southwards. secondly, the
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Kao-ping River --- the second largest river in Taiwan

separated the traffic flow between Kaohsiung county and

Pingtung county. Before r97o only one bridge spanned both

banks of the river and allowed connections to be effected
between Pingtung city and the Kaohsiung area. subsequent-

ry, a new bridge was built along the coastal area, connect-
ing Hsingyuan hsiang and Linyuan hsiang and leading to
Kenting National park. rn the past couple of years, a

further three bridges were built on the middre reaches of
the Kao-ping River. rn other words, untiÌ the last 10

years or so, traffic between Kaohsiung and pingtung areas

was limited: a restraint which definitely inftuenced
development of the Pingtung plain in the past. Thirdry,
when one has discounted pingtung city, in the whole of the
Pingtung plain and even southwards to the Henchun penÍnsu-

1â, there is no significant medÍum-sized city, not to
mention large cities. Àbsence of bigger urban places com-

bined wíth its remote geographical rocation have conspired
to impose the bonds of isol-ation upon the entire area.

FÍnally, the concepts of the posÍtÍve effects (variously
styJ-ed 'spread effects' or 'trickting-down effects') and the
negative effects ('backwash effects' or 'polarization ef-
fects') can be interpreted in different ways. rn the first
place, the so-cal-l-ed positive or negative effects are
relative terms --- relative to different space conceptions
and to different time frames. For instance, the difference
in unit famiJ-y incomes per year between Kaohsi.ung city and,
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sây' chishan town was 1,ooo us dorlars in 1971, but in-
creased to 2,ooo us doll-ars in rggz. This could be con_
strued to mean that the negative effects had prevailed.
Now, the problem i.s what index (or indices) should be used
to justify the craim that positive or negative effects have
prevailed? rn this study, for instance, the economi_c in-
dices (such as variables g --- percentage of the employment

base in secondary industries, and variable g --- percentage
of the employment base in tertiary industries) showed that
there eras a significant regionar convergence in their
distributions from rgTL to r-9g7. rf out insists on usi_ng

these two variables as an index of development deverop-
ment in economic terms ___.then the resul_ts would tend to
fall on the side of stronger positive effects than negative
effects- Moreover, the 'spread effects' of Kaohsiung city
may be traced as far away as Liukuei hsiang. To compricate
matters, however, the positive and negative effects may

change with changes incurred through economic development.
Yet' inf luenced by Friedmann's ( r-966 ) moder of spati_ar
development many peopJ-e take it for granted that, in direct
correspondence with economic development, the incidence of
spatial development wirl progress along a linear path from
stage 1 to stage 2, to stage 3 and, finaJ-Iy, to stage 4,
like driving along a 'one-wayt street. rs this a reasonabLe
approximation of the truth? Let us turn back to address
this question by examining our case study, from the offi-
cial planning perspective.
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6.2 T}:e Spatial Ramifications

vüith the retreat of the Roc government from Mainland

china to Taiwan in 1949, the government took to heart the
lesson of its failure on the mainland and started a l_and

reform progranme in the forlowing year. rn a complementary

fashion, from 1953 the government impremented a series of
fFour-Year Economic plansr, substituting a 'six-year Eco-

nomict plan in rg7s, foJ-rowed by a reversion to Four-year
Economic Planning in 1981. Arr these development policies
in combination have produced a great impact on the spatial
structure of the study area. The salient features of the
impact are worthy of comment.

(1) Before 1966

Taiwan began its industrialization with import-
substitution policies and, then, in 1960s, switched to an

export-production strategy of industriarization. rn order
to implement this strategy, the government started to
enlarge Kaohsiurrg harbour in 1959, before going on to buird
the first Export-processing Zone (Epz) in the Kaohsiung

harbour area in L960. tùith the boom in exports which

followed in short order, Kaohsiung city gree¡ at an unprece-
dented rate and was marked by rapid industrial developments

and a huge in-fl-ow of people to man the new activities. At
this time, development was still concentrated in Kaohsiung

city, as mentioned in chapter 3. consequently, Kaohsiung

city became a large 'core' in the Kao-ping area (i.e. our
study area), acting as the magnetic pole which served to
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absorb the production resources (workers, capital etc. )

from the sunounding areas. rn short, it abided exactly by

the format stipurated by Friedmann for his stage 2

incipient industrialization --- moder of spatial- evolution.
(2) From t966 to L980.

During this period of time the industriar development
was gradualJ-y di.spersed to the outlying zones of Kaohsiung
city. The suburbanization of development was facilitated
through the emergence of large-scale industriar districts
in Jenwu hsiang, Tashe hsiang, Linyuan hsiang, Tashu

hsiang, Yungan hsiang, Fengshan city, Taliao hsiang, ping-
tung city and, eventually, even in the more remote Neipu
hsiang of Pingtung county. As to the individual factories,
they dispersed even further: smaller plants, in fact,
succeeded in penetrating Ínto fairly remote rurar_ areas.
This development led not only to a more scattered distribu_
tÍon of industries, but al-so to a redistribution of the
work-forces and, hence, population. This is equivalent to
the stage 3 (Transitionar stage) of Friedmann's model. rn
other words' it marks the beginning of convergence.

(3) rhe 19BOs.

Àfter 1980, in order to upgrade industry, raise the
competitive ability of trade, and stimuÌate further dever_
opment of the economy, the government proposed the promotion
of so-cailed 'strategy industriesr, by which it meat to
replace gradually the row value-added, l_abour-intensive
industries with the high value-added, technorogy and capi-
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tal-intensive industries. These high technology and capi-
tal-intensive activities are usuarly more urban-biased,
gravitating especiarry towards larger cities. Further-
more, in tandem with economic deveropment, the service
sectors grew very fast in Kaohsiung city which attracted
more white-coll-ar employees than workers in factories.
Besides, better schools, hospitals, libraries, and other
public facilities provided other kinds of pull factors to
attract more immigrants. Therefore, with the onset of the

1980s, the distribution of population became more concen-

trated in Kaohsiung city and the Kaohsíung metropolitan
area. Although the government continued to buird or en-

large the industrial districts even in such remote places

as Neipu hsiang (place 36), FangJ-iao hsiang (prace 39) and

chiatung hsiang (pIace 44), and also set about the building
of highways in order to decentrarize populati-on, these

endeavours were for the most part frustrated by the magnetj-c

puII imposed by Kaohsiung. This upshot flies in the face

of the comfortable assumption drawn by Friedmann and others
that development will continue to equalize opportunities
within the constituent praces of a region, and wirl do so

unchecked by obstacles.

6.3 Policy Implications

The hypothesis verified by this empirical- case stud.y, in
turn, can be used as a reference to moul-d regionaJ- develop-
ment policy for the Kaohsiung-pingtung area of south Tai-
wan. According to the comprehensive Regionar planning of
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the Taiwan Area (council for Economic planning and Devetop-
ment, !978), and the Regionar pranning of south Taiwan
(Ministry of rnterior Affairs , i-gg4), there are two pran-
ning aims which have a direct bearing on spatiar develop-
ment: (1) the implementation of policies which çesurt in a

reasonabre distribution of population, and (z) the effect_
ing of balanced development between rural areas and urban
areas- Judged by the continuous concentration of population
revealed in the analyses presented in this case study, it is
obvÍous that these two objectives of regÍonal planning were
not fulfilled. Based on the results of this empirical
study, the forr-owing suggestions are presented as possible
courses for remedying the'deficient regional devel0pment
policy in the Kaohsiung-pingtungf area.

(1) rn the first place, priority must be given to remote
rural places, i-e- the praces of group 4, incr-uding Tien-
lÍao hsiang (place 13), Neimen hsiang (p1ace 24), Shanlin
hsiang (place 23), chiahsien hsiairg (place 22), Liukuei
hsiang (place 21), Kaoshu hsiang (p1ace 34), Þ,Ianruan hsiang
(pIace 35), Hsingpi hsiang (38) and Fangliao hsiang (prace
39 ) - rnfrastructure must be first provided, especial_l_y
improved transportation. of course, industries have to be
introduced into these praces, but not the large scare,
high-tech-' modern industries. At the initiar stage,
considering their conditions and rocational advantages, the
traditional indigenous industries are deemed a more suÍtable
fit' These indigenous industries, on the one hand, can
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provide the locar labour (usuarly unskilled or semi-skilred
workers) with jobs consistent with theír skills, and, oD

the other hand, can readiry cement backward linkages with
the producers of local commodities (e.g. the agricultural
products critícar to the functioning of food-processing
industries). Besides, some of these areas are endowed with
scenÍc landscape or other natural resources which can be

developed for tourism. Liukuei hsiang, chiahsien hrsiang,

shanlin hsiang and Kaoshu hsiang come to the fore in this
respect. consi-dering the vast potentiar of the Taiwan

market, the development of these praces is very feasible.
(2) The Pingtung prain, which incl-udes the majority of

the places of group 3, promises considerable development
potential. rt is a fl-at, fertile prain and boasts the
advantage of being crose to Kaohsiung city. hthen the
south-linked railway was completed at the end of 1990, it
act as a major catalyst for economic development. However,

a lesson from the North-linked raiJ-way shourd not be for-
gotten. rn the minds of the planners the completion of the
North-lj-nked railway wÍrr bring industrial deveropment to
Hualien, and stabilize the out-migration of population.
Heretofore, however, the North-rinked railway has been

responsibre for perverse effects, encouraging an expanded

outfl-ow of population from Hualien rather than the contrary.
(3) As revealed by the questionnaire survey, job oppor-

tunitlz is not the onry vitar- factor influencing the out-
migration of people from rurar areas to urban areas.
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certain noneconomic factors are also very influential; and

no more so than the availability of better school_s, li-
braries, museums and even urban amenities. rn point of
fact, access to good education in urban areas is undoubted-

ly the most important factor influencing out-migration
This fact is often neglected by planners and government

officials. Therefore, provided that it is serious in its
intent to eradicate regional disparities, the government

has no choice but to diffuse these facilities to the rural-
areas, and try to equarize the quality of education between

urban and rural areas.

6.4 Sr:mrnary

rn conclusion, Kaohsiung city, as an industrial-urban
centre with a strong industrial base and an excel-lent
harbour, has definitely exerted a great impact on its
surrounding areas. The nature of this impact may be a

blessing or a drawback to the surrounding areas. A posi.-

tive impact wirl effect a narro$¡ing in the gap between

regions in terms of deveropment, whiLe a negative impact
wil-l- widen the disparities between regions. The actual_

impact emanating from Kaohsiung city has formed a develop-
ment surface in the surrounding area. Generalry speaking,

the development surface conforms by and large to the theo-
retical expectation in that there exists an 'upward-transi-
tional' zone embracing the immediate neighbourhood of the
Kaohsiung city core, a 'downward-transitionarf zone in the
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remote rural areas, and a 'deveJ-opment eorridorr between
Kaohsiung city and Tainan city. Besides, there i-s arso
present a steeply-sropÍng rinear surface, trending in both
east and northeast directions, in full conformity with the
research hypothesis. However, there are also developments
inconsistent with that central- hypothesis. Above aJ_J.,

there is the absence of a general or 'regional' linear
relationship between the developments under !^ray in the
places and their distances to Kaohsiung city.

rn terms of the distributi-on of popuration, there is a

decided 'polarization' effect which has resulted in more

concentration of population is some areas at the expense of
others- However, in terms,of other varíables, such as the
percentage of the employment base in secondary and tertiary
i-ndustries, or the farm househord variabres, the distribu-
tion is reversedi that is to say, 'spread effects, are
triumphant- Regardless of cause, this results in incon-
sistent but i-nteresting impJ-ications embodied within the
same development surface. For i-nstance, ir¡ our study,
development forl-owed a path that promoted ,inter-regional
inequality' in terms of the distribution of population but
rinter-personal equality' in terms of income.

Finally' one must pause to consider the guestion: how

can one be sure that the Ímpacts, be they positive or
negative, are exerted from the supposed growth centre of
Kaohsiung ? To be sure, it is diffÍcurt in the statisticar_
sense to unequivocalry demonstrate the process because of
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the shortage of data. However, logicalIy, the existence of
the process is unassailable. One has only to J-ook to
concrete developments rooted in Kaohsiung city to find
reassurance. For example, the Linyuan petro-chemical

industrial district was built there to take advantage of the

city's excellent and elaborate harbour functions. Almost

equally apparent are the cityrs impact on society as mani-

fested in commuting patterns. Some people are livirg, sêy,

in Niaosung hsiang, but journeying to work in Kaohsiung

city" Furthermore, as one digs deeper by virtue of the

questionnaire survey, it is evident that Kaohsiung city has

become the dominant centre of the whole study area, econom-

ically, culturally, and soéially. Therefore, Do place in
the study area can conceivably escape from the development

infl-uences engendered through Kaohsiung city.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions

ûne of the most fundamental and critical tests of the

validity of disequilibrium models in the context of urban-

rural relationships is to establish without reservation the

existence of urban spill-overs, before continuing to dis-
tinguish their íntensity and disposition. From the above

analyses, it can be confidently stated that, in general,

successful development is highry correlated with an exten-

sive degree of urbanization. rn other words, places whj_ch

are close to key urban areas or, in an alternative form of
expression, constitute the more urbanized areas, such as

the hsiangs incruded in the Kaohsiung Metropolitan Area,

are on average better devel0ped than those which are

remote from urban places and compose l-ess-urbanized areas.

This result has reinforced the notion that 'spread effects'
are fairry severely constrained around the kernels of urban

centres, ês both the ruH and growth centre theory insist.
on the basis of first principres, therefore, the results of
this study coj.ncide exactly with other empirical studies
applied in both developed and developing countries (e.g.
Todd, 1979; Chapman and VJanmali, 1981).

ÏIenceforth, however, a number of sarient features mark

the results of this study as decidedly different. Todd

(1979'), for example, found in a study of southern Manitoba

that cities, smarr or large, aIl disseminated spill-overs
throughout rural areas. rn marked contradistinctj_on it
was discovered in this study that there are some urban
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praces which exert littte, if any, influence on their
surrounding rural areas. To take but two examples, chishan
town and Meinung town suffered from the 'backwash effects'
of Kaohsiung municipality, notwithstanding their standing as

urban places. This unenviabre status $ras made abundantry

clear through their being subject to serious out-migration,
a phenomenon which resurted in negative population growth

rates for the period of J,979 to l_9gg --- with va-lues of_
10.45 per cent and-9.46 per cent for chÍshan and Meinung

respectivery. Às touched on in chapter 3, chishan and

Meinung towns function as classic central places, organis_
ing the distribution of goods and servÍces for their sur-
rounding areas. rn parattet, the economies of their tribu-
tary zones are still predominantry agricurtural. During
the l-96os and l-970s when the export of bananas ( the most

notabre product of the zones) to Japan reached its peak,

these two praces (and especially chishan town) enjoyed a

respectabre prosperity. since the decline of the export of
bananas to Japan, however, the economies of these tv¡o

praces have decLined in concert. The inevitable result has

been outmigration; arthough, fortunately, the concurrent
expansion of industries in the Kaohsiung Metropolitan Area

acted as a convenient sponge to absorb the surplus l_abour.

what is more, with the improvement of the transportation
infrastructure, including the upgrading and construction of
road networks and, more importantly, increasing mobitity of
the popuration consequent upon the spread of motorcycle and
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car or^¡nership, more people in the surrounding areas, even

those hailing from chishan and Meinung, travel directly to
the bigger cities, especially Kaohsiung city, for shopping,

working, recreation and sociar activities. The results of
the questionnaire analysis emphatically underscored this
radical restructuring of activity patterns. As a conse-

guence, the original central place functions of chishan and

Meinung towns have dwindled to but a shadow of their former"

glories. By the same token, other urban places in pingtung

county; namely, chaochou town and Tungkang town, have wit-
nessed comparable, though ress severe, erosion of their
central-pIace functions.

The reasons for this dãvelopment are basically three-
fold: first of atl, these urban places are all located in
the somewhat remote areas relative to Kaohsiung city;
secor,rdly, they are all devoid of a strong industrÍal base,

and thirdry, the impact of Kaohsiung is too strong and the
distances between praces and Kaohsiung city are too small
to arrow local spi11 overs to rise and resist the over-
wherming force issuing from the big city. All in arI,
then, the situation is quite different from that obtaining
in southern Manitoba. For one thing, in comparison with
Kaohsiung, hlinnipeg is much small-er in population (just hal_f

that of Kaohsiung), much weaker in its industriar base, and

is bereft of a harbour function. Furthermore, the area of
southern Manitoba is much bigger than that of our study
area ( incidentarly, the size of Lake l,Jinnipeg alone is a
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littIe bigger than two-thirds of the area of the whor_e of
Taiwan ! ) - consequently, smarl urban places remoteJ-y

located from lrlinnipeg more easiry exert their influence on

l-ocal areas, conceding only the more sophisticated func-
tions to the provincial capital.

rn a \,vord, this empirical study has demonstrated that
small- cities in rural areas, when denied an i-ndustrial
base, can hardly hope to become fspontaneous growth cen-
tresf disseminating their impacts on surrounding areas,
especialJ-y when they are sited at no great distance from a

big metropolis. The stark fact of the matter is that the
centra-pl-ace functions found in these smalt urban places
are usually too weak to generate suffÍcient forces capab]-e

of exerting any significant impact on rural areas, unlike
the case of large metropolises where, as Gottmann (rgr4)
insisted, the tertiary and quaternary sectors have become

the most significant factors accounting for the growth of
these metropolises. By virtue of the sheer momentum con-
sistent with size, large cities can exert an irresistibr_e
infruence over their adjoining regions, be it cur_turarry or
socially. Even if manufacturing acti-vities were forced by
government fiat (or exorbitant r-and prices) to favour
decentrarised locations, the spill overs from rarge cities
would remain paramount because most manufacturing enter-
prises retain their offices and headquarters in the city
proper- Furthermore, the workers in dispersed manufactur-
ing establishments will persist in returning to the cities
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for shopping, recreation, sociaL activities or other pur-
poses" These create more job opportunities in the cities
which' in turn, attract more immigrants to them. on the
other hand, standing in contrast to the events occurring in
chishan and Meinung towns, is the record of Neipu hsiang in
Pingtung county. A remoter place, Neipu hsiang has experi-
enced a more auspicious development mode than either chi-
shan or Meinung towns. rt registered a slightly positive
growth rate in population between Lgzg and 1989, and boast-
ed on average higher levels of factor scores and z-scores
than the two aforementioned towns. This state of affairs
can be ascribed at least partly to the fact that Neipu

hsiang has a stronger industrial base than chishan and

Meinung, incruding the endowment of an industrial_ district
which is absent from both of the other communities. At al_I

events, it is reasonable to maintain that small urban
places in remote areas, when denied industriat bases,

cannot aspire to assert any significant impact on their
surrounding rural_ zones.

This finding has obvious impricatj.ons for the theoretj_-
cal discussions of the disequilibrium models and their
apprications to regional development strategies in general.
rt wourd appear, therefore, immediatery obvious that a

single growth centre praced in a backward area (e.g. to
intentionally create a ner^J town as a growth centre in the
remote area) will not flourish, but will either succumb to
the regressive el-ements of the rural background, or wirl_
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subsist as an alien graft, effecting no linkage with the
existing economic activities within the rural areas. Reali-
ty confirms this reasoning. Development policy appried to
a wide range of backward areas, which follows the disequi-
librÍum theories, has, more often than not, failed in its
objectives. rn the theoretical discussions of the vital
operational aspects of disequilibrium concepts, growth

centre theory and the ruH, it seems to be universalJ-y taken

for granted that the development of urban places them-

selves will automaticalÌy engender positive development for
the surrounding areas, without dwelling on the need to
address the conditions of the surrounding rural areas.
Events, and not least those'corrnected with this study, have

shown such complacency to be mispraced. rt is, therefore,
better for those charged with formulating deveropment

poricy to recognize from the outset that they cannot simply
rely upon utilÍzing the urban framework, but must concen-

trate their efforts on re,structuring the rural_ areas di-
rectry- consequentry, the disequilibrium moders, be they
anchored in the polarization approach or the polarization
reversar approach, shourd explicitry incorporate the condi-
tions that regulate development in the peripheral areas
rather thàn in their supposed cores.

The second finding arising out of this empiricaJ- study
which has a bearing on the theoreticar discussions of the
disequilibrium moders Ís associated with the role of dis-
tance in the impacts (positive or negative) of the core
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areas (i.e. urban places). Theoretically, almost all the
classical locationar theories such as Thunen's 'Economic

Rent' concept regulating agricurtural land-uses, christall-
er's rcentral Prace' theory investing form into service
activities, $Ieber's 'Locational Triangle' model setting out
the conditions for industrial l-ocation and rsard's fLoca-

tionar Equilibrium' model attempting to synthesize them, are

incumbent on the assumption of the uniform (or homogeneous)

geographicar surface. rn other words, alI these theories
v¡ere predicated on the existence of a surface that i_s

identical in all physical and human conditions. Therefore,

distance, which is always represented by transportation
cost, becomes the onry teJ-Iing factor influencing the
location of activities. For instance, Thunen argues that
the economic rent of a place is decided only by the dis-
tance from that prace to the central market, since the
other factors of yierd per unit of Iand, production cost
per unit product, market price per unit product, and trans-
portation rate are all taken as constants. Therefore, the
economic rent of a prace decreases only with the increase of
distance from that place to the central market. similarly,
in lJeber's and rsard's schemes, the optimal l-ocation of a

given industry is the site (location) with the minimum

aggregate transportation cost. Forl_owing this tradition of
emphasizing the role of distance, most of the disequilibri-
um models also put undue emphasis on the factor of dis-
tance" rn growth centre theory, for example, the develop-
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aent surfaces radiating outwards from the urban core are,
as propounded by Friedmann, basicatry divj-ded into a set of
types according to their distances from the growth centre.
Likewise, in schultz's ruH, both the werl-being of rural-
residents and the agricul-tural development of the rural
areas decrease in inverse proportion with the increase in
distance from the urban places. rn other words, these

development theories hord that the intensity of the devel-
opment of a place is basically a distance-decay effect
relative to the centre.

However, this empirical study charrenges this comfort-
abre assumption. rndeed, the distance factor , ês demon-

strated by the simple linear regression analyses, is not
strongly related to the intensity of development at the
regionar level. To be sure, some sorace can be, taken from

the fact that the model works at the meso-lever. rn short,
if attention is confined to the Kaohsiung Metropolitan Area

and its irnmediate neighbourhood, - ="*¡r.nce of a develop-
ment surface rooted in the rdistance-decayr effect can be

inferred. However, the 'explanatory' power of this frame-

work rapidly diminishes once the more remote rural areas

are broached. The cases thrown up by chishan and Meinung

towns have already received attention. The reasons for
this 'deviation' from theory \Á¡ere expounded in chapter 6;

nevertheless, there are two points pertaining to this
problem which wamant further emphasis.

(1) whether the factor of distance emerges as important
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in regional development greatly depends on the size of the
region in question. rn other words, 'scale' is a signifi-
cant factor deciding the validity of the frictional effect
of distance in the models, but for the most part has been

ignored by theorists in the name of generality. rn truth,
the wither is prepared to concede that distance may pray a

large part in determining the configuratÍons of deveropment

in an area the size of the united states. Transport costs
may even become a telling factor in the location of econom-

ic activities in such a context. However, in the micro-
scare study area, the usual bairiwick of the regional
planner, the importance of the distance factor wilr be

greatly reduced, especi-arry when transport infrastructure
is abundant and accessibility are not pressing issues.

(2) usualIy, in theoretical discussions of both loca-
tional and regional development concepts, distance is taken

to mean physicar distance (Eucridian or geographical dis-
tance). Ho\arever, with the development of transportation,
and its resurtant impact on place accessibility, other ways

of expressing distance, such as time-distance, cost-dis-
tance, and even the so-called 'psychological or social
distance', are more meaningful than the traditional physi-
cal- distance in discussing the problems pertaining to
spatiar Ínteraction. rt stands to reason that physical
distance is fixed and immutable. For instance, the dÍs-
tance_ from Taipei to Kaohsiung is about 370 kilometres, and

has been so since the founding of those two communities.
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But, in terms of time-distance, flux substitutes for con_
stancy- rt took more than eÍght hours to traver by train
or car from TaipeÍ to Kaohsiung just a decade ago; however,
after the compretion of the freeway and the electrifi-cation
of the railway, the time-distance between these two praces
has reduced to just a rittre more than four hours. As a

consequence, the rapid improvement of transportation ___ in
itself a manifestation of deveÌopment which makes

people travel the same dÍstance faster and cheaper than
before, has rapidry changed the spatial structure. This, in
turn, violates the val-idities of location theories and

development theories in their applications. To take an
example from the work of Thunen. The curtivation of flowers
as a cash crop, a product enjoying high market price, to
say nothing of high transportation rates and high damage

rates, shouLd by his lights be grown in areas crosest to
the market, say, in the Taipei area in the case of Taiwan.
Yet, with the completion of the freeway in Taiwan in the
]ate 1970s, the growing of frowers moved progressi-vely
southr+ards to Tienwei hsiang Ín the centre of the istand on
account of the location there of more suitabre naturar_
conditions (cr-imate and soil) for growing flowers. Today,
Tienwei hsiang has become the chief producer of fr_owers in
Taiwan, rejoicing in a comparative advantage reinforced by
the realÍsation of scale economies. By the same token,
transport improvements wirr upset l,Jeber's model of the
'Locational Triangler, ensuring that the location with the
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minimr¡m aggregate transportation cost will be replaced by

the l-ocation with the more favourable condition of other

variabLes and, in particular, more competitive J-abour

costs. In a word, the improvement of transportation has

reduced to a great extent the frictionar effect of distance

hosever measured and has, in consequence, undermined

the presumption that distance is the decisive factor infl-u-

encing spatial patterns cf development, especially in a

regional context.

The third implication deriving from this study centres

on the definitions of development. Although the scope of

development may include many aspects drawn from the econom-

ic, socÍal, demographic and other fields, most of the

development theories have stressed the economic aspect at

the expense of the others. It is an article of faith that

economj,c growth is a very important index of development,

and, moreover, easy to measure. However, it is equalJ-y

true that in many cases the non-economic factors may have

more powerfur impacts than the economic ones in influencing

the development of a pl-ace. For instance, migration of
population is often regarded by htestern regional theorists

as the flow of population to 'have' regions from 'have-not'
regions a typical economically-motivated behaviour.

However, in this study, the results from questionnaires

revealed that 'better education for the children' is a more

important factor accounting for out-migration from what may

be termed rhave' and 'have-not' communities al-ike than
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aecess to jobs. Given this alternative motivation, the

outmigratíon from Tal-i.ao hsiang a place belonging to the

Kaohsiung Metropolitan Area and, of course, within the

commuting range of Kaohsiung city --- to Kaohsj-ung city

ceases to be puzzling. rn Taiwan, the major cities retain

in their grasp the best facil-ities in terms of schools,

shopping, cultural and recreational services. This is why

the rich and middle crasses prefer to live in the city
proper, despite the fact that many of them complain of the

disadvantages of the city properi for example, its conges-

tion, air pollution and high cost of living. This 'beh-

aviouralr predilection is quite different from that which

has motÍvated the residents of North American cities in the

past few decades, where rapid suburbanization of retail

e.stablishments, industries and residences since World I¡Iar II
has actuaj-ly resul-ted j-n the degrading of the downtown areas

in the majority of cities. The middre or upper classes

have moved to the suburbs or even to outlying rural areas,

in paraller with the decentrarization of the better

schools, better shopping centres and superior recreation

facilities.

Moreover, all of these different elements of dever-opment

can cl-ash with one another to produce contradictory out-
comes. For example, this study establ-ished that the

distribution of population became more concentrated

reflecting a process of polarization whj-le the distri-
butj.ons of househol-d facilities or employment opportunities
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in secondary and tertiary sectors grevl more dispersed: a

process more consistent with 'spread effects'. This charac-

teristic of contradiction is usually ignored by the devel-

opment theorists. There is an important viewpoint derived

from this concl-usion which is worth noting. Stated ex-

plicitJ-y, it is: the diffusion of the different elements of
development, no matter whether they are of an economic,

demographic or social stamp, is decided not only by the

intensity and nature of these elements, but also by the

abilities of rural areas to adopt them. Usually, places

have their different heritages of socio-economic structures
and are at dj-fferent stages in their development. Thus,

the overall picture of development takes various forms. In
like manner, the reaction of spill overs with the J-evels of
development prevailing in the community is forthcoming with

a compound of enhanced development which is highly unlikely
to be duplicated across the board. A common format, oT

uniform spatial pattern of development, seldom occurs in
practice

In sum, while the development surfaces of the study area

discerned through our analyses roughly coj-ncide with the

theoretical hypothesis, there are exposed a sufficiently
large number of exceptions to call in to question the basic

premises of the disequilibrium models. How to incorporate

the revised concepts into the existing theoretical frame-

works of these model-s and make them more applicable in the

actual- situation is a significant task worthy of additional-



study. Further research is needed to formurate a nev¡

framework more applicable to the conditions actually ob-

taining j-n rural areas. In the final analysis, the prob-

lems pertaining to the definition of development, the diffi-
cul-ties surrounding the choice of social-economic variables
as indices of development, and those attendant on the re-
interpretation of the rspread effects' and 'backwash ef-
fects', need to be resolved in a manner relevant to the

region under scrutiny in order to provide researchers and

planners with a valid point of departure for their subse-

quent endeavours. Only when this is accomplished wi1l it
be possible to make comparisons between the results of
different studies in different geographical contexts.
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Append i x.

Ques t i onna i re form .

This questionnaire was designed to provide infornation
whi ch cannot be found i n government stat i st i cs 0r
publications but which, nonetheless, is useful to ny
research. This is just an acadenic project,financial ly
supported by the Nat i ona I counc i I for the Deve I opment oi
science, the ROc. No government official is invoived and
untier no circunstance çill your personal opinions bedi'ulged. For the sake of confidential ity, no nanes 0r
detailed addresses are required. Your help wiil be greatly
appreciated

-- Yi-Chung Hsueh--

I .Åddress:
lhere is your family living now?__.__._country (or provincial city),

hs iang (or town, county c i ty) .

2.[orking and Schooling Situations : P]ease fill the nunrber or jnsert
the sign ( ) for your choice.
(i)forking situation:

Person relationship Places of
çith the head rorking

of fami ly (1)

education accepted

elenentary niddle col lege
school school or higher

Kind of nork

agri, nanuf, conn, civi I others
serv i ce

connut I ng

to nork

Yes l{o

(l)just indicate the nu¡rber of the places : (1)[aohsiung city; (2) Tainan city; (3)Fengshan city
(4)Pinetung city; (5)Pingtung county; (6)Kaohsiung county; (z)Localities; (g)orhers.
p.s.: Ëaohsiung county and Pingtung county exciude Fengshan city and Pingtung city respeclively.
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(2)School ing Situations :

Persens relationship Places of levels of school
cith the head schooling

of fauri ly

commuting to school

(l) elenentary niddle col Iege
school school or higher

Yes Ìro.

(1)just indicate the nuuber of the places : (1)Kaohsiung city; (2) 'lainan city; (3)Fengshan city
(4)Pingtung city; (5)Pingtung county; (6)[aohsiung county; (7)Local ities; (g)others.
p-s.: Kaohsiung county and Pingtung county exclude Fengshan city and Pingtung city respectively.

3'lndicate the place for shopping or participating in the folloning activities, by checking thesign( ) for your choice. (p.s. If you choice is tço places or n0re for one article, please
chaose the place you visit most frequently).

P I aces (r) (2) (3) (4) (s) (6) (7) (8) (e)

I tens
I . spec ia I i zed books

2.clcthes

3.pearl, cosmetics

4.furniture

5. canera

6. Tï set

T.general hospital

8.noçie

9.opera or dancing shor

l0.social actitities

( )(lxaohsiung citv; (2) Tainan city; (3)Fengshan city; (4)pingtung ciry; (5)Kaohsiung rorn;
(6)Chishan lorn; (7)Chaochou Tonn; (8)Ueinung Toçn; (10)orhers.
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4.lndicate the folloring goods 0r services rhich your family has owned,

by inserting the sign ( ) for your choice.
(l)TV set_, (2)video_, (3)motorcycle_, (4)notor car_,
(S)refrigerator_, (6)telephone_; (?)running rater_,
(8)piano_, (9)gas stove_, (iO)rashing nachine_,
(i1)rater heater_.

5.Does your farrily have ¡reuber rho has out-nigrated?
( I ) lto_.
(2) Yes_;

There did they urove to ? (Â)Kaohsiung city_ persons: (B) lainan city _ persons:
(C)Pingtung city _ persons; (D) laipei city _ persons;
(E) others persons.

Reasons for noving (can be nulti-choice): (A) access !o the rorking place_;
(B) for children's education _ ;

(C) preferring the environment of the place _;
(D) others _.

Do the out-nigrated persons send back hone renittances?
(,{) lio _.
(B) Yes 

- 
; Does it constitute of an inporlant source of the fa¡rily incone ? Yes _;¡o_.

6.Does your fanily engage in agriculture? i

(i) Io _
(2) Yes

Íö of the total family incone frour agriculture (approximately):
(Ä) total(i.e.l)_; (B) about 1/2 _; (C) about 1/4 _;
(D) less than 1/4

linds of corps (can be nulti-choice): (,{)rice _; (B) fruit _;
(C)cultivation of fish, shrinp, etc._;
(D) cash crop (e.g. corn, tobacco, etc. ) _;
(E) others

Did you change your nain crops in recent years (say, past 5 years)?
lo 

-.Yes _; f,hat is your forurer crop ?

(Á) rice_; (B) fruit _;
(C) cultivation of fish, shriurp etc. _;
(D) cash crops _; (E) others

The reasons for changing the crops (can be rrulti-choice):
(A) shortage of labour _ ; (B) increasing incorre _;
(C) denands of narket; (D) subsidies & encouragement by gor.ernurent _;
(E) others
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Did you change your farn land into other non-farn uses?
ì{o _.
Yes _; for rhat Þurposes (can be nulLi-choice)?

(,{) resident ial uses _; (B) industrial uses -.-;(C) Connercial uses 

--; 
(D) Recreation uses :

(E) public uses _; (F) others

- The End - thant you for your cooperation
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